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EXPLANATORY NOTE

This volume, like the others of the series to which it be-

longs, has been compiled for the benefit of students and de-

baters, and for libraries wishing to supply good material

in convenient form on the subject of government ownership.

The present status of government regulation and govern-

ment ownership of railroads in the United States and other

countries, is briefly outlined in the Introduction and the

General Discussion, while the Affirmative and Negative Dis-

cussions contain reprints of valuable material covering the

arguments for and against the adoption of government own-

ership by the United States. The bibliography is a selected

one, the references having been chosen so as to give the

reader access to the most usable and most easily obtainable

material. Students wishing to make a more extended study

are recommended to consult the bibliographies listed else-

where in this volume.

June, 1912.
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BRIEF

Resolved, That the United States should own and operate

the railroads.

INTRODUCTION

I. The railroad problem is a serious and important one.

A. Our dependence upon railways has become univer-

sal.

1. The railroad is a factor in every step of mod-

ern production.

2. Everyone must in some way depend upon it or

abandon his attempts to obtain a livelihood.

B. The railroad problem is fundamental in its relation

to

1. Economic and political liberty.

2. Legitimate investment and business enterprise,

3. Labor.

4. The wise management of our natural resources.

II. The railways of the world may be roughly divided into

two groups.

A. Those owned and administered by private com-

panies.

B. Those owned and administered by the state.

III. The present system in the United States is that of

private ownership and operation, subject to state

and federal control.

A. Control is effected

1. By the Interstate Commerce Commission.

2. By the state commissions.

IV. The question under discussion is whether govern-

ment ownership would be preferable to the present

method of control.
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AFFIRMATIVE

The Affirmative is in favor of government ownership as

the solution of our railroad problem, for

I. The present system of private ownership and govern-
ment control has resulted in serious abuses.

A. Power and wealth have been concentrated in the

hands of a few.

1. The railroad business is fast becoming a mo-

nopoly.
2. Large private fortunes have been built up by

the few at the*expense of the many.
B. The roads are greatly overcapitalized.

i. Rates must be kept up to pay dividends on

watered stock.

C. Rates are high and fluctuating, and discrimina-

tions are numerous.

1. Certain persons and communities are favored

at the expense of others.

2. Rates change frequently because of competi-

tion and rate wars.

D. Much unnecessary waste exists.

1. Lines are duplicated.

2. In advertising, efforts to obtain business, to

influence legislation, in duplication of offi-

cials, and in passes.

E. The railroads have failed to respond to the needs

of the country.

1. Transportation facilities are not provided
where needed.

2. Little attention is paid to the demands of

safety and convenience.

3. Earning capacity is the prime consideration.

II. Government ownership will be an effective remedy for

these abuses.

A. The benefits of monopoly will be secured with

none of its dangers.
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i. The postoffice is now administered with jus-

tice for all.

B. Rates would be stable and uniform to all.

1. Freights and fares .would be reduced.

2. There would be no necessity for discrimina-

tions.

3. The present causes for fluctuations in rates

would be remove^
C. The present wastes in management would be

eliminated.

1. By the consolidation of roads, offices and staffs.

2. By reduction of the number of attorneys,

brokers, commission men, and traffic officials

now needed to protect the railroads in the

courts and secure business.

D. Equipment and service would be greatly improved,
i. Sufficient cars and lines would be provided to

supply the needs of commerce in all parts of

the country.

2. The demands of the public in regard to safety

devices and convenience of travel would be

heeded.

E. Other abuses would be remedied.

1. Public life would be purified of the corrupting
influence of the railroads in politics.

2. Legislation and litigation in the courts would be

greatly simplified.

3. Stock-gambling would be reduced.

III. Government ownership would be advisable for other

reasons.

A. The conditions of railroad employees would be

improved.
B. Public welfare would be largely increased.

1. Government ownership would tend to steady
industrial development.

2. Strikes would be largely eliminated.
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3. The benefits of travel would be brought with-

in the reach of a greater number than at

present.

IV. Government ownership is practicable.

A. The railroad is properly a function of government,
i. It can be operated under private ownership

only by means of a franchise from the govern-
ment.

B. The United States government has the power to

purchase and operate railways.

i. It has already done so, successfully, in the case

of the Panama railway.

C. The purchase can easily be brought about.

1. Such purchase will work no hardship to the

owners of the railroad stocks and bonds.

2. Government bonds can be issued to cover the

existing stocks and bonds.

3. The revenue will be sufficient to cover all ex-

penses, improvements, interest on bonds and

still provide a sinking fund for the retirement

of the bonds.

4. The value of the railroad properties will be

greatly increased as a result of government
ownership.

V. Government ownership has been successful where it

has been tried.

A. It has succeeded in Prussia.

I Equipment and service have vastly improved,
and passenger and freight traffic have more
than doubled.

2. Fares and freights are steadily reduced and

the railroads are a success financially.

3. The roads have responded to the needs of the

country.

B. In Switzerland.

i. The conditions of the railway employees have

greatly improved.
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2. Service has improved, and rates are low and

uniform to all.

3. The statement that the Swiss railways are un-

successful financially is untrue.

C. In Australia and New Zealand.

1. Australian railways show a lower percentage

of operating expense, accidents, and cost of

construction per mile than the United States,

while its revenue per train-mile is higher.

2. New Zealand railways have been conducted

primarily to meet the needs of the country

and not to make profits.

a. Fares are low.

b. Employes are well-paid and well-cared for.

NEGATIVE

The Negative is not in favor of government ownership
as a solution of our railroad problem, for

I. It is unnecessary.

A. The present system of private ownership and gov-

ernment control is excellent.

1. To it more than to any other one factor is due

our present prosperity.

2. Our transportation facilities are the best in

the world.

a. Trains are run a greater number of miles

annually in proportion to population, and

at greater speed.

b. Transportation is cheaper.
i' Freight rates have steadily declined.

2' In proportion to population and the qual-

ity of the service, passenger fares are

the lowest in existence.

c. The roads have adapted themselves to the

needs of the country.
i' New localities have received facilities

even when unremunerative.
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^3. Overcapitalization is no longer generally true

of our railroad system.
a. Jine original cash cost does not begin to

cover the final cash cost in their present
condition.

B. Many of the former abuses of our railroad system
no longer exist.

1. They originated under circumstances then well-

nigh unavoidable.

2. Time will cure most of the remaining evils.

3. Our railroad -managers are now cooperating
with the government to remedy them.

II. That rates are unreasonable and discriminating is no

longer true.

A. Present rates are reasonable.

1. Since the Interstate Commerce law has been
in force, rates have steadily declined.

2. Few complaints have been received concerning

unreasonably high rates, and most of these

were groundless.

B. Existing remedies are ample to prohibit unreason-

able discriminations between individuals and lo-

calities.

1. Present laws can be enforced.

2. Legalized pooling would help to eliminate such

discriminations.

C. Some discrimination is reasonable and necessary.
1. In the classification of freights.

2. Between localities, in order to build up new
industries and to develop natural resources.

III. Government ownership would be unadvisable for other

reasons.

A. The government should not engage in industrial

undertakings.
1. Popular sovereignty is not fitted for such enter-

prises.

2. Its present duties are already too numerous.
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i

B. Administration of the roads would be inefficient

and extravagant.

1. Similar enterprises where undertaken by the

government have not been administered

economically.

2. The quality of the service and the equipment
woufd be allowed to deteriorate.

3. Our civil service is notoriously inefficient.

C. Government rate-making would be unsatisfactory.

1. Discriminations would still exist.

a. Rebates and frauds can be brought about

more easily under public than under pri-

vate management.
2. Rates would tend to rise rather than to decline.

a. Competition would be absent.

b. The roads would be compelled to raise

wages, improve equipment and service,

and at the same time, to make profits.

3. Government rate-making would be too rigid,

a. It would tend to arrest commercial prog-

ress.

4. Rate-making is too complex a matter to be

left in the hands of politicians,

a. The government could not pay the large

salaries now paid to the trained railway

officials, and consequently could not se-

cure the best men.

D. Government management would not respond read-

ily to the needs of industry.

1. Legislation is always slow and liable to politi-

cal influence.

2. Populous and prosperous communities would

receive facilities at the expens^p newer and

poorer communities.

3. Claims against the government are difficult to

collect.

\
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3. Facilities have n>t been al!">r<lrl equally, and

industry has been restricted.

4. Conditions in I'm-sia arc entirely different Iroin

tlu.sc in tlic United Stairs.

a. Conditions of population and traffic are

different.

b. The government of Prussia is bureaucratic

and administrative, while ours is legisla-

tive and parliamentary.

C. I he t'i\-il serviee is el'iieient and the eonn-

try is praetieally developed.

B. Government ownership is far from suceessful in

Belgium.
I. Healthful competition has heen -topped.

J. The equipment is inadequate.

3. Red tape abounds and the management is in-

efficient.

C. In Swit/erlaml.

1. After ten years the roads show a deficit.

2. Conditions arc unlike those in the United

States.

D. In Australia and New Zealand.
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SELECTED ARTICLES

ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

OF RAILROADS

INTRODUCTION

Transportation is essentially a public service, and where-

ever railroads have been built, we find that upon the gov-
ernment has developed the obligation of rendering aid in

their construction and of supervising or regulating their

managment and operation. The character of such aid and

regulation varies considerably with different countries. In

some cases, public aid has been limited to the granting of

the right of eminent domain in order to enable the railroads

to secure the necessary right of way. More often however,

governments have supplemented such assistance by the pur-

chase of railway stocks and bonds, by the loan and donation

of public lands and funds, by guaranteeing to private in-

vestors a fixed minimum return on their investments, and

by engaging directly in the construction of roads.

Regulation of the railroads has varied as widely as the

nature of the aid rendered by the government. In some

cases, it has been limited to the barest supervision, the aim

being to leave private capital as unrestricted as possible.

This was the laissez-faire policy originally followed in the

United States, and which has gradually given way to in-

creasingly strict regulation. Most countries where private

ownership prevails provide for thorough and detailed regula-

tion, and in many cases, the roads are owned and operated

directly by the government.
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In the United States, the railroads have been constructed

largely by private enterprise, although public aid has been

very generous. States, Counties, municipalities, and later

the national government, have rendered assistance in the

shape of grants of land, loans or donations from the public

funds, and also in the building of roads. Construction was

pushed rapidly and even recklessly, and the necessary safe-

guards were not placed around the public funds. The re-

sult was that many of the roads failed to be remunerative,
and became bankrupt, the states were forced to sell the

roads to private investors, or in some cases to repudiate
their debts, and local investors lost a large part of their

stocks and bonds to the benefit of Eastern capitalists who
were able to take over the roads.

Up to this time government supervision had been of the

simplest sort, but now the antagonism of the local farmers
and business men against the owners of the railroads, and
the gross discriminations practised by the roads against some
individuals and localities in favor of others, resulted in a

demand for thorough regulation.

In this matter, the states preceded the federal government
by some years, and the form of regulation most generally

adopted, and still in force, was the commission. These state

commissions are of two types, the supervisory and the man-

datory. The supervisory commission was the first to ap-

pear, and is employed in Massachusetts and other eastern

states. It has the power only to investigate railroad prac-
tices and to report its findings to the legislature and to the

people. It may also make suggestions as to future legis-

lation to be adopted. The mandatory commission, of which
Illinois is typical, has been adopted in the West and South,
and has not only the power to investigate and report, but

also to issue orders to the railways and to enforce its

orders by judicial procedure. Among the powers of this

type of commission- is that of prescribing maximum charges
and of fixing rate schedules. The trend in the states,

especially in the newer and more poorly-developed sections

of the country, is toward the mandatory type of commission,
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although the advisory type has proved very satisfactory in

the older and more settled East.

The first legislation to be passed by Congress for nation-

al regulation of railroads was the Interstate Commerce Law
of 1887. This law has never been repealed, but has remained

in force to the present time, and has been strengthened from

time to time by amendatory acts. This law originally pro-

vided for the establishment of the Interstate Commerce
Commission a commission of seven members and of the

mandatory type. This Commission now has jurisdiction

over railroads, express and sleeping-car companies, and tele-

graph and telephone companies, and among its powers are

those to adjust rates, to require uniform accounting, to

investigate complaints and to make investigations upon its

own motion, and to enforce its orders. The law also strictly

forbids unreasonable discriminations between individuals and

places, pooling, and higher charges for shorter than for

longer hauls over the same lines.

Although government regulation of railroads has become

increasingly stringent and thorough, there is a demand that

the roads be purchased and operated by the national govern-

ment, and this question is the subject of discussion in the fol-

lowing pages. Before taking up the discussion the student is

recommended to familiarize himself with the history and pres-

ent status of the railroads in the United States and other

countries. A very helpful and concise account will be found in

Emory R. Johnson's* "American Railway Transportation", Part

IV, also in the article on "Railways and Railway Problems"

in the New Encyclopaedia of Social Reform. Other helpful

material is listed in the bibliography which forms a part of

this book.





GENERAL DISCUSSION

Harper's Magazine. 73: 250-7. July, 1886.

Social Studies: Nature of the Railway Problem.

Richard T. Ely.

What is a primary condition of the wide-spread, far-

reaching division of labor which is the first feature of mod-
ern production to attract attention? Is it not the improved
means of communication and transportation which the in-

ventions and discoveries of our century have placed at our

service? Undoubtedly the endless exchanges which are part

and parcel of our vast system of production require a large

market. Production, as has already been stated, is not car-

ried on for one's self. But this is not all. It is largely not

carried on for one's own neighborhood.

Gloversville, New York, manufactures gloves for all parts

of the United States, but it is doubtful if one-thousandth

part of the product of this industry is consumed in the town
and its immediate environs. Westfield, Massachusetts, man-
ufactures whips in like manner for the United States, and a

few towns like Waltham and Elgin supply us with nearly
all our watches. When Adam Smith wrote his Wealth of

Nations, one hundred years ago, he assured the English

farmers that they had no reason to be alarmed at his ad-

vocacy of free trade, because Irish beef was too remote ever

to become a serious competitor in the English markets with

English beef, as some had evidently feared. Now beef

slaughtered and dressed in Chicago is eaten fresh in Balti-

more and New York, and the English cattle-grower views

with indignation the incursions of American beef on the
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English market. The railroad thus becomes a factor in every

step of production, and this so generally that it would be

difficult to go into a New York market or a New York shop
and pick out one single article in the price of which charges
for the use of the railway did not form an element.

We discover thus a universal dependence on the rail-

way. Does the reader remind me of other means of com-
munication and transportation? The reply is evident on a

moment's reflection. It is a law of political economy that

the more perfect highway at once steps into the position
of a monopolist with reference to inferior highways. But
it needs no law of political economy to teach the farmer
or the merchant that for most purposes he must use the rail-

way, or entirely abandon his attempt to gain a livelihood;
and when, as happened formerly more frequently than now,
he was told, if not satisfied with the treatment he received,

to build himself a railway, or betake himself to the ordinary

wagon road, his only satisfaction lay in calling his tormentor
and that very truthfully a fool or a knave.

It thus oecomes already plain that railways have perverted
that normal and healthful dependence of man upon man
which leads to the formation of the fraternal commonwealth

a commonwealth of equal rights and privileges such as our
fathers aspired to found. Equal and free contract between
the owner of twenty acres and a Vanderbilt or Gould who
controls the sole avenue to the market for the produce of

the humble farmer! What a simulacrum! And I care not
if we substitute for the small farmer the owner of a thousand

acres, or a merchant with a hundred thousand in capital, or

the manufacturer with five hundred employes. There is still

no guarantee of fair treatment.

The first consideration, then, to be borne in mind in any
attempt to understand the nature of the railway problem is

this: the railways must become still more completely our

masters, or they must be reduced to complete subjection to

us as their masters; there is no middle ground. We are

dealing with the problem of economic liberty.

The history of trades and manufactures in the last four
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hundred years may be roughly divided into two periods. The

first, called the period of restriction, is the era of guilds and

corporations. One primary object of the ancient production

in guilds was to secure excellence of work, and cities like

Nuremberg in Germany to-day bear witness to the high

standard attained; but when the good of the few was placed

above the general good, and men were for purely selfish

reasons refused entrance to the bodies of craftsmen who
alone could carry on trades and manufactures, the time for

the dissolution of the old order had arrived. Inventions and

discoveries leading to production on a vast scale hastened

the fall of privilege. In France it required a terrible revo-

lution to usher in the new era of industrial equality, and

in other countries the contest has been long and obstinate.

This new era we call the period of freedom in trades and

manufactures. Its attainment has been regarded by econo-

mists and historians as one of the greatest achievements of

modern times; but while the jubilation over this advance is

still being echoed and reechoed, a new period of restriction

has been growing up, and that without the justification that

it meets any special requirement of our times. The railway

power is building up a class of privileged favorites in every

quarter. There are men who have received special rates

and no great American city is without them and who have

been able to conquer in the competitive struggle for exist-

ence their unequally matched foes. The avenue to success in

business thus lies through the grace of a manager of a public

highway, for such is the railway. And the insolence of

wealth which disgusts and oppresses us is perhaps found

oftenest in these newly acquired and illegitimate fortunes.

The old guild-master said to the applicant for admission:

"No; we are already so full that our means of livelihood

might be endangered by fresh competition. We must pro-

tect ourselves." But no guilds and no laws of the Middle

Ages did or could confer such outrageous privileges as the

great railway magnates of this country once bestowed upon
a private corporation, namely, the South Improvement Com-

pany, the infamous predecessor of the well-known Standard
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Oil Company. Here are the words of its special agreement
with the Central, Lake Shore, Erie, and Pennsylvania rail-

ways. These corporations pledged themselves at all times

to cooperate as far as it [namely, the party of the second

part] legally may with the party hereto of the first part

(the South Improvement Company] to maintain the business

of the party hereto of the first part against loss or injury

by competition, to the end that the party hereto of the first

part may keep up a remunerative and so a full and regular

business, and to that end shall lower or raise the gross rates

of transportation over its railroads and connections as far as

it legally may, for such times and to such extent as may
be necessary to overcome such competition. The rebates

and drawbacks to the party of the first part to be varied

pari passu with the gross rates." The Standard Oil Com-

pany has entered into like agreements with railway corpora-

tions, and it has been authoritatively stated that it once

received ten millions of dollars in rebates in eighteen months!

Is it, then, any wonder that it has crushed out competition
and smothered honest industry?

The student of the nature of the railway problem must
next notice that we have to do in this with the problem of

\j political liberty. Economic power carries with it political

power. Sooner or later those who control the avenues to

material well-being control the State, as matters are with us.

^We are not dealing with the question what ought to be,

but what is and will be. Our great Hamilton well said, "A

power over a man's subsistence amounts to a power over

his will." It is also implied in such common assertions of

every-clay life as that the member of a family who carries

the purse will rule the house. Now the railways represent

the largest aggregations of wealth, and exercise a controlling

influence in economic life. The consequences just described

as inevitable have followed surely and swiftly. The King of

Belgium long ago remarked that, as far as real power was

concerned, he should prefer the position of president of the

united Belgian railways to that he then occupied; and he

spoke with a clear perception of the nature of the preponder-

ating influences of the railway.
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The political power of the railway corporations in the

United States is a matter as well known as is the corruption

by which it has been acquired. The State of Pennsylvania
has long been regarded as the special property of the

Pennsylvania Railway corporation to such an extent that,

in ordinary conversation in that commonwealth, any en-

deavor to obtain justice in opposition to the will of that po-
tential body is discouraged as useless; while the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania once renowned for intelligence and

integrity, is now a by-word and a reproach, and an author

of a legal work finds it necessary to warn his students not

to attach weight to its decisions, as it is a tool of corpora-
tions. The Supreme Court of the United States includesi^
two judges who are regarded as railway judges. The Senate

of the United States has become the stronghold of the great

corporations, estimates having been made that even one- />

fourth of its members are railway representatives. In Ohio

you learn that the Standard Oil Company, a creature of the

railways, controls the Legislature in opposition to the in-

terests of the people. Nor do even our municipalities escape
this malign influence. When the election of the fall of 1885^
was held in Baltimore, word was sent to one of the leading

politicians, who hoped to obtain a municipal office, in his

campaign utterances to be sure not to touch on the subject
of railways. This is the condition to which our railway

kings have brought us. They are kings in very truth,

and we are their subjects, to whom the right of free speech
and of an independent press is denied. We read of an earlier

period when America was proud of the sturdy honesty, the

manly intrepidity, and the vigorous independence of her

citizens. Is this passing away? In the testimony given be-

fore the Senate Committee of 1883 on Labor and Capital,

one witness spoke of the subserviency of American-
born laborers as a well-known fact, and no contradiction

has appeared. The Germans have a forcible expression to

indicate this, namely, Hundedemuth, the humility of a dog.

Can it be that this is a characteristic of the descendants of

a generation which knew Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson,
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and Patrick Henry, and that long line of Revolutionary-
heroes? Indeed, it is impossible. Our subjection will not
endure forever. Our labor organizations are a pledge that

it will not; and for this cause, if for no other, we may re-

joice in their might.

^ The railway problem is the problem of labor. No other

single person, natural or artificial, employs so many men
as the great railway corporation.

This employment influences labor in other channels both

directly and indirectly.x'It has more power than resides else-

where to depress wages, to extend the hours of labor, and

to subject it in other respects to abuse** Its influence for

good or evil on the laboring classes exceeds any other
in the United Statesx* It might set an example in regard
to kindly treatment, satisfactory tenure of office, fair wages,
and wholesome environment for health of mind and body,
which would speedily lead to an elevation of labor.-** But it is

not merely as an example that the railway problem is the

problem of laborxtf It is in many branches interested in pro-

duction, and its reduction of wages will often force a re-

duction even upon competitors who desire to do the very
best for labory" It is an unfortunate feature of our com-

petitive economic system that meannesses are forced upon
the well-meaning, and thus an ascendency is frequently given
to tl>e worst elements in industrial society. An illustration

of this may again be taken from that rich storehouse of facts

furnished us by Hudson. The anthracite coal combination
of Pennsylvania, one of the most remarkable monopolies
in the United States, comprises six railways, which own
195,000 acres of anthracite coal land out of a total 270,000

acres. Not satisfied with its oppression of the consumer,
it presses with remorseless weight on the agents of pro-

duction, the miners. It appears that private mine owners,
after a strike of some weeks' duration, had decided to ad-

vance the wages of this wretched class; but the railways,

fearing the effect on their own laborers, trebled the freight

rates of these men! Thus was the matter decided against
the unhappy toiler. .
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Again, those who do not receive special rates and re-

bates from the railways work at such disadvantage that at

times the alternative is a cut in wages or failure in business.

This is a consideration which is too often overlooked in the

labor movement. Many a business man, who is pressed on

the one side by the railway power and on the other by the

labor power, must feel that he is ground between the upper
and the nether millstone, and must be ready to welcome
even socialism or any other radical reconstruction which

will show him a chance of escape from the torments of

business. Occasionally such a poor wretch will conclude

that life is not worth living, and will put an end to his own
existence.

The railway problem is the problem of cooperation and

other reforms in economic life. Until those engaged in

these efforts know that they can depend upon just and

equitable treatment in transportation, their success will at

best be but imperfect and incomplete.
The railway problem is the problem of legitimate busi-

ness enterprise. John Stuart Mill, in his Political Economy,
states forcibly that there is only one power absolutely fatal

to economic progress, and that is the persistent, omni-

present oppression of a government like that of Turkey. A
certain amount of inequality of taxation, certain irregulari-

ties in justice, occasional failures to repress violence all

these have been witnessed in countries rapidly progressing
in wealth. Had he written in our day in America, he would
have added the railway power as one which might crush

enterprise. It is omnipresent. Mon^than that: it is near

the gtartimy^ni7i-^=rf-|iinJll<'linii j ,nii1-4f-may rn.f off nrtivify

at its"lountain-head. You may draw off large quantities from
a stream, when you approach its mouth, without affecting

its mighty onward flow, whereas it can easily be diverted

or dammed near its source. Transportation is an economic
basis of modern production.

-"

The railway problem" is the problem of legitimate invest-

ment in the means of transportation and communication.
Who now knows what he is doing in buying railway stocks
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or bonds? The general public does not, but managers do.

Railway stocks rise and railway stocks decline, generous

railway dividends are poured into the lap of the smiling

share-holder, dividends are passed altogether, prosperity
and adversity in the railway world play at hide-and-seek,
and amid it all the accumulations of the managers go on,

until the world stares in wonder at the most monstrous
fortunes of the century, and fifty men own an appreciable
share of the wealth of the country. --

Once more: the railway_jproblem is the probjem of the

of a large share of our national resources.

Estimates such as we have are little better than shrewd

guesses; but if we put the wealth of the country at forty

thousand millions, and the valuation of railways at five

thousand millions, and say that they represent an eighth

part of our resources, we shall have a moderate estimate. A
large part of the remaining wrealth of the country has a

direct connection with railways. Reference is made to

property like rolling-mills, coal-mines, car-shops, and loco-

motive-works. Now the management of this wealth is a

matter of vital concern to the country. Ask the m/)st con-

servative political economist why_tjhe_ institution of ~p*ivate

property ought to exist, and he will tell you that TT~T5--not

an end in itseir~ktit only a means to an end, which "ertd is

the welfare"~o"f~thej3E,opTe. Private property is arkrwed tt>

exist because it is thought that thus will the good of man-
kind be most effectively promoted. We have then to inquire

how this trust is administered. Does it really justify its

creation? Does it in the most effectual manner perform
its proper function? It is thus seen that the management
of this vast property is a matter of vital concern to the

public; it is the proper concern of the public; and we reach

this conclusion: the railway problem is the problem of the

management of a very large portion of our national re-

sources.

But why should I continue? The nature of the problem
with which we have to deal must now be clear to the reader.

It is the problem of problems. It is the starting-point of
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all social reforms. The tariff, cooperation, strikes, arbitra-

tion, profit-sharing all these are weighty topics, but they

wellnigh lose their significance when placed by the side of

the proper regulation, control, and ownership of our chief

means of communication and transportationf-"'t)ther reforms

must wait on the establishment among us of satisfactorily

managed highways. We desire an incorruptible civil ad-

ministration: railroads can defeat our efforts to attain this.

We desire a reform in the tariff: railways can render tariff

laws nugatory. We desire an impartial judiciary: railways

can corrupt our judges, and can take from the service of the

people into their own employ those who as judges refuse to

serve their purposes. A pure legislature is desired; but

railways defile its purity. A better government of cities is

a crying need of the hour; but in one city a great railway

corporation ranges itself against reform and defeats it,

while in another the officers of a street railway are under

investigation for corruption of aldermen, theft, and misman-

agement, and honest men long to see more than one railway
man hard at work in striped garments within prison walls.

In short, the abuses which have given rise to the prob-
lem of the railway are germinal in character. They drag
their slimy length over our country, and every turn in their

progress is marked by a progeny of evils.

Quarterly Review. 211: 333-66. October, 1909.

Nationalisation of British Railways. Edgar Crammond.

The railways of the world may be roughly divided into

two groups, namely, (a) those which are owned and ad-

ministered by companies ?-*and (&) those which are owned
and administered by the stated There are upwards of 560,000

miles of railway in operation at the present time; and of

this total approximately 390,000 miles are owned and worked

by companies, the balance of 170,000 miles being under state

administration. It will perhaps be a matter of surprise to
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many people to learn that more than two-thirds of the rail-

way mileage of the world is still owned by companies, but

it is only fair to point out that of these two-thirds the United

States of America account for about 225,000 miles; so that,

apart from America, the mileage of the state-owned railways

approximates to that of the privately-owned lines.

Anglo-Saxon communities, as a whole, have not shown

any great predilection for the public ownership of railways;

but most of our self-governing colonies have been compelled,

principally from economic causes, to adopt this policy, and

it is to them that we must look for illustrations of the man-
ner in which men of our own temperament and traditions

have solved, or attempted to solve, some of the great diffi-

culties which beset this branch of state administration.

The principle of the public ownership of railways has re-

ceived its widest practical application on the continent of

Europe; but even here government railways are by no means
universal. The mileage of railways in operation in Europe
(apart from the United Kingdom) is about 165,000 miles;

and of this total state railways account for about 87,000

miles, the remainder being in the hands of companies.
At the present time there are six State railway systems in

Germany, exclusive of the Imperial railways (Alsace-Lor-

raine), the most important system being of course that of

Prussia.

Cassier's. 35: 288-95. December, 1908.

Nationalization of Railways: Practical 'Workings of State

Ownership in Various Countries. C. S. Vesey-Brown.

Forty-three of the separately governed countries of the

world have decided in favour of state ownership. They are

as follows:

British India, Canada (a portion only), the Australian

Commonwealth (six separate colonies), New Zealand, the

four South African colonies, Austria, Hungary, Belgium,
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Brazil (a portion only), Bulgaria (a portion only), Chili, Co-

lumbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark (a portion only), France

(a portion only), the German Empire, Greece, Holland, Hon-

duras, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Newfoundland, Nicaragua,

Norway, Portugal, Roumania, Russia (a portion only),

Servia, Siam, Spain, S\veden, Switzerland, and Turkey (Asi-

atic). In some cases, as is indicated in this list, a portion

only of some of these countries' railway system is under the

control of the state.

Political, strategical, and Financial considerations have

been the principal factors which have influenced the state to

retain control of the railway systems. Great military pow-
ers like Germany, Russia, Italy, the Indian Government, etc.,

must of necessity be in a position at any moment to control

the traffic on the main arteries of the railway systems which

connect the principal centers of commercial activity with

the boundaries of the country. To be able to ship troops

and war material along these lines without consideration

as to ownership, rates, etc., is a sine qua non where inter-

ests of great importance are at stake, and it is therefore

essential that the responsible governing authority should in

times of peace make every provision for this eventuality,

whether the necessity to do so arises with a neighbouring

power or from internal dissension.

The inefficient services in some countries by private en-

terprise have also contributed to the nationalization of rail-

ways, while a further reason for this step has been the un-

doubted difficulty of raising capital from private sources

wherewith to construct the track, etc. Take the example of

the Australian colonies: It is doubtful if the railway system
would have grown to the extent it has done if the capital

for the railways had had to be raised for railway purposes

alone; but with the credit which the separate governments
can pjedge as collateral security for the payment of interest

and the power of taxation possessed by each state, it has

been possible to raise the very large sums which are rep-

resented in the capitalized value of the railways in Austra-

lasia.
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The necessity to "foster" the staple industries of some
countries by the extension of railway facilities is another

reason for state ownership, such as, for example, in Belgium
and Norway, where there are numerous linges vicinales in

connection with the main lines. Examples of purely strate-

gic lines are the Russo-Siberian and the Hedjaz (Asiatic

Turkey) railways.

The general principle that railway traffic should be carried

out under statutory authority is accepted by all, but in the

application of the principle there is considerable divergence
of practice. In Great Britain, the United States, Argentine

Republic, Canada, Brazil, and Mexico (the three latter, with

slight exceptions, noted hereafter), Rhodesia, Egypt, and

Spain, the state has granted permission, under statutory

obligations, to private enterprise to construct and work rail-

ways. In Great Britain the franchise is burdened with the

costly process of land purchase, but in other countries the

concessionaires of the railways have always been endowed
in the first instance with more land for the railway track

and its appurtenances than was absolutely necessary, but

of recent years increase of traffic, population, and the value

of land have now somewhat curtailed these privileges.

The countries where nationalization has been carried

out may be broadly divided into three classes, viz., those

where:

(1) Railways are entirely owned and operated by the

state;

(2) Railways are owned by the state and operated by
private enterprise, and

(3) Railways where state aid towards construction or

operation has been given.

In the first class are:

British India.

Canada (a portion only).

Australia Commonwealth (six colonies).

New Zealand.

South African colonies (four).

Austria.
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Belgium.
Brazil (a portion only).

Bulgaria (a portion only).

Chili.

Colombia.

Costa Rica.

Cuba.

Denmark (a portion only).

France (a portion only).

German Empire.

Hungary.
Honduras.

Italy:

Japan (process of ownership not quite completed).

Norway.
Portugal.

Roumania.
Russia (a portion only).

Servia.

Siam.

Sweden.

Switzerland (process of ownership not quite completed).
In the second class are:

Newfoundland, Holland, Nicaragua, Brazil, and Bulgaria.
In the third class are:

Denmark, France, Greece, Luxemburg, Russia (a portion

only), and Spain.

Taking each class by itself, it is interesting to note the

different characteristics belonging to the particular country
under review. In India the railway system owes its inception
to the guarantees given to private enterprise by the British

Government for strategical and commercial purposes. The
Indian Government now owns all the lines on British terri-

tory, having purchased the last of the guaranteed lines in

1906. The majority of the native state railways outside the

above are owned by the native chieftains and their govern-
ments, and leased to companies mostly, financed wTith Brit-

ish capital. On the Indian state railways the rates of car-
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riage for passengers and goods traffic are very low;" in

many instances third-class passengers can travel five miles

for one penny.
The Canadian systems of state-owned railways are due

to the action of the Nova Scotian Government in building

-a line from Halifax to the Bay of Fundy in 1858. Exten-

sions to this line and the building of the Prince Edward
Island Railway (261 miles) were all included as part of

the property of the Canadian Federation in 1867, the latter

province being admitted to the confederation in 1874. Since

1901 the Canadian Government has constructed a state line

in Ontario. The principal railway traffic in Canada is, how-

ever, in the hands of the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk

Railway Companies and their allied lines, which, in most

cases, enjoy a government subsidy to assist in opening up
the country.

T^e Australian colonies and New Zealand OWT
II and operate

practically the whole of the railways in each colony. There

are a few privately owrned steam railways and tramways, but

these are purely local. The particulars as to length of line,

etc., are given in the table. It is obvious that the rapid growth
of the railways in the different colonies is to keep pace with

the development of farming lands and the settlement of

colonists.

In_ the South African colonies, since the last Boer war,

the railways have passed practically entirely into the hands

of the government. This does not, of course, apply to Rho-

desia, where the railway companies are guaranteed interest

and practically controlled by the Chartered British South

Africa Company.
The great European nations of Russia, Germany, Austria-

Hungary, and Italy have practically nationalized the whole

of the railway systems within their borders. In Russia there

are still approximately 12,700 miles out of a total of 39,418

miles which are managed or leased to private companies
on certain concessions, but out of a total capital of about

107,000,000 which these 12,700 miles represent, the gov-

ernment guarantees the interest on no less than 93,000,000,
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which means that practically the government is the owner
of the lines. The nationalization of .Russian railways com-
menced in 1881, and has been gradually extended, so that

now the state directly controls the enormous total of over

28,000 miles of line and has incurred liabilities on capital ac-

count of over 401,000,000.

Prior to the Franco-German war the railways in the

different states forming the German Empire were in the

hands of private companies. Since 1880 the process of

acquisition of these lines by the state has been rapid, and

by 1904 all the railways in Prussia, Saxony, Hesse, Bavaria,

Wurtemburg, Baden, Oldenburg, Mecklenburg, together with

the lines in Alsace and Lorraine, were entirely owned and

operated by the German state railway department. The
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg is not included in the above,
as by an agreement made in 1902 the lines passed under the

direct control of the German government, and by 1959, on

completion of a series of payments, the whole line will then

become the property of the German state railway administra-

tion.

In Austria and Hungary the government commenced in

1876 acquiring such railways as were constructed by private

enterprises prior to this date, and by the end of 1905 the

whole of the railway system in the country had passed into

the direct ownership and control of the government.
In Italy the railway administration has suffered various

vicissitudes. In 1906 the whole of the lines passed into the

control and direction of the state on certain terms of pur-

chase, which include an annual rental to the existing share-

holders for sixty years, after which the government is the

absolute owrner of the railway system. The results of nation-

alization have not yet been felt from the point of view of

relief to taxation, but the enormous industrial developments
of Northern Italy, the application of electrical traction sup-

plied through the agency of the numerous hydro-electric

power stations (for which Italy is becoming famous), are the

factors which will tend to help in the reformation of what
was at one time a notoriously badly managed railway sys-

tem.
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The Belgian Government commenced in 1857 to acquire

railways, and, at the end of 1905, owned or controlled 2,490

miles.

The ownership of railways in Norway is curiously divided.

There are three classes:

(a) Entirely owned and controlled by the state;

(b) Owned by the state and the communes through which

the lines pass, and by private persons, and the whole worked

by the state; and,

(c) Entirely private railways subsidized by the state.

In the first class, the state has contributed the cost of

building the lines, but the local authorities through whose
districts the lines run have had to provide the land, so that in

reality the state and the communes are joint owners; the

latter, it is assumed, deriving an indirect benefit from the

existence of the railway and rates levied for goods and pas-

sengers.

In the second class, which includes the main line, the gov-
ernment has provided by far the largest portion of the capital,

but, in order to attract capital, have agreed that local author-

ities and private persons may be directly interested in the

capital expenditure and the net profits due to working,

though it is assumed that they have no control over the

state department which operates the traffic. In no case does

the interest exceed 4 per cent, on the ordinary share capital,

nor is the private capital so invested large, being roughly
10 per cent, on the total amount expended.

The Portuguese State Railway system is not a large one,

as can be readily understood, and has only increased from

105 miles in 1869 to 540 miles in 1905.

The Servian State Railways had their inception as the

result of the famous Berlin treaty of 1878. In addition to

the ordinary standard-gauge lines, the government has con-

structed a large number of "light railways" of narrow gauge,

which are to be opened in 1909.

The Swedish Government is the direct owner of 2,609

miles of line, of which over four-fifths have been constructed

by the state.
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The railway system in France is in a curious tangle. The
government owns and operates one line about 1,812 miles

long (district of Chartres, Nantes and Bordeaux), but it is

unable to give through tariffs to Paris from these districts

(except in very exceptional instances), owing to the com-

petitive and state subsidies which the competing lines of the

Orleans and the Ouest Railway Companies enjoy. The most

extraordinary circumstances to be noted in this respect is the

fact that, though the state owns and operates this particular

line, its operations are stifled by a state-subsidized competitor.
It would require more space than is at the disposal of this

article to give a history of the position at various dates of the

railways in France, but the whole question was settled in

1883 after many vicissitudes, on the following basis:

The state was to resume possession of the whole railway

system, rolling stock, etc., etc., at various dates between 1950
and 1960, and in the meantime the net profit each year was
to be divided into:

(1) the necessary amounts for mortgage bonds, debentures,

etc., advanced by the state:

(2) A fixed dividend on the share capital; and

(3) A sinking fund to redeem the share capital.

If the net profit was insufficient to meet these charges, the

state provided the difference. If in any year there was a

surplus, then it went to the state under certain conditions.

The Swiss Government was authorized by direct mandate
in 1898 from the public to acquire the whole of the main rail-

way systems (five in number). The purchase price amounted
to 12,000,000 sterling for four of the lines, and the fifth

(St. Gothard) will be purchased in 1909. The improvements
in rolling stock, service, and general personnel on the Swiss

Railways since the government took charge are obvious to

those who have had experience before and after the change
of ownership.

Turning to the American continent one finds that in

Brazil, Chili, Costa Rica, and Colombia the state owns certain

lengths of railway, which is, as a rule, administered at a

loss, though the lengths of line and amounts so involved are
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comparatively trifling compared with the other interests in-

volved in these countries. No reliable data as to the lines

in Honduras, Guatemala, and Nicaragua are obtainable.

No observations on the subject of nationalization would be

complete without reference to Japan and Siam. The latter

country has shown what can be done by careful attention to

details. The Siamese Government has managed to build up
a small railway system of 357 miles out of the ordinary

revenues of the country, and, after allowance of 10 per cent,

each year on the capital employed, as a reserve for deprecia-

tion, etc., the resultant profit pays 5.13 per cent, on the

capital employed. It does not follow that this result will,

however, be always obtained, as there is no doubt that with

the development of commerce in Siam a demand will arise

for cheaper freight tariffs, etc., etc., which will have the

effect of increasing the ratio of working expenses to receipts,

at present only 37 per cent.

Since the Russo-Japanese war, Japan has set itself the task

of acquiring the railway system, which up to that time was

practically owned by private enterprise. By an act passed
in 1906 the government is to purchase all the lines scheduled

in the act (2,812) before 1915 on payment at the rate of

practically twenty years' purchase in government 5 per cent,

bonds. When these lines have been acquired the government
will own about 4,300 miles of railway. It is anticipated that

the loans required for this purpose will be entirely redeemed

by sinking funds in thirty-two years, and thereafter the coun-

try will benefit to the extent of about 5,500,000 sterling.



Remarks.
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Annals of the American Academy. 19: 61-73. January, 1902.

Government Ownership of Railroads. Martin A. Knapp.

The object of this paper is merely to outline, without

elaboration, some of the arguments for and against the pub-
lic ownership of railroads.

For the government of the United States to acquire the

two hundred tnousand miles of railways already constructed,
undertake to conduct their vast operations by direct agency
and extend the service with needful rapidity, is a project of

such collossal import as to incline us to place it quite outside

the range of probability. Nevertheless, it cannot be put
aside as a purely speculative problem, for already there are

many ardent advocates of the policy. In the rapid advance-

ment which displays itself on every hand, not only in the

methods of industrial production but in the aims and aspira-

tions of our people, no one can tell how soon we may en-

counter a widespread and insistent demand for the public

acquisition and management of our entire railway system.

Moreover, as the nature of transportation is more clearly

perceived, and views enlarge as to the functions which gov-
ernment may usefully exercise, it is to be expected that the

argument in favor of railway nationalization will become
more attractive and convincing. Private opinion and judicial

utterance agree that railroads are public highways, having
the same essential relation to social order as the streets and

avenues which have been dedicated to public use and always
controlled by the state as matters of primary and common
concern. Therefore, public ownership and operation of our

railways is chiefly important in its economic aspects; it is

simply a question of expediency.
What may be called the political objection is naturally the

rst to occur. This objection takes a twofold form. In the

first place, it is said that the public ownership of railroads is

opposed to the traditional policy of our government and the

historic development of its institutions. While the doctrine

of laissez foire was not, even at the outset, fully .adopted,
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still the general sentiment of our people has deprecated
the extension of state functions and discouraged any radical

inroad upon spheres of action occupied by private enterprise.

Besides, it is claimed that such an enormous increase of

public activities would overtax the power of successful man-

agement and bring about a serious disproportion between

public and private operations. To say nothing of the diffi-

culties involved in the acquisition of these properties, the

task of their administration would be so tremendous and so

liable to be poorly performed, as to endanger the business

balance which now seems fairly well maintained. The weight
of this objection is conceded, the satisfactory answer to it

not easily made. We hardly see how the roads could be taken

over gradually, thereby allowing for growth of experience
in unaccustomed duties; apparently the entire system would
have to be acquired at once, or within a comparatively short

period, without time for adequate preparation. Still we are

not quite willing to place limits upon the ability of a people so

intelligent and resourceful as our own. We may well claim

that they have proved themselves equal to every demand, and

that even this gigantic task is not beyond their capacity. The

enlargement heretofore made in the field of public perform-
ance has been justified by results, and it may be confidently

asserted that our government has up to this time assumed no

function or activity which we wrould consent to have it abro-

gate. , Nor can we deny as an abstract proposition that a self-

governed people, worthy of their heritage and opportunities,

may best realize their ideals by collectively doing more and

more of the things which affect the public welfare.

The other form of this objection is the danger of abuse

through party control of such vast properties, representing
so large a share of the wealth now in private hands, and the

enormous voting strength of a million or more of railway

employees. That this objection is a serious one cannot

be denied. Such experience as we have had is hardly suffi-

cient to relieve our apprehension. True, there is now a con-

siderable army of government employees, and their influnce

upon the results of elections is hardly appreciable; but
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what would happen, for the time being at least, if all the rail-

way employees of the country suddenly became government
servants, no one can safely predict. We may believe, how-
ever, that the nature and magnitude of their work would
so emphasize the necessity of stringent civil service rules, and

popular sentiment would so emphatically condemn any at-

tempt to use the railway employees for political purposes,
that the danger in this direction would be far less than many
imagine and would not be long in disappearing. For myself,
I do not regard this objection as serious enough in itself

to decide the question in favor of private_ownership.
Tins view Ts ctrrrflTnted by itTie"" fact that railways now

exert a powerful and often decisive influence upon public
affairs. That influence is not confined to the control of votes

upon election day, but extends to the conduct of primaries,
the organization and sometimes the corruption of legislative

bodies, the selection of appointive officials of every grade,
and the enactment and administration of local, state and
national laws. It is always alert, aggressive, selfish; it is

sometimes unscrupulous and demoralizing to the last degree.
We may well question whether government ownership would
under any circumstances introduce into American politics a

more vicious or dangerous force than the railways now exert.

It goes without saying that there are serious evils con-

nected with existing railway methods. The roads have been

built by private capital and conducted for the most part as

private enterprises. The principle of competition has been

upheld by public opinion and enforced by state and national

laws; yet the obvious results of that competition are dis-

criminations which favor the few at the expense of the many,
and which are a serious and often fatal disadvantage to those

who are denied favors which others enjoy. Capital always
takes advantage of competition, and nowhere is that ad-

vantage greater than in the use of railway facilities. Almost

any price may be profitably paid to secure immunity from

\practices which now prevail. Government ownership would

undoubtedly remove these discriminations. It would insure

\ open and stable rates, applied to all alike without variation
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or exception. The price of transportation would be as certain

and unquestioned as the price of postage stamps. There

might be some frauds in underbilling, false description of

property, and the like, as there are frauds upon the customs
and internal revenue laws, but adequate penal provisions and

vigorous prosecution of wrongdoers would reduce offenses o

that character to a minimum. It would be a question of only
a little time when all secret and preferential rates would dis-

appear and equal treatment be accorded for equal service

in all cases. This would be an immense gain, and herein lies

perhaps the most persuasive argument in favor of public own-

ership. As against this, however, there would unavoidably
be a certain rigidity of rates which would to some extent

interfere with the ready adjustment of changes to changing
commercial currents and the varying conditions of supply
and demand. It is not probable that under a system of pub-
lic ownership there could be quite the same adaptability of

rates to business requirements as obtains under private

ownership.
In addition to uniformity and equality of charges which

would result from government ownership, the advocates of

that policy claim other advantages which deserve considera-

tion. Onjp is the security of capital whirh wmild bo invp-^.tpd

in the obligations issued,,jo. purchase the roads. There is

something to be said in favor of a national debt when the

creditors are citizens of the debtor state and the holders

of it promises to pay. As the basis of currency issues, as

an investment for savings banks, trust companies, estates,

and the large class of persons who are not fitted for active

employment, there is apparently nothing better than govern-
ment bonds. Indeed, it is difficult to provide a substitute

security for these various and important purposes and others

of similar character. If the railroads were self-supporting,

that is, earned enough to pay the interest on their cost,

provide for their running expenses, maintenance, extension

and improvements, with rates at least equally as low as would
be secured under private ownership, the obligations incurred

in acquiring the properties, whether in the form of bonds
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or guaranteed stock, would me^t an increasing demand and

prove a safe and stable foundation for our financial system.
But more than this, the elimination of railway securities

as they now exist would, it is claimed, produce much indirect

benefit. These securities are at present among the principal

subjects of speculation. The prices at which they are sold

constantly fluctuate and often represent something quite
different from the actual value or earning capacity of the

roads. The gambling instinct is stimulated by sudden and
extreme changes in quotations, with the consequent oppor-

tunity to make large gains quickly, while the corresponding
losses are equally sudden and disastrous. To get rid of all this

manipulation, to withdraw these securities from the ex-

changes and stop all speculation in railway shares, would
seem to be a distinct advance in the direction of business

morality. When fortunes could no longer be made by deal-

ing in this class of stocks, the capital and ability now de-

voted to that pursuit would be turned into more legitimate
channels. It might prove an object lesson of immense value.

We scarcely realize the demoralizing effect of this many-
sided lottery. The fact that fortunes are quickly acquired in

this way excites the passion for gain and breeds discontent

with the plodding methods of slow accumulation by diligent

labor and constant economy. The moralist, as well as the

economist, may find something worthy of reflection in the

point here suggested.
It is further claimed that public ownership would secure

lower rates of transportation. Theoretically, this is true, but

whether that result would be realized as a matter of practical

experience is more than doubtful. It seems to be the case

everywhere, and is likely to be for a long time to come, that

government service costs more in proportion to the work

performed than private service. It is quite conceivable that

the railroads of this country could be made to pay interest,

say from 3 to 4 per cent, on their fair valuation, in addition

to all their expenses, with a general scale of rates somewhat
below the present standard. Given the same efficiency of

management, the same energy and economy of administra-
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tion, the same basis of wages and salaries as obtain under

private ownership, and a considerably smaller charge than is

now paid per unit of service would be sufficient for financial

solvency. But this assumes a state of things not likely to

exist if the railroads were operated as a government function.

Any expectation to the contrary is not warranted by knowl-

edge of what has generally characterized the various branches

of government service.

Public ownership would doubtless mean higher wages
and shorter hours of employment, but this again would mean
an increased number of servants, adding materially to the

cost of the maintenance and operation.. Upon this point it

is often remarked that enormous salaries are paid to rail-

way presidents and other officials, and that outlays of this

sort would be stopped because no similar scale of compen-
sation would be paid to government officials performing like

duties. This argument, however, is rather specious and is

used mainly by those who have made no calculation to see

how small a figure it cuts in dollars and cents. Without

having made the^kmputation, I venture to say that if all

railway salaries above $5,000 a year were discontinued the

saving would not be appreciable in the price of a railway
ticket or the cost of moving a hundred pounds of freight.

With reference to future construction and the extension

of railway lines, a- word may be properly said. That there

have been many instances of needless duplication of, railway

lines, actually or nearly parallel, is perfectly well known; but

government ownership would not correct mistakes that have

already been made in that regard. The roads would remain
where they were built and their continued operation would

practically be necessary. In constructing additional roads

a more rational plan might be followed and a repetition of

past follies avoided. But here again we run against political

objections. On the one hand is the danger that too great
conservatism would prevail, with the consequent failure to

supply extensive and developing sections of the country with

needed facilities. On the other hand is the danger that there

would be an over-production, having reference both to cost
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and to public requirements. More than this, the building

up of important lines, or their extension in certain sections,

might become a political issue. We cannot be sure that the

development of our railway systems by the government would

be guided by needful wisdom and fairly balanced as between

the demands of localities and justice to the tax-paying public.

On the whole, we may conclude that the distribution of our

railway mileage, both with reference to territory and popu-

lation, has been fully as rapid, judicious and satisfactory as

would have been the case if the government had constructed

the roads and determined from the first, their number, char-

acter and location.

And in this connection I suggest a phase of the subject

which has not apparently received much attention. It is not

enough that open rates be published and rigidly observed.

That of course insures equality of treatment as between

individuals in like situation, a result that would certainly be

secured by public operation of the roads. But there is an-

other aspect of the rate question which presents far greater

difficulty and which is wholly independeij^f railway owner-

ship. The fair adjustment of* rates as between different com-

munities and different articles of traffic is a matter of the

highest consequence because upon that adjustment depends
the most commanding commercial interests. If the state

owned the roads all secret discriminations would disappear,

but then as now the question would arise, for instance, how
rates on wheat should compare with rates on flour; how rates

on dressed beef and packing house products should compare
with rates on live animals; how rates on grain and grain

products, produced in the great middle west, to north At-

lantic cities should compare with rates on the same articles

to ports on the Gulf of Mexico. These and an endless

variety of similar questions would demand solution under

government ownership precisely as they demand solution

at the present time under private ownership. And the danger

is that those questions would become political issues to be

settled by the action of the majority party. I can see how

railway officials and employees, all being government serv-
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ants, might be kept out of politics, or at least prevented from

exercising any undue or improper influence upon policies and

elections. I can see how a trained and efficient force might
be equal to the complicated task of management and opera-
tion. I can see how the financial difficulties could be over-

come and rates so adjusted to needed revenue as to save the

people from any indirect taxation for railway support, and

at the same time give them extremely cheap transportation.

But I have grave apprehension along the line now suggested.

More and more as modern industrial methods are applied
and perfected, as business is conducted upon an enlarging
scale with a narrowing margin of profit upon each unit of

production, more and more will the question of relative rates

become controlling. Shall coal be taken to Chicago from
Indiana or from West Virginia? Shall iron and steel

products be manufactured in Pittsburg or in Cleveland? Shall

export traffic leave the country by way of New York or New
Orleans? Shall wheat be made into flour at Minneapolis
or Buffalo? Shall certain localities be supplied with oranges
from California or from Florida? Shall sugar be made with

beets grown north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers, or from

cane in Louisiana or Hawaii, or Cuba and Porto Rico? Will

the Pacific Coast jobbers who are reaching out for the trade

of the Orient get their supplies from the Mississippi Valley
or from the Atlantic seaboard? Will those supplies be car-

ried by rail or by water? These and a thousand similar ques-

tions will be largely answered by the rates fixed for carrying
the traffic. If the government owns the roads and operates

them, Congress may fix the price of transportation as it now
fixes the price of postage or the internal revenue tax on any
article; and it is conceiveable that, as the result of an elec-

tion or in the redemption of party pledges, a system of rates

might be adopted which would enormously benefit one or

more sections of the country whose representatives com-
bine to that end, while placing other sections at serious dis-

advantage. In this direction I see the greatest difficulty, and

it is on this ground, more than any other, that I should re-

gret to see the government take up the business of owning
and operating our railway lines.
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There is another and distinctly economic phase of the

subject from which arguments may be drawn both for and

against the nationalization of railways. Indeed it leads to

the most interesting reflections because of its wide signifi-

cance and permanent character. On the one side it is said

that to withdraw this immense industry from private enter-

prise, and make our transportation a government monopoly,
would seriously restrict the field of private activity and in a

way leave insufficient scope for individual effort and achieve-

ment. It is opportunity that furnishes inducement to action,

because of the rewards that may be secured; and where op-

portunity is lacking there is corresponding temptation to

idleness and ease. When we consider how many men win

wealth and prominence in connection with the building and

operation of railroads, or through their relation to reorgan-
izations and consolidations, we can see that there is an ele-

ment of disadvantage to the ambitious, not to be lightly

regarded, in taking so great an industry from the field of

private performance. What the actual effect would be, we
can only conjecture.

Against this, however, two things may be said, First, as

a practical matter, we may believe that ample opportunities

for success would be found in other directions. Our territory

is so great, its resources too varied and exhaustless, there

are so many new things to be done, so many prizes to be

won in other spheres of activity, that the withdrawal of all

railway operations from the field of private enterprise would

not seriously handicap the determined and capable. Indeed,

as incidental to this point of view, it may be remarked that

the stability and certainty of transportation charges under

government ownership would give a freedom to individual

effort which very many under present conditions do not

enjoy. If the facilities of rail conveyance were available to all

persons on like terms, so that the burden of transportation

rested with equal weight upon competing producers and deal-

ers, there would be a liberty of private action which often

does not now exist, for the like enjoyment by all of this public

service would remove the bonds by which many an industry
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is today hampered and many an occupation deprived of its

rightful privileges.

But there is a further and more important consequence to

be taken into account. We are constantly reminded of the

gross inequality in the distribution of wealth, and see in the

facts of every-day life much cause for dissatisfaction in this

regard. We feel reasonably sure that a more equable division

of property would be a great social and economic benefit.

If this be desirable, as I think it is, how can it be brought
about except by withdrawing from private enterprise those

activities of a public nature whereby great private fortunes

are and have been acquired. There is ho honest way of

getting rich in connection with an industry conducted by the

public. If the railroads were acquired by the state and con-

ducted as a government monopoly, the opportunity for money
making in that field would of course disappear. Granted that

this might work in some cases against individual success,

yet on the whole might it not prove a needful corrective of

present tendencies, and thus indirectly but certainly lead to

a better because more even distribution of the nation's wealth?

Consider, for example, what has occurred within the last

few years in the street railway service of cities. The
recent substitution of electricity for animal power furnished

an opportunity which a few foresaw, and they have been

greatly enriched by exploiting a public franchise. That the

public has had the benefit of much better service without

increased cost is beside the present question. The point
is that had these franchises not been granted, had they re-

mained the possession of the public, the great fortunes made
in street railroading would have been impossible. It may
be better as it is; the municipal ownership of street rail-

roads might not have been a financial success or a public

blessing, but a small group of persons would not have been
able to accumulate unusual wealth. If, in the long run, it

makes for the general welfare to prevent the quick and easy

making of private fortunes in connection with a public service,

what other course remains except to emancipate all forms
of public service from the domain of private enterprise.
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If we test the utility of public ownership by the experi-

ence of other countries we find little that is convincing either

one way or the other. On the whole the tendency is strong-

ly in that direction. And this tendency, it is interesting to

observe, is quite independent of the form of government.
For instance, there is Germany, which the ordinary person

regards as the nearest to a monarchy of any great modern

state, which already owns and operates a large portion of

its railways and is apparently aiming to still further extend
its railway operations; and right alongside of Germany is

little Switzerland, which we picture to ourselves as about the

most democratic of modern governments, which has recently

acquired all the railways within her territory and is to con-

vrduct them as a government service. The step was taken

only after long deliberation and under a proceeding which
reflected the unquestioned preference of the Swiss people.

From such countries as Australia and New South Wales

conflicting accounts are received, varying largely, it would

seem, from the point of view and preconceived notions of the

observer. Within the last few months I have had occasion

to meet men from both those countries who are thoroughly
well informed, not only as to the operation of their rail-

roads, but as to the sentiment of their people, and I was as-

sured that the idea of discontinuing public ownership and

allowing the railroads to pass into private hands would find

no support in public opinion or be regarded as among future

possibilities. It is true, the conditions existing in other coun-

tries are quite different from those encountered here. This

s so not only as to the character of the population and in-

dustries, but also by reason of the traditional sentiment and

attitude of the people towards their governments. In Eng-
land, as is well known, the geographic and other conditions

are quite unlike those existing here. More than that, there

has been in England from the beginning a more rigorous
control of railways than in this country, while various causes

have brought about to a great extent a division of territory

between different railway systems, so that competitive forces

have been kept under efficient restraint. The discriminating
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practices which are here so prevalent and alarming are there

virtually unknown.

It is a great question, one upon which the last word has

not by any means been said. That it will be more and

more discussed I am very certain. That it will become an

early political issue I do not expect and assuredly do not

desire. But as was remarked at the outset, no one can tell

how soon it may be forced to the front and absorb the at-

tention of the country beyond all other matters of public

concern.

One thing an aroused and dominant sentiment will surely

demand and that is the doing away with those vicious dis-

criminations which have characterized and often disgraced
our railway operations. Such offenses against right and

justice will not always be tolerated. If consolidations and

unified management bring open and reasonable rates, if more

intelligent and adequate laws aid the elimination of abuses

and give success to the work of public regulation, the agita-

tion for state ownership will not for a long time make per-

ceptible 'headway. That is the outcome which seems plainly

the most desirable. If it can be secured through associated

action and efficient supervision, the public will be satisfied to

leave the railways in private hands; but if abuses continue

and chronic evils prove incurable by methods we much prefer

to use, then there will be no alternative except to acquire
and operate the railways as a government function. If regu-

lation fails public ownership will be the next and early resort.
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North American. 174: 46-58. January, 1902.

Inadequate Powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Edward P. Bacon.

There is no element in the economic world that is so

pervasive as the cost of transportation. It constitutes an

integral part of the cost of every article of food and clothing

used by every man, woman and child, and of all materials

that enter into the construction and furnishing of a habitation

for man, and the heating and lighting of such habitation; and,

in fact, of everything that is employed for the sustenance and

comfort and gratification of man. To the man who ultimately

meets it in the price of what he consumes, it comes as

mysteriously as the wind which "bloweth where it listeth,

and none can tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth."

It is collected as silently and as unconsciously to the actual

payor as the customs duties of the government, the levying
of which is the subject of deliberate and sharply contested

legislation, over which the entire country is thrown into a

paroxysm every few years. But the levying of freight

charges, which for railway traffic alone aggregate annually
five times as much as the customs duties, is left wholly to the

irresponsible and self-interested action of railway officials,

without any practical governmental supervision, and with no

restraint whatever except that imposed by the natural law

which determines "what the traffic will bear." The figures

furnished by the statistical bureau of the Treasury Depart-
ment of the United States show that the import duties col-

lected during the three years from 1898 to 1900, inclusive,

aggregated $581,001,542, and the freight earnings of the rail-
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roads of the country for the same period, according to the

reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, aggregated

$2,843,038,287.

As is well known, a process of amalgamation, or unifica-

tion of interest, has been going on for some years past be-

tween competing lines of railway, which has during the last

two years assumed enormous proportions, and competition
is fast becoming extinguished. During the period last men-
tioned a large proportion of the railway mileage of the

country, variously estimated by different authorities as ag-

gregating from 101,000 to 112,000 miles, constituting not less

than three-fifths of the entire railway mileage of the United

States, has been brought under the absolute control of five

great capitalists, and the process is still going rapidly for-

ward. This constitutes a power for extorting money from

the public the exercise of which, however fair-minded may
be the individuals in whose hands it is now vested, it is

certainly unwise to permit without throwing around it such

safeguards for the protection of the public, by governmental

authority, as shall effectually prevent its abuse; otherwise it

is appalling to contemplate the results that may ensue.

We have a striking presage of these results in the joint

action of the railroads using what is termed the "Official

Classification" of articles of freight, comprising all the rail-

roads in the territory lying east of the Mississippi River and

north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers. By that action,

which went into effect on January ist, 1900, a large number
of articles were transferred from a lower to a higher class,

by which means they were subjected to higher rates, includ-

ing many articles of the most common use. According to a

report issued by the Agricultural Department of the Gov-

ernment on April ist, 1900, no less than 592 articles were

so raised in classification, and consequently in rates charged
for their transportation. For example, sugar, coffee, soap
and starch, in carload lots, were raised from sixth to fifth

class, involving an advance in the rate for transportation, in

the case of a shipment from New York to Chicago, of twenty

per cent. On a large number of articles the change in classi-
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fication involved an advance in rates of from fifty to one

hundred per cent., and in some instances even more. Many
articles, when shipped in less than carload quantities, were

transferred from a lower to a higher class, while the same
articles shipped in carload lots remained in the same class

as before, which resulted in an excess of from thirty-three

to eighty per cent, being charged for transportation of the

same articles when shipped in less than carload quantities

over the rate in full carload lots; and in some cases the

excess wras from one hundred to one hundred and fifty per
cent. The actual difference in cost to the carrier for receiv-

ing, billing and delivering freight in less than carload quan-
tities over the cost in full carload lots does not average over

one per cent. The difference in cost of hauling, owing to the

cars not always being loaded to their full capacity in com-

bining lots of less than carload quantities, may be from one

to two per cent. more. Making the most liberal allowance

for the entire difference in cost arising from the difference

in circumstances and conditions relating to the two kinds of

shipments, it is the belief of the writer, from a careful

observation for many years of the details of freight traffic

by railroads with which he has been brought into continuous

and close contact, that there is no justification for a greater
difference than five per cent., at the most, in rates charged
for less than carload quantities over those charged for full

carload lots of the same articles, excepting in the case of

articles shipped "in bulk" whose identity must be preserved.

Any greater difference than this is an unjust discrimination

-in favor of the dealer whose trade enables him to order goods
in carload quantities. The effect of this is, as will readily

be seen, to destroy the business of interior distributing points
and concentrate trade at great commercial centres.

Some idea of the effect of so extensive a change in classi-

fication of freight articles may be gathered by taking the

single article of sugar as an example. In the annual "Report
of the Statistics of Railways in the United States," issued

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, for the year end-

ing June 3Oth, 1900, the tonnage of sugar transported by the

L
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railroads of the country during the year, originating on the

line of the companies reporting, is given as 2,050,558 tons.

The advance in rate, produced by transferring this article

from sixth to fifth class, in the case of shipments from New
York to Chicago, was one dollar per ton, the previous rate

having been in force for a period of fourteen years. It is

fair to assume that this represents the average advance in

the rate charged on the aggregate tonnage of sugar shipped
to all points throughout the country, taking into considera-

tion the fact that rates of freight between New York and

Chicago are relatively much lower than those charged be-

tween Chicago and points farther west, and also than those

charged on shipments to intermediate points on the route or

for shorter distances to other destinations. This would indi-

cate that the increased amount of money paid by the people
of the country, as a whole, for the transportation of sugar

during one year, resulting from the change made in the

classification of this article, was over two million dollars.

And this is only one of 592 articles that were similarly

affected by the change made in classification, some to a much
greater and others to a somewhat less extent. The same
advance was produced in the rate charged for the transporta-
tion of coffee, starch and soap and numerous other com-
modities of common use, the aggregate yearly tonnage of

which is enormous. The previously existing rate on coffee and

starch had been in force for a period of twelve years and

that on soap for eight years. An advance of fourteen per
cent, was produced in the rate on cotton piece goods, the pre-

vious rate on which had been in force thirteen years.

That existing railway rates are higher than is necessary
to afford a suitable return on the capital invested in railway

property is apparent from the fact that the net earnings of

the railways of the country, as shown in the annual report
of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of

Railways, for the year ending June 3oth, 1900, the last fiscal

year for which returns have as yet been compiled, after

paying interest on their funded debt, and dividends on their

stock aggregating $118,624,409, produced a surplus of $142,-
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754.3S&. an amount actually over twenty per cent, greater
than the sum paid out in dividends. The Commission states

that there were paid out of the surplus the sum of $25,500,035

for permanent improvements, the sum of $29,596,390 for

"miscellaneous deductions," whatever that may mean, leav-

ing the sum of $87.657,933 to be carried to surplus account.

By what right the railway corporations of the country levy
a tax upon the public for funds with which to make per-

manent improvements which add to the value of their prop-

erty, and in addition thereto pile up a surplus to further en-

hance the value of their stock, the present writer is unable

to determine. The entire surplus first above mentioned, over

one hundred and forty-two million dollars, was wrongfully

wrung from the pockets of the people during the year.

There is a prevalent impression that there has been a con-

tinuous decline, for a number of years past, in rates of freight

throughout the country, which is due probably to the fact

that the average rate per ton-mile for the aggregate tonnage
transported has shown a steady reduction from year to year,

having fallen from i.oi cent in 1885 to .72 cent in 1900.

This, however, has been the result of a larger relative in-

crease in the movement of coarse freights, from year to year,

which pay the lowest rates, than of merchandise and agri-

cultural products, which pay much higher rates, and also

of a steady increase in the average distance to which freight

of all kinds is being transported, the rates charged for long,

distances being, and rightfully so to a reasonable extent,

proportionately lower than for shorter distances.

Railroad Regulation, pp. 8-10.

William D. Washburn, Jr.

Overcapitalization may be regarded as the greatest evil

j

of the present railroad system.
In 1901 the capitalization of the railroads amounted to

$11,688,177,991, and has since been materially increased.
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At this time about $5,800,000,000 consisted of funded debt

which, it may be fairly assumed, paid a large portion of the

actual cost. The capitalization at that time amounted to

$61,000 per mile, which is probably 50 per cent more than

the real cost of the roads.

The stock of the roads amounted at this time to some
$5,800,000,000.

In the prosperous railroad year of 1900, less than half the

stock received any dividend at all.

In 1897 only 28 per cent received any dividend.

The investigations of the railroad committee last winter

showed that the capitalization of Minnesota roads amounted
in 1904, to $343,611,135, or an average of $46,000 per mile

against some $273,448,971 in 1901, which was only $38,000

per mile.

This shows an increased capitalization of $70,000,000 made
in three years with an increased mileage in the state of only

475 miles.

At a maximum figure of $40,000 per mile, such mileage
should not have cost over $19,000,000.

This leaves an apparent valuation of $50,000,000 added to

the indebtedness of the railroads, without any corresponding
increase in real value of assets in Minnesota.

The capitalization of the railroads in the state therefore

apparently increased from $38,000 to $46,000 per mile,, or an

increase of 20 per cent upon which the producer is supposed
to pay profits.

To pay interest on this fictitious stock at four per cent

would require an increase of two million dollars in freight

rates in the state of Minnesota.

That the same system of over-capitalization has prevailed
in other parts of the United States, is indicated by the fact

that the total indebtedness of all roads doing business in the

state of Minnesota increased from $1,494,000,000 in 1900, to

$2,184,000,000 in 1904.

This is a total increase of $689,000,000 in three years, or a

tremendous increase of indebtedness without a corresponding
increase in assets.
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This amount should have built nearly 17,000 miles of road,

which in fact was considerably more than all the new mileage
built by all the railroads in the United States during that time.

Over-capitalization is too apt to be considered as one of

those funny jokes by which the innocent are fleeced in Wall

Street. As a matter of fact, it is one of the most sinister

evils that overshadows the economic life of the nation.

Watered stock may not pay interest today or tomorrow,
but it remains constantly in existence as a means by which

unfair rates may be kept in force long after they have be-

come extortionate.

The cost of carriage may be decreased from 25 to 30

per cent, as it has during the past twenty years, but the

freight rate remains practically the same.

As long as the railroad apparently pays from six to eight

per cent upon its stock, public criticism is allayed.

For a clever people, it has taken the American people
a long time to discover that six or eight per cent upon
watered stock is twelve or sixteen per cent upon the real

value of corporation property.
Watered stock is a contrivance, subtle, dishonest and un-

just, not alone to living citizens, but likewise to their de-

scendants, whose inheritance and enterprise are thus cov-

ered with a perpetual mortgage which automatically absorbs

the profits to be made by generations yet unborn.

On the assumption that only 50 per cent of all stock paid
dividends in 1900, this leaves $2,500,000,000 of the railroad

stocks that are purely fictitious. It will take $100,000,000
of additional net freight earnings to place this stock upon a

4 per cent basis. Rates will naturally be maintained or even

increased in an effort to make earnings upon this fictitious

capital.

The issuance of watered and worthless stock should be \
strictly prohibited by the state in behalf of the citizen who
is paying unjust rates to meet the interest upon the property
that does not really exist. The cost of railroad carriage
decreases yearly by the adoption of improved methods of

'^^**W|W*il*P*W*v****rt:**** '
'

transportation. Is it unreasonable to demand that the public
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share the benefits thus derived by a substantial decrease in

railroad rates as occasion warrants?

Public, ii : 401-3. July 24, 1908.

Public Ownership of Railroads: Safety of Travel.

Erik Oberg.

While at the present time the German state railways

carry nine hundred fifty million passengers a year, compared
with less than seven hundred fifty millions carried by the

railroads in the United States, a comparison on this ground
is not fair, inasmuch as the average journey in Germany
is only about one-half as long as the average journey in the

United States. The comparison should therefore not be

based on the total number of passengers, but upon pas-

senger miles. If we do that, we are more than fair to

the railroads of this country, because, inasmuch as the traffic

is far heavier on the German roads than the average traffic

here, the liability to accident for the same number of pas-

senger miles should be greater there. The carrying of

nine hundred fifty million passengers over 33,000 miles

6f road means a very much denser traffic than the carry-

ing of seven hundred fifty million passengers over 210,000
miles of road. Furthermore, it must be admitted that the

risks of accident are at least proportional to the density
of traffic, or, perhaps, even increase as the square of the

density; we, therefore, on two equally well managed roads

would expect to find the greater number of accidents hap-

pen on the roads with the denser traffic, or the one carrying
the greatest number of passengers per mile of track.
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Table XVI.

Comparison Between Number of Persons Killed and Injured for
1,000 Million Passenger-Miles on American and

German Railways.
United Ger-
States. many.

Number of passengers killed in collisions and de-
railments 14.3 2.2

Total number of passengers killed 22.5 9.1

Number of employes killed in collisions and de-
railments 24.4 1.2

Total number of employes killed 141.2 42.6
Number of passengers injured in collisions and de-
railments 254.3 35.8

Total number of passengers injured 439.2 45.3
Number of employes injured in collisions and de-
railments 199.0 14.8

Total number of employes injured 2,808.0 111.5
Total number of people killed 407.7 91.4
Total number of people injured 3,614.0 184.2

For this reason a comparison of passengers killed and

injured per a certain number of passenger miles is more
than fair to our American railroads. If we make such a

comparison we will find that while in Germany only one

passenger is killed in collisions and derailments for one

thousand million passenger miles (average for ten years), in

the United States fourteen passengers are killed in collisions

and derailments for the same number of passenger miles.

The number of the injured under the same conditions are in

the proportion of one to thirteen. The total number of per-

sons killed on the German railroads compared with the total

number killed in this country is in the proportion of one to

four for equal number of passenger miles. The total number
of injured is in the proportion of one to fourteen for the

same number of passenger miles. This comparison is be-

tween the German average for ten years, and the conditions

on American railroads for the year ending June 30, 1905. If

we, however, compare with the year 1900-1901 in Germany,
which was particularly one of great accidents, and one where
the German average was greatly exceeded, we still find that

for each passenger killed there, for a certain number of pas-

senger miles, between six and seven were killed here in colli-

sions and derailments. The proportion of those injured was
one to seven under the same conditions. A detailed state-
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ment is given in Table XVI, where a comparison based on

one thousand million passenger miles has been computed. It

cannot be argued that the results there put forth are explain-

able for this country on account of higher speed or heavier

traffic. The speed on all the German main lines equals or

exceeds the ordinary speed of the trains of our railway lines,

and as for traffic, few American railroads have as heavy a

passenger traffic as the thickly populated German Empire
offers its railroads. In reference to Table XVI it may be

said that although the accidents were heavy in the United

States in the year taken as an example (1905), the compari-
son is still more than fair to our railroads, as the year se-

lected for Germany shows that the number of passengers
killed and injured in that year in collisions and derailments

was more than three times the average number for the pre-

ceding ten years; the number of passengers injured under

the same conditions was nearly three times as great; and

the number of accidents in general in that year was higher
than the average for the German roads. Hence, a perfectly

fair comparison for American roads is offered in Table XVI.
It must, of course, be admitted that it is very difficult to de-

termine a basis for comparison of the fatalities to employes
on account of the fact that in such a comparison the pas-

senger as well as the freight service enters. Supposing that

we compared the accidents to employes on the basis of the

ton-mileage in Germany being about one-ninth the ton-

mileage in the United States in the years compared. We
W9iild still have the proportion of employes killed in train

accidents in Germany and the United States for the same
number of ton-miles as about I to 6.3, and the proportion
of those injured as I to 4.5.

This comparison is a deplorable one to make. "What is

the use of our boasted development, if we cannot attain it

except at such a cost of human life? Why is it that Ameri-

can railroads prove so much more unsafe to their patrons,

as well as to the employes of the road?" asks one of our

railway journals. And the same journal proceeds:
We do not believe that it is because American railway em-

ployes are less capable, or naturally more reckless. It seems
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more plausible that the explanation is rather to be found in the
Lack of true system in our train movements, due, perhaps, in the
last instance to the financial influence which governs our trans-
portation system, creating, as it does, a spirit of irresponsibility.
Whether the fact that German railroads are public property, run
in the same manner as our government runs the postal service
(with a great deal less political pull, to be sure), has anything
to do with the greater safety of German railroads is difficult to
assert, although it seems likely that this must be one of the
favorable influences. At any rate, it is safe to say that private
ownership, when accompanied by the past and present irresponsi-
bility of railway managers, has proved fatal to the safety of
passengers in the United States, and we earnestly hope that
conditions will turn for the better, now that public opinion is

aroused more than ever, and proper safeguarding is demanded for
the life and limb of both passengers and employes. No other
railway reform is more urgently needed. One important step was
taken when the hours of duty of railway employes were shortened,
but it is difficult by legislative measures to cure evils of this kind.
What we need most of all is an aroused public opinion, and that
somebody be held responsible in each case for this horrible killing
and maiming.

The figures previously stated should be considered if we
are in doubt about the efficiency of governmental as com-

pared with private management. Let us study the painstak-

ing efforts of government-owned railroads in Europe, par-

ticularly in Germany and the Scandinavian countries, for

the safety of the public. Let us wake up out of the sleep

through which we have become so used to having hundreds

of people killed yearly by railway "accidents," that we have

commenced to look upon this matter as the natural accom-

paniment of railroads. Let us realize that the necessity for

railway accidents would be less imperative if the lives of

our citizens were valued more than dividends on watered

stock, arrogance in high office, and an all powerful monop-
oly, which, instead of being governed, has tried to govern
the country, and, in fact, has succeeded in governing many
individual states.

The German railway authorities make every effort to

make life safe on the railways, for passengers as well as for

employes. Thorough investigations are made of every wreck,

little or big, to find out the causes, and prevent their re-

occurrence. Not infrequently someone is held responsible

and punished for their occurrence. Exhaustive testimony is

taken with the thoroughness of a criminal trial, the idea of

the state railway managers being that the detailed history
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of railroad accidents affords the best basis for taking pre-

cautionary measures for their avoidance in the future.

A German railway official, having traveled in the United

States, in a well put statement charged many of our acci-

dents to lack of punctuality and a general lack of systematic

working of American railroads. Our train dispatching sys-

tem, with a single responsible dispatcher for a large portion
of a system, he considered out of date; and he stated his

belief that our railway system now, with introduction of me-
chanical signalling, etc., could make use of the more modern
German system of running trains. He also found that at the

stations the whole responsibility of the train movements
was not placed in a single individual, as in Germany, and

that this lack of systematic working also -was a prolific cause

of accidents.

There are, however, some other important causes for

railway accidents in this country which this German observer

either did not realize or else did not call attention to.

Among these may be mentioned the overworking of em-

ployes; the existence of train rules which cannot well be

lived up to, and which employes are not expected to live up

to; the attempt to carry on a double 'track business on a

single track road; general lack of initiative and fear of new

departures; and in particular, too much adherence to that

provincial American trait which prevents learning lessons

from the outside, and profiting by the progress elsewhere.

The safety of other state railway systems, besides the

German, is not less noteworthy. The Swedish state rail-

roads at present carry more than 16,000,000 passengers a

year. The total number of passengers killed by accidents

not caused by their own carelessness, has been eight for

a period of forty-seven years. The number of passengers

injured during the same period, the injuries not being due

to personal carelessness, has been sixteen.

On the Danish state railways only one passenger is

either killed or injured for each 3,500,000 passengers. In

the United States one person, in 1905, was either killed or

injured for each 70,000 passengers.
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North American. 134: 134-48. February, 1882.

Remedy for Railway Abuses. Isaac L. Rice.

It is generally supposed that common carriers must treat

all persons alike. But railways do not treat all persons alike.

They give more advantageous terms to certain communities

than to others; and to certain individuals, than to others.

These more advantageous terms are called "discrimina-

tions in favor" of such communities or individuals. They
necessarily act to the detriment of the remaining communi-
ties and individuals.

Discriminations may be classified under three heads:

First. Discrimination in favor of one or more centers of

commerce, to the detriment of another or other centers of

commerce.
Second. Discrimination in favor of places where there is

a competition between two or more railways, to the detri-

ment of places where one of these competing lines has a

monopoly.
Third. Discrimination in favor o<f one or more individuals

of a certain locality, to the detriment of other individuals of

that locality.

The following is an illustration of the first class: The

great Eastern centers of commerce, Boston, New York, Phil-

adelphia, and Baltimore, are connected with the great em-

porium of the West, Chicago, by four great trunk lines.

In 1877, these trunk lines entered into a combination for

the purpose of dividing the traffic between the above-named
sea-board cities and Chicago in a fixed proportion, instead

of continuing to compete for the whole of it. According
to the terms of this combination, the people of New York

City were compelled to pay from two to six cents per one

hundred pounds in excess of the rates charged to the people
of Philadelphia and Baltimore, while the people of Boston

were to pay no more than those of New York. This ar-

rangement was a discrimination in favor of the people of

Boston and to the detriment of those of New York, since
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the distance from Chicago to Boston exceeds the distance

from Chicago to New York by at least fifty miles. It was

also, in all probability, a discrimination against New York
in favor of Philadelphia and Baltimore; for, although the

distance between New York and Chicago is somewhat great-

er, the gradient is so decidedly in favor of New York that,

practically, neither Philadelphia nor Baltimore are as near

to Chicago as is New York.

The following illustrates the second class: The distance

from Milwaukee to New York ila the New York Central rail-

way is about one thousand and fifty miles. The distance

from Rochester to New York via the same line is three

hundred and seventy-one miles. A Rochester miller ought,

therefore, to pay about one-third as much as a Milwaukee
miller for transporting his flour to the New York market.

The late railway investigation of this state revealed that

the former was compelled to pay fifty per cent, more than

the latter. The reason for this discrimination in favor of

Milwaukee, to the detriment of Rochester, lies in the fact

that Milwaukee is a point at which various lines terminating
in New York City compete, while Rochester is a point trib-

utary to the monopoly of the New York Central railway.

The third class is illustrated by the following example:
A is a small dealer in an interior town of the state; he must

pay forty, thirty, twenty-five, or twenty cents per one hun-

dred pounds, according to the kind of goods carried for him.

B is a large dealer at the same place; he pays only thirteen

cents per one hundred pounds for all kinds of goods.
The evil effects of discrimination and fluctuation be-

come apparent on the slightest reflection.

The first class of discrimination alters the natural course

of commerce and tends to paralyze business by shaking its

very foundations.. The statistical abstract of 1880, p. 37,

shows the immense gain of Philadelphia and Baltimore and

Boston, in the matter of exports, over New York since 1874.

In 1874 the value of exports from the first-named three cities

amounted altogether to $88,947,643; in 1880 it amounted to

$183,856,652. In 1874 the value of exports from New York
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amounted to $340,360,269; in 1880 it amounted to $388,441,664.

From these figures it becomes evident that while the ex-

ports from the three ports have increased over one hundred

and six per cent, in six years, the exports from New York
have only increased fourteen per cent. The chief evil in

this class of discriminations lies not as much in the hard-

ship it imposes upon the losing city (great as the evil un-

doubtedly is), as in the fact that centers so populous, and

of such vast economical and political importance, should be

virtually at the m'ercy of a handful of men, who can to-day

unsettle what was settled yesterday, and to-morrow again

unsettle what was settled to-day. It increases enormously
fluctuations in value, and thus promotes wild speculation,

and depresses porportionately the sound producing and com-
mercial potentialities of the whole country.

The second class of discriminations resembles the first

in so far that it builds up one district of the country at the

expense of others. Its effects are, however, far more strik-

ing, as it operates upon smaller centers, where capital is not

so abundant, and is largely invested in factories. As soon

as the New York Central carried flour from Milwaukee to

New York at a lower rate than it carried it from Rochester

to New York, it ruined the Rochester millers. Now, in one

important aspect at least, this ruin of the millers of our

state acts to the manifest detriment of the whole country.
If the export trade is deflected from the city of New York
to Philadelphia or Baltimore, there is no apparent loss to

the country, as Philadelphia and Baltimore gain what New
York loses. The capital invested in that trade is chiefly

circulating, and can travel to Philadelphia or Baltimore. In

the milling industry, however, capital is chiefly fixed; it is

invested in buildings and machinery, and must remain there

permanently. Now, the ruin of these mills means simply
the destruction of as much capital as is invested in them,
not only to the injury of the millers but to that of the whole

country. The economic evil following in the train of dis-

crimination in favor of what, in railway parlance, is called

""through" traffic, and against "local" traffic, is in this respect
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more serious than the one in favor of one sea-port over an

other; it not only changes the distribution of wealth accord-

ing to the interests of railway corporations, it actually di-

minishes it.

Still more pernicious to the prosperity of the country is

the working of the third class of discriminations. It aims

at nothing less than the complete destruction of the middle

classes. The railways carry for t*he rich shippers at special

rates, far below their public tariff. By this means they

uproot every vestige of fair competition, and thus drive the

less wealthy from the field. These rates are, moreover, con-

fidential and secret, and the transactions have very much
the character of conspiracies. The arrangement between

various railways and the Standard Oil Company furnishes

a remarkable instance of tHis class. These railways (New
York Central, Erie, Lake Shore, and Pennsylvania) found

it to their advantage to divide the transportation of oil be-

tween themselves, instead of competing for it. They thought
that their plan could much better be carried out if they
had only one shipper to deal with, and so they determined

to reduce the large number of oil shippers to one. For

this purpose they made an agreement with a corporation
known as the "South Improvement Company," the members
of which afterward formed the Standard Oil Company. By
this agreement the South Improvement Company was pro-

tected against loss and injury by competition, and the rail-

ways bound themselves to raise the rates of freight against
all the competitors of the South Improvement Company
sufficiently to overcome all competition with that company.
The result was, of course, that the parties forming the Stand-

ard Oil Company acquired immense riches, at the cost of

all other persons who had engaged in the oil trade.

To the evils of discrimination we may add those of

fluctuations of rates. The insecurity of rates; their sudden

changes in times of railway wars; their liability to daily

changes in times of peace; the knowledge that they do not

fluctuate equally with all, and that the secret fluctuations

may be even more extreme than the public; all these things
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intensify so considerably the evils of discrimination, that

at times they become well-nigh unbearable.

Under these circumstances, is it a wonder that the vague,

despairing cry of anti-monopoly is heard everywhere on the

face of the land? Would it be surprising if the dark streams

of communism which flow in the nether soil were to be fed

and swelled to formidable proportions? Let our conserva-

tive men see to it that the ills brought on by the present

management of the great arteries of the country be cured

that the railway problem be correctly solved.

The proposed solution of the railway problem, placing

the entire matter of railway transportation on the highways
in the hands of the people of the United States, can cure all

economic ills as well as monopoly can do it, for it has all

the advantages of the latter, and will bring on none of the

political evils incident to monopoly, for it has none of its

disadvantages. In this sign alone can monopoly be con-

quered.

Such an ownership has all the advantages of monopoly,
inasmuch as it would be as little under the necessity of

discriminating or or making frequent and sudden changes
in rates as the latter. It would, moreover, be more certain

to cure the economic evils from which we are now suffering,

for the reason that while the monopolist might or might
not consider it to his private interest to cure them, and

would always rank his private interest first, the nation has

no private interest to consult; and while the monopolist
would be responsible to no one, and introduce the needed

reforms according to his pleasure, the national railways

would be managed by the responsible agents of the United

States, and amenable directly to its supervision. And we
must consider that even were it possible theoretically to

frame laws controlling the monopoly and making it re-

sponsible to the people, practically such laws would either

not be framed or not be enforced, owing to the tremendous

power the monopolist would wield, while the fixing of just

rates for national railways would be a simple matter. A
formula containing all the elements which enter into the
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cost of transportation could be determined by law, and

then the rates be fixed strictly according to this formula.

The disadvantages which will probably be popularly ob-

jected to national railways are: First, That they would tend

to centralization. Second, The evils of paternal government.

Third, That our civil service is too corrupt to be trusted with

the management of such a vast interest.

To the first objection I reply that railway management
of a country requires a certain degree of centralization.

The whole system of railways is in reality but a single ma-

chine, and we are suffering from the confusion, demoraliza-

tion, and oppression caused by the fact that it is run by
numerous engineers according to private and contradictory

plans. Excessive centralization can be easily avoided, as,

for instance, it is in the present Prussian state railway sys-

tem. Moreover, we must remember that centralization is

forced on us by the nature of things, and we only have the

choice between intrusting it to our own agent, the govern-

ment, responsible directly to us and acting for us, or in-

trusting it to a private individual, with interests different

from and colliding with ours, and responsible to no one.

The second objection arises out of confusion in the use

of the word government. Government may mean the private

right of a dynasty, with private interests distinct from,

and, perhaps, opposed to, those of the public. Such was
the government of the feudal princes in the Middle Ages,
the masters of the governed. Or it may mean the exercise

of a trust, for public purposes alone, and by servants of the

governed, which is the system of the United States. In

the first case, the general welfare is often only a misnomer
for the private welfare of the dynasty, and the promotion
of the former often only a mask to accomplish the promo-
tion of the latter. In the second case, there is no private

welfare of a dynasty to be cared for, under any mask, and

all measures for the promotion of the public welfare are

taken with the consent of the public, under its eyes, and by
its servants.

On the other hand, if we permit the railways to come
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the control of a private individual, then we will raise

rivate dynasty which will govern us paternally for its

nterest and pleasure. Already now the railway mag-

openly declare that it is their desire to foster and pro-

commerce, and the merchants of the country humbly
tition them as they would the sovereign. What spectacles

rould we not behold after the establishment of the monop-
oly? We would see a nation on its knees before a more

absolute potentate than ever ruled.

Let us never forget that (if we must forsooth call a gov-

ernment paternal, because it does its bounden duty of con-

trolling the nation's highways) it is infinitely better to have

a paternal government of all, by the agents of all, for the

interests of all, than that all should be paternally governed

by one for the interests of one.

With regard to the third objection, I would answer that

the chief danger to a free country is not the corruption of

the civil service, but that of the legislature. The principles

which regulate the civil service are responsibility and sub-

ordination; the principles which regulate the legislature are

irresponsibility and independence. The former is under the

complete control of the latter; the latter is under no control

whatever. A corrupt civil service cannot exist where the

legislature is pure; while a corrupt legislature necessarily

taints the civil service. And as it is less dangerous, so also

it is more difficult to corrupt the civil service than to corrupt

the legislature. The civil servant, if bribed, is bribed to com-

mit a violation of the law, which is a crime; the legislator,

if bribed, is bribed to vote, and to vote is his duty. But

if legislators are not steeled against the corrupting influences

of railways, even under our present system, how can we ex-

pect them to become so against the constant baits of a stu-

pendous monopoly controlling the wealth of the whole

country? On the other hand, with the railroads out of

private hands, there is every reason to believe that the at-

mosphere in our legislative halls will become purified; and

a purer legislature would find less difficulty in establishing

for us a purer civil service.

v

/̂
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Arena. 34: 458-61. November, 1905.

Possibilities of Government Railroad Control.

John B. Phillips.

Of all quasi-public industries, the railroad is, perhaps,
the greatest cause at the present time that is operating
to prevent equal opportunities in modern industry. The
industries of the country are more dependent upon the rail-

roads than upon any other one condition, and the way in

which these are managed is the greatest power to create or

destroy democracy in industry.

In the private management of quasi-public industry the

one object kept before the mind of the manager is always:
"How will I secure the greatest returns?" He is always

thinking about what the traffic will bear. If a certain rate

,vill not bring in the greatest amount of money, such a

rate cannot be fixed. It is the same in considering the

effect of any contemplated improvement in the service. If

it does not appear that it will increase the revenue, it is

not to be considered. Life-saving devices are not to be

thought of if they do not assure a money return. This is

well illustrated in the case of the automatic coupler. The
railroads would not adopt it till after a quarter of a century
of agitation and only when they were finally compelled by
Congress. It was a question of social welfare, and the rail-

road is operated for the purpose of making money, and ac-

cordingly social welfare is a secondary consideration.

Under government control it is reasonable to expect
that in the operation of the railroad the effect on national

welfare as well as the mere earning capacity of the business

would be considered. It is quite possible to imagine cases

in which the money return might in some measure be sacri-

ficed for the benefit of the nation as a whole. This is the

way the post-office is managed at present. It is better that

there should be a slight deficit and that it be made up by

general taxation than that the rates of postage should be
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raised to make the post-office a self-supporting institution.

One of the interesting cases illustrating this point is that

of the local rundreise tickets in Switzerland. In that coun-

try it is possible to get a ticket good on all railroad and

steamboat-lines, limited to two weeks or one month, for

ten and twelve dollars respectively. It is possible that this

price does not pay the expense of carrying the passenger,
but the prosperity of that country is largely dependent upon
the amount of foreign travel and therefore the importance
of selling tickets so as to encourage this is the same as

cheap postage in the United States.

At present in the United States there is little thought
of the social effects that may be produced by freight-rates.

In adjusting the rates at which various commodities are to

be carried, it is wise to consider the social importance of the

commodities. For carrying some things the rate should be

very low, while in the case of others whose social necessity

is not so great the rate can be kept higher. It has been

pointed out by some thinkers that there are commodities

that are so indispensable to the welfare of the population
that they should be supplied at a minimum of cost. The

government has provided some things that are of tran-

scendent importance to the welfare of the community.

Among these is a supply of pure water. It may be that

there are other commodities that should be provided at the

lowest possible cost on account of their importance and

among them might be mentioned coal. It has been argued
that coal should be transported at a very low price.

With government control of the transportation industry,

the rate for carrying this commodity could be fixed in some
measure according to its social effects. It could be placed

very low and the deficit made up by a higher rate on some
other commodity. If the rate for carrying coal had been

fixed so low that it would not yield any profit to the rail-

road companies, they would not have bought up the coal-

lands in Pennsylvania at so high a price in the hope that

they were to make fortunes by carrying the coal to the sea-

board. It is a matter of common knowledge that the rail-

/
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road companies in the anthracite regions purchased these

lands at more than they were worth in the hope that by

monopolizing the outlet from the mines they would be able

to control the price of coal. They paid so much for the

lands that some of the companies have not been able to

pay any dividends to their stockholders. The attempt to

get money for dividends by various methods of curtailing

expenses in the mines is what led to the disastrous coal-

strike. All this trouble might, perhaps, have been avoided

if there had been government control of rate-making and a

rate for the transportation of 'coal placed at so low a figure,

that there would have been little or no profit to the com-

.panies in securing a large business in carrying that commod-
ity. Between managing a quasi-public industry like the rail-

road to secure the largest financial return and managing it

to secure the greatest social welfare, there seems to be an

irrepressible conflict.

It is important that the people should make their in-

fluence felt in the control of those forces that have most to

do with their social and industrial welfare. At the present
time when quasi-public industries are wholly under private

control, it is difficult to do this. Devices to prevent loss

of life have not come as rapidly as the public has thought

they were needed. Frightful railroad accidents entailing

great loss of life are of frequent occurrence. On January 8,

1902, there was an accident on the New York, New Haven
and Hartford railroad in Park avenue tunnel in the city of

New York. Seventeen persons were killed and thirty-four

injured. The accident was caused by the tunnel being full

of smoke at the time. It has been full of smoke for years.

At once a strong public sentiment developed demanding that

the only means by which in the future such casualties might
be prevented be immediately adopted by the railroad com-

pany. This is the equipment of the line in the city with

electricity. The company proceeded to investigate. Noth-

ing has been done about it as yet. It is reported that the

road will soon be equipped" with electricity, but no definite

date has been fixed. Under government control it is pos-
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sible that this improvement might have been introduced

much earlier. There ought to be some way in which public

sentiment might make itself felt in cases of this kind with-

out being obliged to await the pleasure of a corporation in so

important a matter as that of safeguarding the lives of the

people.
If the government interfered more largely in the man-

agement of railroads there would be a check on the wastes

that are so common in that industry. There are instances

of the duplication of railroad lines not for the legitimate

purpose of transportation but for the purpose of selling

out to the competing company. The best example of this

is the West Shore railroad in the state of New York. This

road was not built for the purpose of carrying freight or

passengers primarily, but for the purpose of selling out

to the New York Central or sharing in the profits of a pool.

For the first year or so after it was finished passengers
were carried at very low rates as was also freight. The
Central had to compete. At length it decided to buy out

the West Shore and thus the rate-war came to an end. Here
was a great waste of labor and capital in the building of

a new railroad that was not needed. Energy was taken

from productive industries and used to injure another in-

dustry. Government control would have prevented this

waste.

Government control of railroads might be such as to

guarantee that all possibilities of industry along the line

of the road would have a chance to be developed. Under
the present system of privately managed roads it is possible
for the manager to ignore completely the desires of certain

localities and take no steps to secure the development of

industry there. A railroad manager may be anxious to sell

the stock of his company at a high price and after a few

years leave the road entirely in the hands of other owners.

To do this he will curtail operating expenses and cut down
the amount of money for improvement and thus allow

the road to deteriorate, but will meantime be able to pay
larger dividends to the stockholders and thereby raise the
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value of the stock. Persons anxious to develop industry

along the line are made to suffer for the sake of the specu-

lator in railroad stock.

In modern private industry it can hardly be expected that

the affairs of a large corporation will be so managed as not

to give some patrons an advantage over others. The rail-

roads are immense corporations competing v .1* other

I

to secure business and earn dividends for the*. .

More than in anything else the railroad manager is ,.

ested in the quotations of the stock of his company as they

appear from day to day in the Wall street reports. A good
showing there is what assures him his position and also his

standing in the railroad world.

Pressed as such men constantly are by fierce and relent-

less competition, they are always on the alert to secure new
business or to increase old. Giant corporations are en-

deavoring to secure special rates from the transportation
lines. Some of the combinations are stronger than the others

and can therefore bring a greater pressure to bear on the

railroad companies. The result has usually been that the

larger corporations have succeeded in getting special re-

duced rates from the transportation companies. In this way
they have been able to starve out their competitors who
have been compelled to pay higher rates for their transporta-
tion.

It is well known that many trusts are in large part

the creation of discriminating railroad rates. In the histories

of the Standard Oil Company much of the strength and

prosperity of this combination is attributed to its ability

to secure rebates from the railroads. No independent refiner

can compete with the Standard if he does not have the

privilege of shipping his oil at as low rates as this company.
The rebate is said to be still in existence and in cases where
it is not the rates are so fixed as to favor the Standard.

Even if the railroad companies would abandon the prac-
tice of granting rebates, this would not guarantee an equal

opportunity to shippers. There is nothing to prevent a trust

from getting control of a railroad. When a trust gets con-
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trol of a road it can make such rates as it chooses. High
rates would destroy the opportunity of the independent

producer and also the possibility of a rival combination to

the trust. The Standard Oil Company is at present repre-

sented on the boards of directors of nine great American
railroads. At the present rate of profit for a few years more,
this trust will be able to secure a controlling interest in

most of the great railway systems of the country. Thus

intrenched, its power would be well-nigh impregnable.

When railroads are under private control, it will be

necessary for them to transport goods at a lower rate be-

tween competing points than between points from which

there is but one railroad. This leads to unfair discrimination

between places. The cities at the competing points will grow
at the expense of smaller places along the line. Farm land

becomes less valuable and manufactures will not be estab-

lished at places where there is no railroad competition. This

condition puts enormous power in the hands of the railroad

manager. Sometime ago freight rates between the Colorado

cities of Denver and Boulder were fixed so high that mer-

chants in Boulder hauled their goods from Denver in wagons,
a distance of twenty-nine miles. This condition of affairs

did not tend to encourage the growth of Boulder.

With the combination of railroads into great systems the

rate-making power has also become concentrated. At the

present time it is said that the freight-rates between all

points west of the Mississippi river are made by five men.

The power therefore of these five men in determining the

development of this part of our country is incalculable.

North American. 158: 294-303. March, 1894.

Natural Monopolies and the Workingman. Richard T. Ely.

There are various undertakings which are monopolies by
virtue of their own inherent properties. Recent discussions

have made these businesses well known. They are railways,
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telegraphs, telephones, canals, irrigation works, harbors,

gasworks, street-car lines, and the like. Experience and

deductive argument alike show that in businesses of this

kind there can be no competition, and that all appearances
which resemble competition are simply temporary and il-

lusory.

The policy which in the United States has heretofore

been pursued with respect to these businesses has been to

turn them over to private corporations and to encourage

attempts at competition. There are exceptions which prove
the rule. The postoffice has from the start been a govern-
ment undertaking, and, in the East, water-works have gen-

erally belonged to cities. A few cities have owned gas-

works, and there may be some two hundred cities in the

United States owning electric-lighting plants.

The results of the policy are now clearly manifest. First,

we observe vast waste. As these businesses are non-competi-

tive, every attempt to force competition upon them means
a waste of a great amount of labor and capital. One rail-

way manager claims that if the railways of the country
were operated as a unit, the saving would be $200,000,000

per annum. This may be an exaggerated estimate, but the

waste is enormous; and when we begin to estimate what
it has been in the past in railways alone

ij^jUbe
United

States, we at once run up into the hundreds or millions.

A second result of the policy advocated, which now
appears plainly, is the enormous and unprecedented inequal-

ity in fortunes in the United States. A large proportion
of our mammoth fortunes can be traced to this false policy.

Had the post-office been private property, we would have

had a still larger number of multi-millionaires who would
have absorbed a large proportion of the benefits of im-

provement in that business, the advantages of which have,

through public management, accrued to the people at large.

Wherever railways have been from the beginning public

property, we notice the absence of the so-called "railway

magnate." Political sages, like Aristotle, have in all ages
told us that excessive inequality of fortune is a social danger,
and especially so in a republic.
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A third result of the policy mentioned is a growth of

artificial monopolies. Businesses which are not in them-

selves natural monopolies, have, through favoritism shown

by railways and other natural monopolies, themselves be-

come monopolies. Perhaps no better illustration on a small

scale could be offered than that which may be seen in Chi-

cago in the transportation of baggage and passengers from

one railway station to another. It costs now fifty cents

to ride from one railway station to another in the only

omnibus line whose agents have access tp passengers; where-

as, if the business were not an artificial monopoly, omni-

buses would take passengers from one station to another

for ten cents, if not for five. The way these natural

monopolies under private management foster artificial mo-

nopolies can be seen even in small things, as when an

employee of a railway unlawfully drives newsboys from

the sidewalk in front of the railway station, in order that

the news agent in the station may be secure in his monopoly.
A fourth result is seen in the dependence of the rest of

the community upon those who furnish services or com-
modities of the kind which fall under the designation, "nat-

ural monopoly." As these services and commodities are

indispensable, those who furnish them can too often dictate

their own terms. Residents of cities frequently have to pay
street-car corrrpanies to make extensions which would be

profitable to the street-car companies,
'

without any bonus.

The people of the United States were dependent upon rail-

way managers for cheap fares to the World's Fair at Chi-

cago, which cost so many millions of dollars. In so far as

the railway managers thought low fares meant increased net

earnings, they were reluctantly granted; not otherwise, no,

not even as a matter of grace. The people have built many
of these railways in subsidies and land grants, but they
had not on that account any effective rights with respect

to rates. Their relation is one of dependence, and the rail-

ways exercise such paternalism as they see fit, the people

having abandoned the principle of self-help in railway man-

agement. Farmers are dependent on railways to enable
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them to market their own products and, on the other hand,
to bring them their supplies. Workingmen by the hundred
thousand are dependent upon these monopolies for wages.
A change of policy with respect to businesses of the kind

mentioned is advocated. It is laid down as a general prin-

ciple that non-competitive businesses should be owned and

managed by the government, either national, state, or local,

and that competitive businesses are the domain of private

industry. As it is not a question, with respect to the busi-

nes-s mentioned, whether we will have competition or not,

but only a question whether we shall have private or pub-
lic monopoly, public monopoly is preferred to irresponsible

private monopoly. The history of the world teaches us that

private monopoly is a menace to the public. Men are not

good enough to be intrusted with such a depotism as that

which monopoly confers.

The change in policy advocated with respect to natural

monopolies would go a long way towards the abolition of

special economic privileges. The receipt of unearned income
is a general expression which covers nearly, if not quite,

all peculiar economic privileges, for economic privilege means
the opportunity to gain excessive returns.

A further aim which, it is claimed, the reform advocated

would promote is the elevation and purification of public

life. The greater proportion of corruption in public life

is connected directly or indirectly with natural monopolies.
It is absolutely necessary that some control should be ex-

ercised over these, but those in charge of these monopolies

attempt to escape this control. Sometimes they are un-

justly attacked by legislatures, and they use bribery and

corruption to defend themselves against injustice; and some-

times they use bribery and corruption to ward off legitimate

regulation. Aggression sometimes proceeds from the one

source, and sometimes proceeds from the other, but the re-

sult is that we have become involved in a vicious circle of

corruption proceeding from monopolistic undertakings.

Government ownership and administration of these busi-

nesses would tend to the simplification, and therefore to the
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improvement, of government. Private ownership necessi-

tates endless legislation; and if all laws on our statute-books

which have been placed there by such ownership should be

removed, the lawbooks of the country would begin to look

comparatively lean. How brief and simple is the legisla-

tion concerned with our post-office compared with that which

deals with railways, for example! Then how largely is liti-

gation connected with private ownership! Remove all

litigation peculiar to private ownership and management of

monopolies, and the courts would not be so far behind

in their cases. Another misfortune is that so large a pro-

portion of the talent of the country is absorbed by private

enterprises. Public life does not offer corresponding in-

ducements to capacity.

These are general grounds for the change from private

to public ownership, and the workingman is affected, inas-

much as he belongs to the social body. But we must con-

sider the subject in its more immediate relations to the

workingman. It is important to show that this is a reform

to which he should direct his attention, rather than to many
others which now absorb an undue proportion of his ener-

gies.

We are speaking of the wage-earner the receiver of

wages. The monopolist is not likely to be a good employer
of labor. His power is so great, and that of a single wage-
earner so small in comparison, that the former is exposed
to the danger of becoming an arbitrary and arrogant em-

ployer. Even when the employees of monopolists unite

in labor organizations, their power is not great enough so

that they can enter upon labor contracts upon an equal

footing with their employers. The outcome of recent rail-

way strikes in the United States demonstrates this suffi-

ciently.

It has been held by some that it should be made a penal
offense for those who are employed by railway corporations
and other corporations of the kind with which we are dealing,

to strike, because the interests of the general public are

involved. There can be no question that the general public
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is concerned, for the services rendered by undertakings of

the class called "natural monopolies" are necessities in the

modern business world. But, if these wage-earners the

most important and numerous group of wage-earners in the

country cannot resist oppression and injustice in the only

way in which resistance is effective, namely, by strong
combination and united action, then they are virtually re-

duced to slavery. The only way out of the dilemma is gov-
ernment ownership. If government is the employer, then

the employed have representation in the controlling body
ample to protect their interests. It is perfectly legitimate

for the people to say: "As we guarantee to you equitable

treatment and fair wages, we insist that you shall serve

the public faithfully like soldiers. This is only a just re-

turn for what you receive."

It is claimed that the policy advocated would tend to

steadiness of industrial development. At present, times of

great prosperity are followed by times of stagnation, and

during the latter hundreds of thousands and even millions

seek labor in vain. Government could make far-reaching

plans for the development of those industries which we call

natural monopolies, and execute them regularly. A large
industrial field for government as well as for private enter-

prise gives a certain balance to the whole industrial life

which must otherwise be wanting. It is to be noticed, also,

that a time which is unfavorable for private industry is

often a time most favorable for the public undertakings,
because labor is cheap and capital also, as a rule. More-
over, government credit does not break down as does that

of the vast private corporations with which we are dealing.
Reflect upon the great railway corporations which have

recently gone into the hands of receivers in the United
States! It is unquestionable that enterprises of the sort

which we have been considering have, in their failure, had
not a little to do with the present crisis.

We may look at crises and consequent industrial depres-
sions from a different point of view. What does stagnation
in business mean but absence of exchange? The wheat-
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grower in Iowa wants shoes, and the shoemaker in Mass-

achusetts wants wheat, but they are not able to supply
each other's demands, and both suffer. Now, cheaper and

better transportation would facilitate exchanges and thus

tend to promote general and continuous prosperity.

The private monopolist fails conspicuously in protection

to life and limb, whereas government in this respect mani-

fests decided superiority. Government is peculiarly sensi-

tive in regard to human life. If a government building

collapses and destroys a number of human lives, we are

astonished and indignant, and those in any way responsible
for the disaster are placed in a most unfortunate position;

but we take it as a matter of course that railways should

every day in the year destroy human life needlessly. In

proportion to the number travelling, there are thirteen times

as many accidents in the United States as in Germany,
where government ownership of railway obtains, and six

or seven times as many accidents to employees in propor-
tion to the total number. And no wonder! The first thing
which attracts attention in Germany is the careful protection

to life and limb. Accidents of daily occurrence in Chicago
are an impossibility in Berlin, a city of equal size. Con-

trast the efforts of the United States to save life as seen in

our truly admirable life-saving service on our coasts with

the conduct of those railway presidents who rush to Wash-

ington and to our state capitals to prevent the passage
of laws to compel the railways to use well-known and ap-

proved safety appliances!

It is claimed that there is greater freedom in the service

of government than in the service of the vast corporations
which manage natural monopolies. And the freedom of

the employed may be still further increased by better civil-

service regulations. The nobility of public service is of im-

portance to the wage-earner of every grade. The uniform

of government is an honor, while the livery of private service

is considered a badge of inferiority. It is public service

which has developed the great leaders of our civilization.

Private service could never give us a Washington or a
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Lincoln. Government ownership implies use for general
social purposes, and not merely exploitation for dividends.

In determining railway fares under government own-

ership, the question has to be asked, not merely, What will

be the net financial returns? but, What will be the total

social effect? Recently, what is called the "zone-system"
has been introduced in Berlin and vicinity, to encourage
a decentralization of population. Without attempting to de-

scribe the zone system, it may be said that it implies a

reduction of railway fares. It was not merely to ask

whether the reduction in fares would yield large net re-

turns, but whether the result would be beneficial, because

the railways were public property. It has been found de-

sirable in some instances even to sacrifice a pecuniary
return for social advantage of a different sort, which far

more than counterbalances the sacrifice in money.
The purchase of the railways would give the property

far greater value than the government bonds issued to pay
for them, because the consolidation of the railways would
at once increase enormously their value. The increase in

value would be equal to the saving capitalized, and if we
reduce the estimate of $200,000,000 per annum by one-half,

we will still have a capitalized gain of $2,500,000,000, even

if we capitalize the same at four per cent. We have a

further saving which results from the superior credit of

government, for this superiority would lead to a vast re-

duction in interest charges whenever the bonds could be

refunded.

Arena. 4: 273-92. August, 1891.

Should the -Nation Own the Railways? C. Wood Davis.

First would be the stability and practical uniformity of

rates now impossible, as they are subject to change by
hundreds of officials, and are often made for the purpose of

enriching such officials. State and federal laws have had
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the effect of making discriminations less public and less

numerous, but it is doubtful if they are less effective in

enriching officials and their partners, although it may be

necessary to be more careful in covering tracks. That they
are continued is within the cognizance of every well-in-

formed shipper, and are made clear by such cases as that

of Counselman and Peasley, now before the United States

Supreme Court. Counselman and Peasley one a large

shipper and the other a prominent railway official refused

to testify before a United States grand jury upon the plea

that to do so might criminate themselves; the federal law

making it a criminal offence to make or benefit by discrim-

inating rates. Counselman had been given rates on corn,

some five cents less per hundred pounds than others, from

Kansas and Nebraska points to Chicago.
The outrageous character of this discrimination will ap-

pear when we reflect that five cents per one hundred

pounds is an enormous profit on corn that the grower has

sold at from eighteen to twenty-two cents per one hundred

pounds, and that such a margin would tend to drive every
one but the railway officials and their secret partners out

of the trade, as has practically been the case on many west-

ern roads. Doubtless such rates are sometimes made in

order to take the commodity over a certain line, and there

is no divide with the officials; but the effect upon the com-

petitors of the favored shipper and the public is none the

less injurious, and such practices would not obtain under

national ownership, when railway users would be treated

with honesty and impartiality, which the experience of half

a century shows to be impossible with corporate owner-

ship.

Referring to the rate question in their last report, the

Interstate Commerce Commission says: "If we go no farther

than the railroad managers themselves for information,

we shall not find that it is claimed that railroad service,

as a whole, is conducted without unjust discriminations."

"If rates are secretly cut, or if rebates are given to large

shippers, the fact of itself shows the rates which are charged
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to the general public are unreasonable, for they are neces-

sarily made higher than they ought to be in order to pro-

vide for the cut or to pay the rebate."

"If the carrier habitually carries a great number of peo-

ple free, its regular rates are made the higher to cover the

cost; if heavy commissions are paid for obtaining business,

the rates are made the higher that the net revenues may
not suffer in consequence; if scalpers are directly or in-

directly supported by the railroad companies, the general

public refunds to the companies what the support costs."

The Commission quotes a Chicago railway manager as

saying: "Rates are absolutely demoralized and neither ship-

pers, passengers, railways, or the public in general make

anything by this state of affairs. Take passenger rates for

instance; they are very low; but who benefits by the reduc-

tion? No one but "the scalpers. ... In freight matters

the case is just the same. Certain shippers are allowed

heavy rebates, while others are made to pay full rates. . . .

The management is dishonest on all sides, and there is not

a road in the country that can be accused of living up to

the interstate law. Of course when some poor devil comes

along and wants a pass to save him from starvation, he has

several clauses of the interstate act read to him; but when
a rich shipper wants a pass, why he gets it at once."

From years of ineffectual efforts on the part of state and

national legislatures and commissions to regulate the rate

business, it would appear that the only remedy is national

ownership, which would place the rate-making power in one

body with no inducement to act otherwise than fairly and

impartially, and this would simplify the whole business and

relegate an army of traffic managers, general freight agents,

soliciting agents, brokers, scalpers, and hordes of traffic

association officials to more useful callings while relieving

the honest user of the railways of intolerable burthens.

With the government operating the railways, discrimina-

tions would cease, as would individual and local oppression;
and we may be sure that an instant and absolute divorce

would be decreed between railways and their officials on one
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side, and commercial enterprises of every name and kind on

the other.

There are but three countries of any importance where

the railways are operated by corporations permitted to fix

rates, as in all others the government is the ultimate rate-

making power: these are Great Britain, Canada, and the

United States; and while the British government exercises

a more effective control than we do, there are many and

oppressive discriminations, and complaints are loud and fre-

quent, and English farmers find it necessary to unite for the

purpose of securing protection from corporate oppression, as

is shown by the following from the Liverpool Courier of

January 29, 1891.

LANCASHIRE FARMERS AND RAILWAY RATES.
After the counsel given them yesterday by Mr. A. B. Forwood,

of Ormskirk, it may be expected that the Liverpool District
Farmers' Club will be on the watch for tangible evidence of their
grievances against the railway companies. . . . Under certain
circumstances competition operates to the advantage of the pub-
lic, and rival carriers are constrained to convey goods from place
to place at moderate charges; but where a company is not held
in check, the tendency is for rates to advance. In many cases,
too, special interests of the companies are promoted at the ex-
pense of localities, and even individuals are subjected to the
wrong of preferential charges. (There are no complaints in
Britain that these discriminations are practised for the purpose of
enriching the officials.) Hence the necessity for the Railway Com-
mission to regulate the magnates of the iron road, who when left
without restraint, pay little regard to interests other than those
of their shareholders.

Although Mr. Acworth fails to mention this phase of

English railway administration, it would appear that the evils

of discrimination are common under corporate management
in Great Britain, and that they are inherent to and insepa-

rable from such management; and that the questions of

rates, discriminations, and free traffic in fuel can be satis-

factorily adjusted only by national ownership, and if for no

other reasons such ownership is greatly to be desired.

The failure to furnish equipment to do the business of

the tributary country promptly is one of the greater evils

of corporate administration, enabling officials to practise

most injurious and oppressive forms of discrimination, and

is one that neither federal nor state commission pays much
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attention to. With national ownership a sufficiency of cars

would be provided. On many roads the funds that should

have been devoted to furnishing the needed equipment,
and which the corporations contracted to provide when

they accepted their charters, have been divided as construc-

tion profits or, as in the case of the Santa Fe, Union

Pacific, and many others, diverted to the payment of un-

earned dividends, while the public suffers from this failure

to comply with charter obligations; yet Mr. Dillon informs

us that the citizen commits an impertinence when he in-

quires why contract obligations, which are the express con-

sideration for the exceptional powers granted, are not per-

formed.

Another great advantage which would result from na-

tional ownership would be such an adjustment of rates that

traffic would take the natural short route, and not, as un-

der corporate management, be sent around
( by the way of

Robin Hood's barn, when it might reach destination by a

route but two thirds as long, and thus saving .the unneces-

sary tax to which the industries of the country are subjected.

That traffic can be sent by these round-about routes at the

same or less rates than is charged by the shorter ones is

pi'Una facie evidence that rates are too high. If it costs

a given sum to transport a specific amount of merchandise

a thousand miles, it is clear that it will cost a greater sum
to transport it fifteen hundred; and yet traffic is daily di-

verted from the thousand mile route to the fifteen hundred

one, and carried at the same or lower rates than is charged

by the shorter line. It is evident, that if the long route can

afford to do the business for the rates charged, that the

rates charged by the shorter are excessive in a high degree.

Under government management, traffic would take the

direct route, as mail matter now does, and the industries of

the country be relieved of the onerous tax imposed by need-

less hauls. Only those somewhat familiar with the extent

of the diversions from direct routes can form any concep-
tion of the aggregate saving that would be effected by such

change as would result 'from national ownership, and which
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may safely be estimated as equal to two and a half per

cent, of the entire cost of the railway service, or $25,000,000

per annum.

With the government operating the railways there would

be a great reduction in the number of men employed in

towns entered by more than one line. For instance, take

a town where there are three or more railways, and we rind

three (or more) full-fledged staffs, three (or more) expensive

up-town freight and ticket offices, three (or more) separate

sets of all kinds of officials and employees, and three (or

more) separate depots and yards to be maintained. Under

government control these staffs except in very large cities

- would be reduced to one, and all trains would run into

one centrally located depot; freight and passengers be trans-

ferred without present cost, annoyance, and friction, and

public convenience and comfort subserved, and added to

in manner and degree almost inconceivable.

Economies which would be affected by such staff reduc- t

tions, would more than offset any addition to the force likely

to be made at the instance of politicians, thus eliminating

that objection; such saving may be estimated at $20,000,000*

per annum.

With the nation owning the railways the great number
of expensive attorneys now employed, with all the attendant

corruption of the fountains of justice, could be dispensed

with; and there would be no corporations to take from the

Dench the best legal minds, by offering three or four times

the federal salary; nor would there be occasion for a justice

of the Supreme Court of Kansas to render a decision that

a corporation chartered by Kansas for the sole purpose of

building a railway in that state has the right and power
under such charter to guarantee the bonds of corporations

building railways in Old or New Mexico, and shortly after

writing such decision be carted all over the seaboard states

in one of the luxurious private cars of such corporation.
Under national ownership such judges would pay their

travelling expenses in some other way, and be transported
in the ordinary manner, and not half as many judges would
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travel on passes. There are many judges whose decisions

any number of passes would not affect; but if passes are not

to have any effect upon legislation and litigation, why are

congressmen, legislators, judges, and other court officials

singled out for this kind of martyrdom? If the men who
attain these positions remained private "citizens, would passes
be thrust upon them?

Although the reports of the Victorian Commissioners

show, in detail, all the expenditures of railway administra-

tion, yet not one dollar is set down for attorneys' salaries or

for legal expenses, and it is presumed that the ordinary law
officers of the government attend to the little legal busi-

ness arising, and yet judging from reports made by Kansas

roads, the expenditures of the corporate owned railways of

the United States for attorneys' salaries and other legal

expenses, are at least two per cent, of the entire cost of

operating the roads, and yearly aggregate some $14,000,000,

all of which is taken directly from railway users, and is a

tax which would be saved under national ownership, as

United States district attorneys could attend to such legal

business as might arise. This expenditure is incurred in end-

less controversies between the corporations, in wrecking
railways, in plundering the shareholders, in contending
against state and federal regulation, in manipulating elec-

tions and legislations, and in wearing out such citizens as

seek legal redress for some of the many outrageous acts of

oppression practised by the corporations. Once the gov-
ernment was in control, these lawyers would be relegated
to some employment where they would do less harm, even

if not engaged in a more honorable vocation than that of

trying to defeat justice by the use of such questionable
means as the control of the vast revenues of the corpora-
tions place in their hands.

Is it possible that the railway companies can legitimately

use anything like $14,000,000 yearly in protecting their rights
in the courts?

With the government operating the railways, every citizen

riding would pay fare adding immensely to the revenues.
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Few have any conception of the proportion who travel free,

and half a century's experience renders it doubtful if the

pass evil so much greater than ever was the franking privi-

lege can be eliminated otherwise than by national own-

ership. If all were required to pay for railway services, as

they are for mail services, the rates might be reduced ten

per cent, or more, and the corporate revenues be no less, and

the operating expenses no more. In no other country
unless it be under the same system in Canada are nine

tenths of the people taxed to pay the travelling expenses
of the other tenth. By what right do the corporations tax

the public that members of Congress, legislators, judges,

and other court officials and their families may ride free?

Why is it that when a legislature is in session passes are

as plentiful as leaves in the forest in autumn?
In every conceivable way are the net revenues of the cor-

porations depleted, and needless burthens imposed upon the

public, but one of the worst is the system of paying com-
missions for the diversions of traffic to particular lines, often

the least direct. The more common practice is to pay such

commissions to agents of connecting lines where it is possi-

ble to send the traffic over any one of two or more routes,

and the one which may, by the payment of such commission,
secure the carrying of the passenger (or merchandise) may
be the least desirable, and the one which would never have

been taken but for the prevarications of an agent bribed

by a commission to make false representations as to the

desirableness of the route he selects for the confiding pas-

senger.

This is but one of many phases of the commission evil,

another being that these sums are ultimately paid, not by
the corporations, but by the users of the railways, and but

for the payment of such commissions the rates might be re-

duced in like amounts. Aside from commissions paid for di-

verting passenger traffic great sums are paid for "influencing"
and "routing" freight traffic, and these sums, while paid to

outsiders, or so-called brokers, are frequently divided with

railway officials.
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The corporations have ineffectually wrestled with the

commission evil, and any number of agreements have been

entered into to do away with it; but it is so thoroughly

entrenched, and so many officials have an interest in its per-

petuation, that they are utterly powerless in the presence
of a system which imposes great and needless burthens upon
their patrons, but which will die the day the government
takes possession of the railways, as then there will be no

corporations ready to pay for the diversion of traffic. Na-
tional ownership alone can dispose of an administrative evil

that, from such data as is obtainable, appears to cost the

public from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000 per annum.

As a rule, American railways pay the highest salaries in

the world for those engaged in directing business operations,

but such salaries are not paid because transcendant talents

are necessary to conduct the ordinary operations of railway

administration, but for the purpose of checkmating the

chicanery of corporate competitors. In other words, these

exceptionally high salaries are paid for the purpose, and

because their recipients are believed to have the ability to

hold up their end in unscrupulous corporate warfare where,
as one railway president expressed it, "the greatest liar

comes out ahead." With the government operating the

railways, there would be no conflicting interests necessitat-

ing the employment of such costly officials whose great

diplomatic talents might well be dispensed with, while the

running of trains, and the conduct of the real work of operat-

ing the roads, could be left to the same officials as at

moderate salaries now perform such duties, and consolida-

tion of all the conflicting interests in the hands of the

government will enable the public to dispense with the serv-

ices of the high priced managers now almost exclusively

engaged in "keeping even with the other fellow," as well as

with the costly staffs assisting such managers in keeping

even, and the savings resulting may be estimated at from

$4,000,000 to $5,000,000 per year.

With national ownership the expenditures involved in the

maintenance of traffic associations would be saved, and rail-
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way users relieved of a tax that, judging from the reports
of a limited number of corporations of their contributions

towards the support of such organizations, must annually
amount to between four and five million dollars.

Of the six hundred corporations operating railways, prob- I

ably five hundred maintain costly general offices, where

president, treasurer, and secretary pass the time surrounded

by an expensive staff. The majority of such offices are off

the lines of the respective corporations, in the larger cities,

where high rents are paid, and great expenses entailed, that

proper attention may be given to the bolstering or depress-

ing the price of the corporation's shares, as the management
may be long or short of the market. So far as the utility

of the railways is concerned as instruments of anything but

speculation, such offices and officers might as well be located

in the moon, and their cost saved to the public. The
average yearly cost of such offices (and officers) is more
than $50,000, and the transfer of the railways to the nation

would, in this matter alone, effect an annual saving of more
than $25,000,000, as both offices and officials could be dis-

pensed with, and the service be no less efficient.

Moreover, with the nation owning the railways, the indi-

rect but no less onerous tax levied upon the industries of

the country, by the thousands of speculators who make day
hideous on the stock exchanges, wTould be abrogated, as then

there would be neither railway share nor bond for these

harpies to make shuttlecocks of, and this would be another

economy due to such ownership.

Railways spend enormous sums in advertising, the most
of which national ownership would save, as it would be no
more necessary to advertise the advantages of any particular
line than it is to advertise the advantages of any vgiven mail

route. From reports made by railway corporations to some
of the Western States, it appears that something over one

per cent, of operating expenses are absorbed in advertising,

aggregating something like $7,000,000 per year, of which
we may assume that but $5,000,000 would be saved, as it

would still be desirable to advertise train departures and
arrivals.
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A still greater expense is involved in the maintenance of

freight and passenger offices off the respective lines, for the

purpose of securing a portion of the competitive traffic. In

this way vast sums are expended in the payment of rents,

and the salaries of hordes of agents, solicitors, clerks, etc.,

etc. Taking the known expenditures, for this purpose, of

a given mileage, it is estimated that the aggregate is not

less than $15,000,000 yearly, all of which is a tax upon the

public, that would be saved did the government operate the

railways.

Under government control, discriminations against locali-

ties would cease, whereas now localities are discriminated

against because managers are interested in real estate else-

where, or are interested in diverting traffic in certain direc-

tions; again, under corporate management, it is for the

interest of the company to haul a commodity as far as pos-

sible over its own lines (with the government owning all

the lines this motive will lose its force), and thus traffic is

forced into unnatural channels. For instance: much of the

grain from Kansas should find its way to foreign markets via

the short route to the Gulf, the distance to tide water by this

route being less than half what it is to the Atlantic, yet

so opposed to this natural route are the interests of the

majority of the corporations controlling the traffic associa-

tions, which now. dictate to the people what routes their

traffic shall take, that the rates to the Gulf are kept so high

as to force the traffic to the Lakes and to the Atlantic; and

as all the railways leading to the Gulf have lines running east-

ward, the much lauded corporate competition fails to help

out the citizens of Kansas, who are subjected to the domina-

tion of the new tyrant denominated a "traffic association."

With the nation operating the railways, all this would be

changed, and localities favorably located would be able to

reap the benefits which such location should give, and should

such a condition ever obtain, the farmers of western Iowa will

not then ship corn to the drouth-stricken portion of Kansas

for fifteen cents per one hundred pounds, while the Kansas

corn grower, living within seventy-five miles of the same
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market, is charged ten cents per one hundred pounds for

a haul one eighth as long. By such rates the railways

force the hauling of corn from Iowa to western Kansas, and

then force the corn grower of central Kansas to send his

corn eastward, the result being two long hauls, where one

short one would suffice; but then the corporations would

have absorbed less of the substance of the people.

Another, and an incalculable benefit, which would result

from national ownership, would be the relief of state and

national legislation from the pressure and corrupting prac-

tices of railway corporations which constitute one of the

greatest dangers to which republican institutions can be

subjected. This alone renders the nationalization of the

railways most desirable, and at the same time such national-

ization would have the effect of emancipating a large part of

the press from a galling thraldom to the corporations.
In Victoria, the parcel or express business is done by the

government railways, and the rates are not one half what

they are with us when farmed out to a second lot of corpora-
tions. Space does not permit the discussion or even the

statement of the many salutary phases of government con-

trol, as developed in the various countries of Europe, and it

is not necessary, as there are abundant reasons to be found

in conditions existing at home, for making the proposed

change. By far the most menacing feature of continued

corporate ownership is the power over the money markets
which it places in the hands of unscrupulous men, any
half dozen of whom can, at such a time as that following
the failure of the Barings, destroy the welfare of millions,

and plunge the country into all the horrors of a money panic.

Whether it be true or not, there are many who believe

that a small coterie, who had information before the public
of the condition of Baring Brothers and that a block of

many millions of American railway securities held by that

house were being (or soon would be) pressed upon the

market, entered into a conspiracy for the purpose of locking

up money and thereby depressing prices in order to secure,

'at low cost, the control of certain coveted railways. The
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railways were secured, and there is not much doubt that

they had been lying in wait for such a critical condition of

the money markets to accomplish this purpose, which still

further enhances their power for evil. With the railways

nationalized, not only would there be no temptation for

such nefarious operations, but the power of such men over

values would be greatly lessened, if not wholly destroyed, as

there would be no railway shares for them to play fast and

loose with, and as money, instead of being tied up in loans

on chromos representing little but water, would seek in-

vestment in bona fide enterprises, their operations would

have little influence, and would certainly have no such bale-

ful power over the industries of the country, as their ability

to affect the value of railway shares on which such im-

mense sums are now loaned on call gives them, they be-

ing able by locking up a few millions when the money mar-

ket is in the condition, which obtained at the time of the

Baring collapse, to force the calling of loans and the

slaughtering of vast numbers of the shares, carrying the

control of the railways they covet. If only for the purpose
of divesting "The dangerous wealthy classes" of this fright-

ful power, national ownership would be worth many times

its cost, and without such ownership a score of manipulators
are soon likely to be complete masters of the republic and

all its industrial interests; hence, the question reverts to

the form stated in the opening of this paper: Shall the

nation accept as a master a political party that may be dis-

lodged by the use of the ballot, or shall the republic be

dominated by a" master in the form of a score of unscrup-
ulous Goulds, Vanderbilts, and Huntingtons, who cannot be

dislodged, and who never die?

Assuming that $30,000 per mile is the maximum cost of

existing railways as shown in The Arena for February,
and that there are 160,000 miles, it would give a total valu-

ation of $4,800,000,000; but that there may be no com-

plaint that the nation is dealing unfairly with the owners

of much water, it will be well to add twenty-five per
cent, to what will be found to be the outside value of the
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railways when condemned under the law of eminent do-

main, and assuming that $6,000,000,000 of three per cent,

bonds are issued in order to make payment therefor, and it

involves an interest charge of $180,000,000, to which add

$670,000,000, as the cost of maintenance and operation, and

$50,000,000 as a sinking fund, and we have a total annual

cost, for railway service, of $900,000,000 as against a present
cost of $1,050,000,000 ($950,000,000 from traffic earnings, and

$85,000,000 from other sources of railway revenue) result-

ing in a net annual saving to the public of $150,000,000 to

which must be added the other various savings which it has

been estimated would result from government control, and

which, for the convenience of the reader, are here recapitu-

lated, namely:
Saving- from consolidation of depots and staffs $20,000,000
Saving from exclusive use of shortest routes 26,000,000
Saving- in attorneys' salaries and legal expenses 12,000,000
Saving from the ab'rogation of the pass evil 30,000,000
Saving from the abrogation of the commission system.. 20,000,000
Saving by dispensing with high priced managers and

staffs 4,000,000
Saving by disbanding traffic associations 4,000,000
Saving by dispensing with presidents, etc 25,000,000
Saving by abolishing (all but local) offices, solicitors,

etc 15,000,000
Saving of five-sevenths of the advertising account 5,000,000
Total savings by reason of better administration $160,000,000

It would appear that after yearly setting aside $50,000,000
as a sinking fund, that there are the best of reasons for be-

lieving that the cost of the railway service would be some
$310,000,000 less than under corporate management.

That $6,000,000,000 is much more than it would cost to

duplicate existing railways, will not be questioned by the

disinterested familiar with late reductions in the cost of

construction, and that such a valuation is excessive is man-
ifest from the fact that it is much more than the market
value of all the railway bonds and shares in existence.

Mr. John P. Meany, in the Railway Review of February
7, 1891, says: "It is safe to assume that the market valua-
tion of the entire $4,500,000,000 of railroad stock in exist-

ence, would not average more than $30 per share, or, say
$1,350,000,000 in all," and in his Sun article he states that

fully $500,000,000 of this stock is duplicated, so that the
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"live" stock outstanding is really but $4,000,000,000, which

at $30 per share would have an aggregate value of

.$1,200,000,000. Mr. Meany also states that there are dupli-

cations of bond issues amounting to some $300,000,000 leav-

ing the live outstanding bonds at $4,500,000,000 and many
corporations failing to pay interest, some issues are selling

as low as 12 per cent, of par, making it safe to call the

average market value of bonds 90 per cent, of their face

value, and their aggregate value would be $4,050,000,000,

to which add value of "live" capital stock, $1,200,000,000,

and the total market value of bonds and stock is, $5,250,000,-

ooo, being at the rate of $32,800 per mile for the 160,000 miles

in operation.

Arena. 9: 460-5. March, 1894.

Nationalization of Railroads. Solomon Schindler.

Inasmuch as each person is both a producer and a con-

sumer, it is of the highest possible interest to him that he

is served in the easiest, cheapest, and most efficient manner

possible. In our present social order, competition used to

secure this for him. If one producer took advantage of

him, at once a competitor would rise up, and, by under-

bidding his rival, force him to sell at lower rates.

This same force, which apparently worked so well in

thousands of other branches of business, failed, however, to

work with the same promptness in regard to railroad trans-

portation. Whenever competition was tried here, it ended
in the absorption of the shorter purse by the longer; the

railroad remained a monopoly, and the successful monopolist
could prescribe his rules and -levy taxes like a victorious

invader. People are utterly powerless to force a railroad

company to acknowledge their rights. Dependent upon
railroad facilities, they cannot boycott a railroad and with-

draw their custom; the haughty official simply laughs in the

face of the public and asks: "What are you going to do

about it?"
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2. This uncontrollable power of railroad companies

makes itself felt in a number of spheres which apparently

do not stand in any connection with the office of this agent

as common carrier. Slight favors shown by railroad officials

to one of two competitors, tip the balance and destroy the

chances of the one who is not favored. If one firm can

throw its products upon the market more quickly or at

cheaper rates than others, it gains such an advantage over

the rest that the latter can never prosper. Whoever con-

trols the railroad, controls the market, and although attempts

have been made to force railroads into submission by certain

laws, all such efforts have turned out complete failures. Un-

less a firm is backed by sufficient capital to demand its

rights, it never gets them from a railroad company, and when

they are obtained, such a powerful firm is generally satis-

fied to bar out other applicants from obtaining the same

privileges.

Such a state of affairs, detrimental to the very principles

of the opportunists, should not and could not exist if a

government of the people, for the people, and by the people,

managed the railroads. If, to-day, the mail department
should favor a certain business house and not grant the

same privilege to the rest of the people, would not such an

arbitrary action be reproved at the very next election? In

railroad matters, however, the people have no voice, be-

cause they have not the means of rectifying matters.

4. A look at railroad maps will show that railroad sys-

tems have rarely accommodated themselves to the country,

but that the country had to accommodate itself to them.

The people never had a decisive voice in determining the

routes of a road. Cities, which formerly controlled vast

business interests, have been gradually reduced to second

or third rank, simply because railroad companies gave un-

due advantages to other cities, which began to prosper on

that account. It is a fact which cannot be ignored, that

the city of Boston, although possessing fine harbor facilities,

has been reduced in her commercial activities solely through
the favors granted by railroad companies to New York.
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This could never have happened, had the management of

the railroads been in the hands of the government. Of

course, it is no use crying over spilt milk, but we must not

fail to notice that the railroad netting is spreading its meshes

more and more over the land; that electricity is bound to

multiply railroad facilities (successful trials having been

made already of carrying freight on electric cars), and thus

the powers of the parties who control transportation will

grow in proportion. Learning from past experience, would

it not be wise to take time by the forelock and leave the

control of the arterial system of the nation in the hands of

the government rather than in those of irresponsible parties?

Arena. 37: 113-20. February, 1907.

Railway Experience of Germany. Frank Parsons.

The argument submitted by the Cabinet to the Prussian

Parliament in 1879, along with bills for the nationalization

of the railways, is probably the most important document
in railway history. It represents the best thought of Bis-

marck and his cabinet and all they had gathered from the

chambers of commerce and hundreds of books, pamphlets
and addresses that had been issued on the subject during

years of earnest discussion. A few quotations will give the

reader some idea of the weight and thoroughness of this

famous document.

The Cabinet said:

'The inconveniences caused by the private management
ot railroads in consequence of the existence of a number
of different enterprises of doubtful solidity and restricted

working capacity; the abuse of their privileged position by
their managers; the oft-recurring resistance to reforms of

public utility; the complication and for the most part ar-

bitrary differences among the various administrative and

working arrangements; the intricacy of the tariffs; the quar-

reling and extravagant expenditure accompanying the bitter
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competition existing among such a number of corporations,

have altogether caused the widespread injury to the public

welfare that is inseparable from an extended private man-

agement of railroads.

"The attempts to bring about reform by laws have shown

the futility of hoping for a satisfactory improvement through

legal measures, without trenching materially on established

rights and interests."

"State ownership is necessary," argued the Cabinet, "to

attain unity and economy under conditions in harmony
with the public welfare and to secure direct attention to

public interests which do not permanently find sufficient

furtherance and protection where the railroads are in the

hands of private corporations whose object is gain. . . .

The inadequacy of private management and state super-

vision becomes daily more obvious."

The Cabinet dwelt at length upon the advantages of

unity, the waste of having fifty separate railway manage-

ments, etc. Large savings in official salaries would result

from unity of management. The army of employes in the

tariff and accounting offices could also be reduced one-half.

"The reasonable utilization of cars" was interfered with "by

the multiplicity of owners, and the working capacity of the

rolling-stock greatly reduced in consequence," one-third of

the travel being made with empty cars. The waste in haul-

age by circuitous transportation was also shown. "Freight

is carried over roads exceeding in length by 100 per cent,

the shortest routes."

"But," said the Cabinet, "the union of the railroads in

the hands of one private enterprise would be absolutely

inadmissable. Although the disadvantages and dangers of

an unsystematic division and wasteful competition would

thus be avoided, to place the complete monopoly of all

means of transport in the hands of one enormous profit-

seeking corporation would be antagonistic to every public

interest concerned, as will be apparent to all. Already in

those countries where private railroad management is the

rule, and where the technically and economically justified
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process of absorption by the powerful corporations of the

smaller and less important railroads prevails, their course

hitherto, the dangerous influence which these corporations
have acquired over the whole public existence, the reckless

pursuit of the profits of their monopoly and their chartered

rights within the districts they serve, and the impotency
of government supervision compared with their far-reaching,

well-organized power, controlling all interests, together
cause the gravest apprehensions for the welfare of the coun-

try, and even for its political independence."

"Only the union of complete ownership and unrestricted

management in the hands of the state can fully secure the

fulfillment of the task devolving on the government with

regard to the direction of railroad matters. Only by the

adoption of this system can the economical advantages of

united management be obtained without the monopoly of

transportation compromising the advancement and protec-

tion of the interests of the community. The great ad-

vantages of complete unity in the management and opera-
tion of the railroads are so necessary to the economical in-

terests of the country that the only question left is whether

a monopoly by the state or by private corporations is to

be regarded as the most advantageous forms of unity. If a

private monopoly, as just described, is wholly incompatible
with the proper protection of public interests, but would
render all business requiring transportation dependent on

the interests and views of a private enterprise, then a gov-
ernment monopoly, one single transportation establishment

conducted by the state for all the railroads of the country,

appears to be the only possible form in which complete

unity of operation can be accompanied by the protection of

the interests of the community."
"The railroads are public highways and can only be left

to unrestricted private control so far as public interest per-

mits. The very nature of a public highway requires that

its use must be secured to everybody on equal terms."

"It is the duty of the government to see that the people

have fair rates and equal treatment; to protect the public
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against arbitrary, fluctuating,, complex and unjust tariffs;

to demand safe transportation for the public and ample facil-

ities to guard the customs duties against neutralization by
railway concessions to foreign goods. For all these reasons

the government must control the railroads, but the conflict

of interest between the private railways and the public

makes such control very difficult. The companies seek profit

and often try to deflect the law instead of giving cordial sup-

port and full effectiveness to government regulation in the

public interest. On the other hand it is a very delicate ques-
tion how far the government has a right to exert control

for the public good against the financial interests of the

railways."

"More than all," said the Cabinet, "the principle of equal-

ity, the impartial treatment of all shippers, is endangered
by the operation of railroads by private corporations. The
principles of the publicity of the rates and the equal treat-

ment of all shippers, which are embodied in the railroad

legislation of all countries, are liable, as experience has

shown, to be circumvented on account of the competing in-

terests of railroads, and also by individual interests which
have influence with the managements. The granting of

these secret advantages in transportation in the most di-

versified ways to individual shippers, and in particular the

so-called rebate system, is the injurious misuse of the powers
granted to railroad corporations. It renders government
control of the rates impossible, makes the competition be-

tween the different lines, as well as that of shippers de-

pendent on them, dishonorable and unfair, carries corrup-
tion among the railroad employes and leaders more and
more to the subordination of the railroad management to the

special interests of certain powerful cliques. It is the duty
of the government to oppose this evil, to uphold the prin-

ciple of the equal treatment of all shippers, and to enforce

the legislative regulations on this subject. The importance
of this problem is equaled only by the difficulty of its so-

lution. It suits the interests of the railroad proprietors
to favor large shippers in preference to the smaller ones,
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and, by means of secret favors of all kinds, to divert the

most important shipments from the competing lines. The

opportunities of securing secret favors to particular shippers
are so manifold that their effectual lasting hindrance by
means of the state supervising power is impossible. Rebates
on freights may be made through a second or third party

by means of the secret interposition of agents who are

appointed for the purpose of regulating and securing the

business of a certain competing route through the mediation

of the foreign railroads concerned, as well as by a prear-

ranged connivance in admitting or allowing fictitious or

unfounded claims, etc., and so may be covered and with-

drawn from public as well as official control."

"The organization of a joint-stock company does not

prevent the possibility of the operation of a railroad being

Drought into a condition of complete dependence on some
other industrial undertaking, nor does it insure that the di-

rectors of a private railroad company shall not be interested

in a series of other enterprises whose successful operation

is dependent upon their business relations with the railroad,

so that the management of the road may be directed and

governed, not so much by its own interest as in the interest

of some other business, often enough opposed to that of

the road. Against such an organization, which, by reason

of its abundant means, and by effective channels, often leads

astray and corrupts public opinion, even the influence of the

government is powerless, the principle of equable treatment

or all railroad shipping interests becomes an empty form

and legislative regulation nothing but a meaningless phrase."

Arena. 7: 58-63. December, 1892.

Government Ownership of Railways. T. V. Powderly.

The Interstate Commerce Law is a half-way measure;

it but lances the sore where amputation is necessary; in-

tended to control, it is itself controlled, and the summing up
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of a railroad manager before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission clearly demonstrates the utter worthlessness of

that institution. It reads:

Rates are absolutely demoralized, and neither shippers, pas-
sengers, railways, or the public in general make anything by this
state of affairs. Take passenger rates, for instance; they are very
low, but who benefits by the reduction? No one but the scalpers.
In freight matters the case is just the same. Certain shippers are
allowed heavy rebates, while others are made to pay full rates. . . .

The management is dishonest on all sides, and there is not a road
in the country that can be accused of living up to the Interstate
law.

Governmental control of railroads has not succeeded and

never will succeed. So long as it is in the power of a board

of directors to increase stocks (all water), issue bonds, and

give rebates in secret, the people wT
ill have to pay for all the

water and the interest on the Ibonds. Favors are shown to

trusts and combines; the trusts and combines are made up
of the directors and stockholders of the railroads; they

secretly allow rebates to their favorites, such institutions

as have railroad directors on the roll of stockholders having
an undoubted advantage over their competitors. No system
of governmental control can reach the offenders. Public

control is inconsistent with the idea of private ownership,
and private ownership of public institutions is not consist-

ent with well-founded principles of public policy and welfare.

Public control without public ownership is an impossibility.

^What the government has a right to control it has a right
toown and operate. Ownership must precede control, a n d

"The question must be solved in a very short time, or those

who own the railroads will own the government.
"The enormous sum of money annualTy^expended by the

railroads to fee their lawyers would be saved if the govern-
ments owned the roads; the interminable lawsuits, in which
the railroad official always feels that his road must win,
would cease to lumber the court records. Life would be

held to be more sacred than now, and the great difference

between the number of killed and wounded in the United

States, and countries where the railroads are under govern-
ment control or ownership, would not be so great. Strikes

would be at an end under government ownership; for the
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employees, in common with other citizens, would be the

employers then, and it would be to their interest to see that

the management of railroads was as nearly perfect as pos-

sible. Being managed for the public good instead of for

private gain, it would be in the interest of good government
to establish the eight-hour work day, wherever practicable,

on railroads. The employment of more men (steady em-

ployment at that), a better service, and a reduction of the

dangers of railroad travel to the minimum would follow gov-

ernment ownership.

Public. 12: 171-5. February 19, 1909.

Government Ownership of Railroads.

How can the highway character of railroads possibly

be denied? It was recognized by the legislatures when they

authorized condemnations under the right of eminent do-

main; and it was recognized by the courts when, upon the

basis of the right of eminent domain, they sustained con-

demnation proceedings for railways. Now the right of

eminent domain is not a railroad right. Some railroad

men think it is, but it isn't. It is a right of sovereignty-

a right of the people as a whole. But if that is so, on what

ground could it have been invoked in favor of railways ex-

cept the ground that railways are highways?
The highway character of railroads would be quite obvi-

ous, were it not for one railroad peculiarity. With railroads,

the highway and the operation are a unified mechanism

road, fixtures, and rolling stock, all one mechanically.

But that peculiarity doesn't abrogate the highway princi-

ple. If we must unify the ownership because the mechanism
is unitary, it is easy to determine the direction on principle

in which ownership of the whole should go. All we have

to do is to ask ourselves which is the "real thing" and

which is its incident. The incident always goes with the

"real thing" and not the "real thing" with the incident the

tail with the dog and not the dog with the tail.
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And which is the "real thing" in railroading? Is it the

rolling stock and fixtures, or is it the highway right? Can
there be any serious question? Upon principle it must be

conceded that fixtures and rolling stock are appurtenant to

highway, and not highway to fixtures and rolling stock,

when all happen to be mechanically one.

If, then, unification of ownership is unavoidable, principle

demands that ownership of the highway mechanism shall go
with the highway right.

This conclusion brings forward the determining question

again. In whom should ownership of highway rights be

reposed? Should this ownership be private or public in-

dividual or governmental?
Governmental, of course. We all see it, we all acknowl-

edge it, when habit helps us. We are in doubt only when
the principle in a familiar application is appealed to in sup-

port of a similar but unfamiliar application.

But there is no room for doubt if we consider that

private business is not the only kind of business. There

is also such a thing as government business. Boot-blacking

is an example of private business; levying taxes, or preserv-

ing the peace, are examples of government business.

To generalize, we should say that a private business is

one which anybody may go into unless government condi-

tions it arbitrarily. Any person may go into storekeeping,

manufacturing, transportation on open highways, fishing in

open waters, and so on. He needs no government franchise

unless government has interposed barriers under its police

power. That is to say, and this is the point, he needs no

government franchise on account of the nature or essential

character of the business. In the nature of the occupation
itself his own will determines his action, and his customers

determine the rest.

But government business is fundamentally different. Its

essential character is such that nobody can engage in it as

a private occupation without a government franchise. For

example, nobody can engage in levying taxes unless he has

a government franchise to do so. This is obviously true
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also of preserving the peace and administering justice. Isn't

it equally true of opening and maintaining highways? No-

where can any person engage in the highway business with-

out a franchise from government. And it makes no differ-

ence in this respect whether the highway is paved with dirt,

concrete, brick, stone, or parallel rails.

Now, our contention is that any business the essential

character of which is such as to make a government fran-

chise an absolute prerequisite to engaging in it, is primarily

a government business. Consequently when private inter-

ests have a franchise to engage in such a business, the busi-

ness is "farmed out," precisely as a tax collection used to be.

The question of government ownership of rail highways
is really not a question of taking over private business; it is

a question of resuming a "farmed out" government business.

To maintain the present system of railroad ownership, is

to maintain a system of "farming out" of government
functions to private exploitation. It is making public high-

ways private property.

False in principle, that policy cannot -operate in practice

to the common good. It tends to foster bad business and

bad government as surely as plague germs tend to produce

deadly epidemics.

Current Literature. 51: 512-5. November, 1911.

Uncle Sam as a Railroad Magnate.

The average American thinks little of Uncle Sam as a

ousiness man. We prefer as a rule to believe in the ef-

ficiency of private enterprize; yet down in Panama Uncle

Sam has shown remarkable ability as a railroad magnate.

The United States, in building the Panama Canal, is not

only operating two railroads, but is running in connection

with these a steamship line, two hotels, a department store

and a food supply business. This first large test of direct

government activity in industry and commerce seems partic-
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ularly timely in view of the suggestions that the govern-

ment solve the Alaskan tangle by building and operating

a railroad of its own. Our experiences in Panama, remarks

Mr. Albert Edwards in Success are demonstrating that the

spirit of American enterprize is bigger than "individual

initiative" that epoch-making things can be accomplished,

even when individual activity fails. "The facts of the case

force us to revize our old judgment. ^Collective
Activity-

this new force which we are developing with such amazing

success in the tropics, which we Americans have carried

further than any other nation is worth considering as the
*

. . -..-i- - _ > _*. ^ - - -

means of solving our problems at home."

The Panama Canal is a government job. It is dug by

government employees, bossed by government engineers.

Not one employee, from Colonel Goethals down to the

Barbadian negro boys who carry water, hopes for private

profit in this the most colossal enterprise of the twentieth

century. The first heterodox fact which impresses itself upon
the visitor from home, remarks Mr. Edwards, is the sight

of the high power locomotive with "U. S." stencilled on the

cab.

"There are two railroads in the Canal Zone owned and operat-
ed by the government: the Isthmian Canal Commission system,
used exclusively for construction purposes, and the Panama
Railroad, which, beside helping in the Canal work, does a rarge
and profitable commercial business. Compared with other tropical
railroads the P. R. R. is a model of efficiency and economy in

every department. There is no system at home so thoroly
equipped with safety appliances. The accident rate both for em-
ployees and passengers sets a standard which none of our private-
ly owned roads have ever approached. The two systems together
operate about 3000 miles of track in the Zone, and carry more
traffic per mile than any railro.ad in the states except a few
terminal systems like that of the Chicago stock-yards.

"The annual report to the stockholders of the Panama Railroad
Co. it is -technically a private corporation so that it can conduct
a commercial business for the year ending June 30, 1910, shows
a gross earning of $6,100,788.83. Extensive relocation work is in

progress, but the operating expenses were only $4,358,426.92. The
company also operates a direct line of steamers between Colon
and New York. They make the run betw-een these ports in a day
less than the competing lines and in the year ending June 30,

1910, they earned over $150,000 net."

The people in authority, Mr. Edwards goes on to say,

have told us that a public-owned railroad would surely fail;

it would be eaten up by corruption administered on the
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"spoils system," and become the headquarters for general

inefficiency. Our experiment in Panama seems to prove

the fallacy of this argument.

Arena. 41: 160-70. February, 1909.

Railway Nationalization Not Confiscatory. Carl S. Vrooman.

Contrary to the prevailing opinion, the nationalization

of our railroads would work no hardship to owners of rail-

road stocks and bonds. All talk about confiscation of rail-

road properties, whether it be indulged in by anarchistic

fanatics, or by frenzied financiers, is both hysterical and

absurd. So far as I have been able to discover, there never

has been a case on record in any part of the world where

a government on purchasing a railroad from private indi-

viduals or from a corporation has paid less for it than it

was worth. On the contrary, a number of instances are

on record where the governments have given not only more

than the roads purchased were worth, but more than they

legally were required to give.

The United States government, when it undertakes to

nationalize its railroads, will find itself confronted with some

special problems which European countries have not had

to face. In our railroad charters, unfortunately, there have

been incorporated no clauses providing for the possibility of

a future governmental purchase of the roads. As a result

of this oversight, we shall be forced to have recourse to one

of three methods either purchase by means of friendly

negotiations, or purchase by the exercise of the right of

"eminent domain" or both. In the case of our recent

acquisition of the Panama railroad, the purchase finally

was made by means of a regular business bargain. But

before that bargain was consummated, the government, in

order to force recalcitrant stockholders to sell for a fair

price, found it necessary to introduce a bill into Congress

which passed the Senate unanimously, and was favorably
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reported by the Interstate Commerce Committee of the

House, providing for the condemnation and purchase of the

road in accordance with the right of "eminent domain." As

the stockholders of the road at this point decided to accept

the government's offer for their stock, further action was

unnecessary, and the bill was never brought up for final

passage in the House.

This miniature purchase by our government has had a

very salutary effect. It has cleared our national atmosphere
of a number of fallacious arguments against the possible

future nationalization- of our railroads. First of all, it has

established the constitutional rjj

only to own but to buy railroads. Secondly, it has shown
the possibility, and even the advisability, under certain cir-

cumstances, of the utilization by our government of its right

of "eminent domain"; and thirdly, it is demonstrating at the

present time, by the marked improvement which is taking

place in the quality and quantity of the railroad service

offered, by the important reductions that are being made in

rates, and by the greater initiative shown in every phase of

the management of the road, that our government is capable

of effective and satisfactory railroad administration.

North American. 180: 576-85. April, 1905.

Common Sense of the Railroad Question.

Francis G. Newlands.

Unless the railroad system is unified and simplified, the

complexity of the situation will drive the country to govern-
ment ownership as a solution of the difficulty. The argu-
ment in favor of it is simple. It is urged that the Post-office/^

Department is already engaged in transportation which is

conducted to the entire satisfaction of the people; that its

work now involves expenditures equal to about one-seventh

of the operating expenses of all the railroads; that an en-
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largement of its operations could be secured by organizing
a Division of Transportation in this Department; putting
at its head a capable man, trained and experienced in rail-

roading; authorizing suit for condemnation against all rail-

roads, the government entering into immediate possession
and retaining the present force of employees and officials,

eliminating such of the latter as may be unnecessary under
unified conditions; the condemnation to cover simply the

interest of the stockholders, the market value of which is

now about $4,000,000,000, leaving existing bonds aggregating
about $6,000,000,000 as a lien upon the property, to be retired

as they mature with government bonds at 2^ per cent., the

stock to be paid for by a present issue of government bonds
at the same rate.

The railroads are now capitalized at about $12,000,000,000,

one-half in bonds and one-half in stocks. The market value

of the total issue is now about $10,000,000,000. The gross
revenue of all the railroads for the past year was about

$1,950,000,000, an increase over the preceding year of about

$175,000,000. The operating expenses now aggregate about

$1,260,000,000, leaving about $690,000,000 as the net income.

It is urged that, under government ownership, the govern-
ment would have to pay out of this net income the present

interest on existing bonds, amounting to about $270,000,000,

and 2^2 per cent, on the $4,000,000,000 of the government
bonds, issued in lieu of existing stock, about $100,000,000,

or $370,000,000, in all, leaving $320,000,000 for betterments,

extensions and a sinking-fund for the redemption of the

bonds. This latter sum can be increased by the gradual re-

duction of the interest on the railroad bonds from an

average of 4^/2 per cent, to 2^2 per cent., a saving of

$120,000,000 annually. It is contended that a sinking-fund

could thus be provided which would extinguish the entire

debt in less than fifty years, and leave the operating ex-

pense alone as a charge upon the commerce of the country.
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Contemporary Review. 87: 174-92. February, 1905.

Railways of Germany. O. Eltzbacher.

Immediately after 1879, Prussia rapidly bought up all the

more important lines, and within a few years the state more

than trebled its railway property, as is apparent from the

ensuing table:

MILEAGE OF RAILWAYS OF PRUSSIA.

State Private
Railways Railways Total

Kilometres Kilometres

18/9 6,323.6 13,650.1 19,973-7

1880 11,455-3 8,893-1 20,348.4

1881 11,584-6 9,159-3 20,743.8

1882 14,825.6 6,329.8 21,155.4

1883 I5.30I.I 6,604.2 21,905.3

1884 19,766.9 3,002.6 22,769.5

1885 21,138.4 2,496.6 23,635.0

From the foregoing figures we see that the state turned

in five years from a small railway manager and owner to a

railway monopolist. As a rule the state as a monopolist is

unprogressive and unenterprising, vide our own Post Office.

But the Prussian government did not go to sleep once it

had acquired the railways. On the contrary it extended

them most energetically, as the following figures prove :-

MILEAGE OF PRUSSIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
Kilometres

188687 21,746.1

189192 25,206.3

189697 27,691.1

1902 31,341.8

If we now compare the growth of all the German railways

since 1886, when the state possessed practically the railway

monopoly, with the growth of British railways during the

same time, we arrive at the following remarkable results:-
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GERMAN RAILWAYS. BRITISH RAILWAYS.
Kilometres Miles

1880 33,411 17,933

1902 ...51,964 22,152

Increase -f- J 8,553 Increase + 4,219

+ 55-5%
" + 23.

These figures show that the German railways have, under

state ownership, grown more than twice more quickly than

have those of Great Britain under private ownership. It

might, of course, be objected that in densely-populated Great

Britain there was no more room for the extension of rail-

ways. But that argument should be used with caution, for

we find that Germany has now about six thousand miles

more railways than has Great Britain, and, according to the

German statistics, there are now 9.5 kilometres of railway

per ten thousand inhabitants in Germany, whilst there are

only 8.6 kilometres of railway per ten thousand inhabitants

in this country. Measured in proportion to the population,

the railway net of Germany is now 10 per cent, denser than

that of Great Britain.

The activity and progressiveness of a railway system is

apparent not only in its length and extension, but also in its

equipment. The magnificent palatial railway stations of

Germany, which form such a strange contrast with the mean,

dirty and cramped railway stations of this country are well

known. But it is not so well known how rapidly the rolling-

stock on these lines has increased since the year when al-

most the whole of them were brought into the possession

of the state. Therefore, the following figures may be of

interest:

Freight and
Locomo- Passenger Luggage

tives Cars Cars

1879 7,152 10,828 148,491

18845 8,367 13,063 I74J57

188990 9,425 15,177 194,705

18945 10,991 i8,39l 231,266

I900I 13,267 24,225 303.364
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During the twenty years following the creation of the

state railways, the rolling-stock of the country has been more
than doubled. Improved material has been introduced every-

where, travelling has become infinitely more comfortable

and more rapid on the state railways than it ever was on
the old private lines, and owing to the introduction of more
powerful engines, larger freight cars, etc., haulage has be-

come far more economical and efficient. Goods-trains, in

Germany, convey, as a rule, more than twice the weight
which they carry in this country, but an exact comparison
cannot be made, because our railways do not publish ton-

mile statistics which would glaringly show up their in-

efficiency. Whilst the most common truck in Great Britain

holds about 8 tons, that mostly used in Germany carries 15

tons. Therefore, the German goods-trains haul a smaller

dead-weight, and are consequently much more economical
than are English toy trains pulled by toy engines, and com-

posed of insufficiently loaded toy trucks.

How marvellously the freight and passenger business on
the German railways has expanded since they came into the

possession of the state may be seen from the following

statistics, which show that, whilst the mileage of the rail-

ways has grown within twenty years by one quarter, and
whilst the rolling-stock has been doubled, passenger and

freight traffics have more than trebled.

Passenger Ton
Kilometres Kilometres

.1879 3,797,172,000 8,644,625,000

1884 5 5,083,700,000 12,414,712,000

1889 90 6,903,526,000 16,142,648,000

18945 8,763,723,000 18,162,727,000

1900 14,310,204,000 27,434,536,000

Although the wages of the German railway servants have

considerably risen all round, and although, at the same time,

freight and passenger charges have been lowered all round,
as will be seen in the course of this article, the financial

result of the state railways has become more satisfactory
from year to year, largely owing to good management. The
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following have been the profits earned on the total capital
of all the railways of Prussia:

PRIVATE RAILWAY AVERAGE.

1869 6.5 per cent.

1874 4-4 per cent.

1879 4-9 per cent.

STATE RAILWAY AVERAGE.

1884 5 4.9 per cent.

1889 90 6.2 per cent.

1894 5 5.6 per cent.

1900 7. per cent.

Whilst under private management the railway profits

were stagnant, or, rather, retrogressive, but they became

rapidly progressive after the railways had, in 1879, been

taken over by the state. A profit of 7 per cent, on the whole

railway capital is a result of which an English railway di-

rector might, perhaps, dream, but would not think, for the

net receipts of all the British railways have fluctuated for

so many years between 3 and 4 per cent, that 4 per cent,

appears now an idealy high return on the total British rail-

way capital. As Prussia borrowed the money with which
she bought the railways by means of loans, which return

about 3^ per cent., the state makes every year on its rail-

ways an immense profit, which flows into its exchequer.
Prussia has a state debt of 351,335,500, and the net earn-

ings of the state railways for 1903 not only sufficed for

making the necessary provision for the interest on the whole
of the National Debt and for its redemption, but left over

and above that sum a clear balance to the state of

10,195,500, which went to the relief of taxation.

The railway-using public, all the world over, desires,

chiefly, that the conveyance of passengers and goods should

be quick, convenient, punctual, equitable and cheap. These

five requirements are well fulfilled by the German state rail-
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ways. Although a few show trains on British lines are

still faster than are the show trains on German lines, the

average speed of passenger trains is, according to a high
German authority, considerably greater in Germany than it

is in Great Britain. The German lines are no doubt more
convenient than our own lines, owing to the unity and uni-

formity of their traffic arrangements, trains, time-tables, etc.

Tickets issued from one town to another are, as a rule, avail-

able on the different lines connecting the two towns, and if

a traveller should choose a roundabout way, he will not be/-'

told, "Your ticket is not available on this line," for the Ger-

man railways are, for all practical purposes, one line. In

Great Britain it requires years of travel and of careful ob-

servation to learn one's way across the country and its

numerous lines, and to avoid the many pitfalls which are

everywhere placed in the way of the inexperienced traveller.

In Germany, such pitfalls do not exist, and the greatest

simpleton will travel as cheaply, as comfortably, and as

rapidly all over the country as will the most cunning com-
mercial traveller. On many British lines, and especially on

those South of London, trains appear to be late on principle.

In Germany, railway trains arrive, nineteen times out of

twenty, to the minute, because the government punishes

severely those who are responsible for delay.

The German state railways have largely contributed to /

the prosperity of the German industries; the British railways
have largely contributed to the decay of the British in-

dustries. In Germany, trade policy is made by the trade;

in Great Britain it is made by the railways, which, without

consulting the trade, prescribe its course, stimulating it here,

and stifling it there. But the greatest injustice under which
the British producer suffers is that the British railways are

allowed to convey foreign produce more cheaply than they

carry British produce, whereby they directly subsidise the

foreigner to the harm of the native producer. They pur-

posely support foreign industries on the broad principle,

""On British produce we charge what we can, on foreign prod-
uce what we may; British produce has to come to us,
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foreign produce has to be attracted." Unfortunately, redress

for those who are injured by this nefarious policy is very

difficult, very costly and almost impossible, in view of the

secrecy of railway charges. In Germany such outrageous
conduct would be impossible, even on the part of the few

private railways still existing.

Whilst in this country the railways raise fares and freights

at every opportunity, the fares and freight charges of the

German state railways are steadily going down, as the fol-

lowing figures show:

RECEIPTS OF THE GERMAN RAILWAYS, PER TON
PER KILOMETRE.
Goods by fast Goods by ordi-

train nary train

1893 24.47 pfennigs 3.79 pfennigs.

1896 24.09 pfennigs 3.79 pfennigs.

1899 21.75 pfennigs 3.57 pfennigs.

1902 17.01 pfennigs 3.52 pfennigs.

If we now look into the earnings of the German railways
on their passenger traffic, we find the following figures,

which also show a decrease of charges:

RECEIPTS OF THE GERMAN RAILWAYS, PER PAS-
SENGER PER KILOMETRE.
1st class 2d class 3d class 4th class

1893 7.87 pfennigs. ... 4.96 pf. ...2.94 pf. ... 1.99 pf.

1896 7.94 pfennigs. ... 4.71 pf. ... 2.76 pf. ... 1.98 pf.

1899 7.75 pfennigs. ... 4.66 pf. ... 2.69 pf. ... 1.96 pf.

1902 7.33 pfennigs. ... 4.48 pf. ... 2.67 pf. ... 1.89 pf.

In Great Britain the maximum charge for third-class

travelling is id. per mile, and a glance at any railway guide,

such as the ABC Guide, will show that the British rail-

ways charge, in nine cases out of ten, the full maximum
rate. In Germany the lowest class is the fourth class,

where the average charge is little more than J/^d. per mile,

whilst the charge for third class is about J^d. per mile. It
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is also worth noting that in Germany travelling first class

is comparatively very much dearer than it is in England. On
an average it costs in that country about three times more
to travel first class than third class, and about four times

more than it costs to travel fourth class. But in Great
Britain travelling first class usually is only about twice

dearer than it is to travel third class. In Germany the poor
man travels cheaply, whilst in England the rich man travels

cheaply.

The German states pursue a truly national railway policy.

Railways are built where they are wanted by the population
or by the state even if they do not pay, for the German state

considers itself as the servant of the nation and as the

trustee of its interests, and not the nation as the milch-cow i

of the railway department. Hence, the German states have

encouraged the building of canals in every way, and the tolls

charged for their use are so low that the government loses

about a million sterling per annum on its canals. Again, the

German government has in no way interfered with the build-

ing of electric trams, whilst the railways in the classical

country of freedom and non-interference have nefariously
closed the canals and obstructed the building of electric

tramways, in order to deprive trade which wished to escape

strangulation of an alternative outlet.

Annals of the American Academy. 29: 310-22. March, 1907.

Prussian Railway Administration. Ernest S. Bradford.

Financial Results

The capitalization of the Prussian-Hessian system, about

$1,952,750,000 in 1899, amounted in 1905 to $2,225,000,000,

about $105,800 per mile. The average net profits amounted
in 1903-4 to 7.12 per cent and in 1904-5 to 7.17 per cent of the

capitalization. The excess of earnings over disbursements,
which has amounted each year since 1894 to $100,000,000 or
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more, is applied, first, to pay the interest on the railway

debt; then, except that a small sum ($500,000) may be used

to meet any deficit in the ordinary state budget, the next

claim is three-quarters of one per cent of the total railway
debt (not the unextinguished portion) for a sinking fund;

then, any balance may be invested in new lines or be paid to

the government for general expenses. From 1881 to 1899

$350,000,000 was so turned over to the government. For

the year 1904-5 the net profits amounted to $158,190,000.

General Conclusion

'The results of the nationalization of the railroads in

Prussia have been highly satisfactory," says Prof. Emory R.

Johnson, "particularly in its financial results." Its success

has been due in no small part to the well articulated, flexible

and elastic system of administration. A definite head, well

defined control and responsibility all the way down from

minister to depotmaster, with shippers in close touch with

the railway management, result in rates which change with

the changing needs of commerce, and in a service adequate
for Germany. Preferential rates whenever granted are

granted openly, after full and public discussion; there are

no secret rebates. Prussia has satisfactorily solved the

problem of government ownership. Would the United States

be as successful?

Quarterly Journal of Economics. 26: 341-62. February, 1912.

First Decade of the Swiss Federal Railways.

A. N. Holcombe.

ProUably the fairest procedure for determining the meas-

ure of success obtained by the Swiss government in the

railway business is to ascertain first what it aimed to ac-

complish. The arguments advanced by the Federal Council

in advocacy of public ownership were as follows:
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1. The desirability of consolidating the independent rail-

way lines of Switzerland in order (a) to save the expenses
of the superfluous company and general managers' offices,

(b) to secure the advantages of monopoly and organization
on a larger scale in equipment and maintenance of way, and

in operation and the security of traffic, and (c) to improve
the local service by the more generous employment of the

profits on the profitable portions of the business for the

extension of the service into less profitable places.

2. The reduction of fixed charges by the substitution of

the credit of the government for that of the private com-

panies.

3. The application of net profits to the amortization of

capital until the entire railway system should be owned
clear of debt, thus eventually making possible a great re-

duction of rates (France, Germany, and Austria, it was be-

lieved, would be in a similar position by the middle of the

twentieth century).

4. The abolition of discrimination of all kinds, and the

establishment of uniform and just rates (the message inti-

mated that the lowest rate for each class of traffic then in

force on any private road would be extended to all the roads

to be acquired by the federal government).

5. The more effective representation of the interests of

shippers and of the travelling public as opposed to the

interests of stockholders in railway management.
6. The improvement of the conditions of employment of

the employees (a) by standardizing the various wage scales

and labor regulations (the Federal Council intimated that

the highest wage scales in force on any of the roads to

be acquired would be extended to all of the roads to be

acquired), (b) by better enforcement of federal labor legis-

lation than was possible while the lines were under private

management, and (c) by maintaining superannuation and

other benefit funds on a sound and liberal basis.

7. The elimination of foreign influence from the manage-
ment of Swiss railways (apparently in at least three of the

leading roads foreign stockholders then held a controlling
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interest, and such control, in the opinion of the Federal

Council, was politically dangerous.
The message of the Federal Council was tinged with a

strain of sentiment. There was some appeal to the national

pride, which ought to insist upon the popular management
of those affairs which are of prime importance to the safety
and well-being of the commonwealth, and to the national

prejudice, which ought not to tolerate the threatened con-

trol of Swiss domestic commerce by aliens. But in the main

the Federal Council founded its case upon sober calculations

of lower rates and additional facilities for shippers and trav-

elling public, of improved conditions for railway employees,

and, of better management generally. The arguments
of the Federal Council were tersely summed up by a sym-

pathetic American writer. "The nationalization of the Swiss

railroads", he writes, "was inevitable, a natural fruit of

the spirit of democracy"; but the "direct efficient cause

was business opportunism."
Let us now consider the results of this policy of "busi-

ness opportunism". In the first place, the political dangers
of the alien control of Swiss domestic transportation,

whatever they may have been, were definitely removed. So
much nationalization accomplished. Much of the purchase

money, to be sure, was borrowed abroad on the credit of the

government, but foreign bondholders and foreign stockhold-

ers are not of the same genus. The Swiss people by the

nationalization of their railways not only assumed the re-

sponsibility but obtained the power to manage them in the

interests of Swiss shippers, travellers and railway workers.

After nationalization, there could be no danger of the ex-

ploitation of the Swiss people as a whole. The only possible

danger would be that of the exploitation of one class of

the people by another. The general public in its political

capacity might exploit the railway workers by denying them

just compensation and conditions of employment; conversely,

the railway workers, by gaining an improper influence over

the government of the day, might exploit the general public

by obtaining excessive wages at the cost of reasonable rates
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of transportation. In fact the relations between the state

employer and the railway workers have been singularly

harmonious and free from friction. The workers have never

struck, nor even threatened to strike. The government, on

the other hand, has always maintained its authority, and,

while treating its employees with liberality, has never given
them more than could be publicly shown to be their due.

The conditions of employment on the federal railways
were regulated by the laws of June 29, 1900, and December

19, 1902. The various grades of employees were classified,

and maximum and minimum rates of pay were prescribed for

each class. The highest rates paid on any of the private

roads were adopted as the minimum rates for the corre-

sponding classes of the federal service. The new rates went

into effect May I, 1903, and each third year thereafter the

pay of every employee who had served through the pre-

ceding three years was to be increased by three hundred

francs until the maximum for the class should be reached.

An eleven-hour day was established (which is less than the

usual Continental European working-day), with the further

provision that every train-crew should have at least ten

hours of unbroken rest in each twenty-four, and all other

employees at least nine hours. More liberal provision than

had previously been the rule was made for a weekly day
of rest and for annual vacations. The common laborers

shared in the improved conditions of employment, but the

most highly paid administrative officers suffered, since in

view of the salaries paid to other officers in the service of the

federal government, it was not possible to continue the fancy
salaries sometimes paid by the private companies to favored

officials. These changes, the improved conditions of em-

ployment even more than the higher wages, tended to in-

crease the operating expenses of the federal railways; but

they had been practically promised in advance, and their

probable cost had been reckoned with by the advocates of

nationalization.

The labor policy of the Swiss railway management is re-

vealed by the conduct of the employees when the pressure
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of the recent increase in the cost of living began to be felt.

The standard wage scale was established upon the basis

of the general level of prices and wages in 1899. Since then
the rise in the general level of prices has been world-wide.

According to Calwer's index number, which most adequately
portrays the monetary situation in Switzerland, the rise in

the cost of living from 1899 to 1907 amounted to iy
l/2 per

cent. The highest rate of wages in effect upon the private

railways (which were the basis of the governmental rates)
had been established in 1896 and the rise in the cost of liv-

ing since then amounted to over 27 per cent. The men
began to complain, respectfully, but during 1906 with in-

creasing vigor. The government, when confronted by the

men with family budgets and other pertinent evidence of the

fall in real wages, recognized the justice of their claims, but

wished to postpone the revision of their wages until a gen-
eral act could be prepared that would apply to all federal

employees. In December, 1906, the Union of Postal, Tele-

graph, and Customs Officials, the Union of Swiss Trans-

portation Laborers, and the Union of Swiss Transportation
Officials simultaneously petitioned the Federal Assembly for

a special supplement to their regular wage during the year
sufficient to compensate them for the increase in the cost

of living. The Federal Council ultimately recommended
that each married employee and each unmarried employee
with persons dependent upon him for support, earning less

than 4000 francs a year, should receive a supplement to his

annual earnings of 100 francs; and that all other employees

earning less than 4000 francs should receive 50 francs. The
Federal Council took pains in its message to the Assembly
to remark on the courteous tone of the employees' petitions

and the reasonableness of their request. The payment of

this "high-prices increment" was repeated in 1907 and 1908.

In 1909 the scope of the extra payment was extended, and

finally a law of June 23, 1910, revised the classification of

railway employees and established a general and permanent
increase of wages.

This incident in itself is not perhaps of great importance.
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but it illustrates the good understanding that prevails be-

tween the railway management and its employees. The in-

fluence which the latter exert in order to bring about an

improvement of their conditions of employment has no un-

healthy effect upon Swiss politics. It is not so strong as to

subordinate the good of the service to their private ad-

vantage, and yet strong enough to secure the prompt recog-
nition of their just claims. Nor has governmental manage-
ment brought with it an extravagant overmanning of the

roads. The rate of increase in the number of employees on

the federal railways up to the end of 1908 was less than the

increase during the same period on the St. Gothard, which
remained under private management until the following year,

although the rate of development of traffic was greater on

the federal lines than on the St. Gothard. The total number
of employees at the end of 1909 was 34,5/5, and there is

absolutely no evidence of '"politics" in the management.
Suitable provision is made for insurance against sickness and

accident, pensions are provided in the event of chronic in-

firmity or old age, and the organization of labor is provided

by the management itself. Thus public ownership has

brought with it the adoption of methods that recognize the

mutuality and solidarity of labor, and convert the craving for

combination and mutual support, so characteristic of mod-
ern wage-earners, into a productive asset.

As soon as the government had gained control of a

sufficient number of lines, it proceeded to fulfill its pledges
with regard to rates. . . . The law provided an elastic

process of rate making for service in the future. Increases

or cancellations of rates require three months' advance no-

tice, but the period may be shortened, if material reductions

accompany increases of rates, or if international through
rates are increased on the external portion of the route only.

Reductions of passenger rates must remain in effect at least

three months, and of freight rates at least one year, but re-

ductions may be granted for shorter periods if the period is

stipulated in advance. These restrictions do not apply to ex-

cursion rates. Thus the public enjoys complete security
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against unfair discrimination (for there never have been any
charges of secret rebating or criminal collusion between rail-

way officials and favored shippers), without unduly restricting
the power of the federal railways to adapt their charges to

special conditions.

The law of July 27, 1901, not only established a satis-

factory system of rate making, but also provided for the

redemption of the pledges for improved service. The num-
ber and speed of trains and the supply of rolling-stock has

been increased, terminal facilities have been improved, and

ways more solidly maintained. The reports of the cham-
bers of commerce of Swiss cities and of other bodies

authorized to speak in the name of the economic interest of

the country are full enough of specific criticisms of the serv-

ice and suggestions for its improvement, but there is no

disposition to disparage the capacity of the railway admin-

istration or to condemn its conduct of affairs.

There has been a wide spread impression in recent years,

both in Switzerland and elsewhere, that the federal railways

have proved a financial failure. This impression is founded

largely upon the annual official budgets. Each year since

the revised rates of wages and passenger and freight tariffs

were put into effect, the railway management itself has

estimated that the next year would close with a deficit.

Thus in a sense it is true that the federal railways year

after year have been having to face deficits. These deficits,

however, have been more apparent than real. The actual

financial results have regularly been more favorable than

the budgetary estimates with the single exception of the

year 1909, and the federal railways have regularly earned

a surplus over and above the amount required for the in-

terest and amortization charges except in the two years 1908

and 1909. This is indicated by the following table, computed
from the official reports, showing in parallel columns the

estimated deficits and the actual results.
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Profit (+ ) or loss Profit (+ ) or loss
Year ( ) as estimated ( ) actually

in budget resulting
IQ02 -f 4,442,420

1903 + 1,030,682

1904 1,209,725 6o,/35

1905 2,088,400 651,734

1906 - 4,660,350 + 2,548,523

1907 2,528,527 -f 429,812

1908 2,498,790 - 5,823,166

1909 10,927,330 - 4,091,020

1910 9,125,000 + 7,948,758

Some of these figures are not the same as the correspond-

ing figures in the official budgets and reports. The official

budgets do not include with the regular estimates for the

year any estimate of the so-called "high-prices-increments''

paid since 1906 to the railway employees. Beginning with

1907, I have included such an estimate, based on the sum
actually so paid in the preceding year. The official reports
often carry over surpluses or deficits into the accounts of

the ensuing year, where they serve to conceal the true re-

sult of that year's operations. Thus the report for 1910

states the result of the year's operations to be a deficit of

1 >535,6i6 francs, whereas in fact the result was to diminish

the accumulated deficits of the two preceding years by the

amount shown in the table, that is, the largest surplus in

the history of the federal railways. Taking the results

of the entire operations up to trie end of the decade, the

surpluses exceed the deficits. Since, however, a portion of

the earlier surpluses were employed for extraordinary

amortizations, the official balance sheet at the end of 1910

showed a net deficit of one and a half million francs on the

eight years' operations, or a little more than one-tenth of

one per cent of the present funded debt of the federal rail-

ways. The amortization charges for a single year, which

are a species of profit, would wipe out this deficit several

times over. Since all interest and amortization charges
have regularly been paid, this nominal deficit may be dis-
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regarded. Indeed it should have been wiped out by the

results of the first quarter's operations in 1911. So near

an approach to the ideal zero of surplus profits must be

considered a sufficient disproof of the charge of financial

failure.

The second decade of the Swiss federal railways begins

auspiciously with an estimated surplus, the first budgetary

surplus since the government's policies have been in effect.

The truth is that the $wiss federal railway management is to

be highly commended for its energetic and sagacious handling
of a difficult situation. In any undertaking in which the

margin of profit is calculated so closely as in the Swiss fed-

eral railways, abnormal conditions may temporarily produce
abnormal profits or losses; but over longer periods of time

these should offset one another. There is no reason why
the equilibrium between income and outgo should not be

permanent.
Our examination of the financial history of the Swiss

federal railways leads us to certain definite conclusions.

Mr. McPherson's statement that the railways have become
a drain upon the tax-payers is not supported by the evidence.

For Mr. Vrooman's prediction, on the other hand, that the

existing railways will have paid for themselves out of profits

in about sixty years, there is substantial foundation in the

record of governmental management. Without venturing,

however, to predict, we may observe that the Swiss federal

railways have already reduced rates, improved the service,

raised wages and made a profit. In short, the evidence of

the first decade of the Swiss federal railways is that the

policy of "business opportunism" is justifying itself.

Public, ii : 103-5. May i, 1908.

Government Railways in Australia. Max Hirsch.

The following figures, as far as they apply to Australia,

constitute part of the elaborate and carefully audited bal-
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ance-sheet for 1907, published by every state-railway system
in the Australian Commonwealth. I owe them, as well as

the comparative figures for other countries, to the kindness

of the government statist of the Commonwealth, who has

been good enough to furnish them to me in advance of

publication and has thus saved me the enormous labor of

extracting and combining them. These then are the true

facts:

Country.*

Australian Com-
monwealth . . .

Great Britain
and Ireland

United States...
Canada ,
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o X
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49.50
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Australian Commonwealth.
Great Britain and Ireland.
United States 217,341
Canada 21,353

3.45 67.21 62.73 42.17
5.01 66.77 99.00 66.10
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of Canada and of the United Kingdom are worse than bank-

rupt, and that of the United States is nearly so. Yet they
are privately owned.

Moreover the Australian system shows the lowest per-

centage of working expenses and the highest revenue per
train mile; it shows a smaller percentage of accidents than

the United States, and, crowning glory of all, its cost of

-construction per mile is lower, much lower, than that of any
of the privately owned systems with which it is here com-

pared.

Arena. 38: 113-7. August, 1907.

Government-Owned Railways of New Zealand. A. A. Brown.
t

The opportunity was afforded me during a recent visit

to the United .Kingdom to note by comparison the operation
of private-owned and government operated railways under

the British flag. Britain with a contributing population of

45,000,000, limited to an area but little greater than that of

New Zealand, under the avaricious hand of private-owner-

ship, over-capitalization and combined pools of earnings,

pays in passenger fares a very much larger tariff than is

paid on the New Zealand government railways, notwith-

standing the great disparity in contributing population.

A comparison of the English roadbed and speed of trains

is vastly favorable to the English railway system; not to be

wondered at however, when we know that the first use of

rails for the purpose of reducing the traction of vehicles

dates back to the year 1633, and the first use of iron rails

dates back to 1801. Considerably more than a century,

therefore, has been devoted to the perfection of the roadbeds

of Britain and the perfecting of its rolling stock. In com-

parison with the latter, however, the New Zealand railways

are more comfortable and decidedly more cleanly. In Eng-
land as elsewhere private-ownership of railways has ever

used the now exploded argument of competition to prove
the efficacy of its case, the fallacy of which can best be
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shown by presenting comparative rates charged for ordinary

travel on the New Zealand government railways with rates

for like distances on English lines between points enjoining

the benefits of "keen competition" and heavy passenger

traffic.

EXTRACT FROM TABLE PREPARED BY HON. SIR J. G.

WARD, MINISTER OF RAILWAYS.
First Second First Second

Miles Single Single Return Return
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

From London to Glasgow 402 58 33 110 3 62 11
New Zealand (same distance) . 37 5 20 4 74 10 40 8

London to Edinburgh 392 576 32 8 109 6 62 8

New Zealand (same distance) . . 36 7 19 11 73 2 39 10
London to Carlisle 300 406 24 2 81 48 5

New Zealand (same distance) 28 3 15 9 56 6 31 6

London to Liverpool 202 29 16 6 58 33
New Zealand (same distance).. 20 1 11 8 40 2 23 4

London to York 189 27 15 8 54 31 4

New Zealand (same distance) . . 19 11 1 38 22 2

Let me put these figures in another form, perhaps more

easily understood by the American reader. The New Zea-

lander can travel 450 miles first class and 500 miles second

class for the same rate that is paid by the Londoner to

Carlisle, a journey of but 300 miles. Once more the Lon-
doner pays 333. second class to Glasgow, a distance of 402
miles for the same fare the New Zealander can travel 716

miles. Such figures, taken as they are from the official

tables of rates, thoroughly explode the theory of cheapness
to the public by private-ownership of railways.

Interlinked with the New Zealand railways is the prog-
ress of the colony, the convenience, prosperity and happi-
ness of its people, and the incalculable and unmeasureable

benefits that can be bestowed by a fraternal government
to the people for whom the government incorruptibly stands.

Closely allied to the advancement of education we find th'e

government railways enlisted in the work of carrying the

children of parents residing in remote and unsettled districts

to and from the public schools for all distances up to 60

miles free, that the benefits of education might not be de-

nied to the children of the pioneer, and workmen are granted

weekly tickets enabling them to travel one way each day
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for six days every week at the very infinitesimal charge of

2d. (four cents) per trip for all distances from 3 to 10 miles,

while the farmer and the orchardist have the free use of

the railways up to a distance of 100 miles for the delivery

to them of lime for manuring and increasing the productive-
ness of their lands, while the charge beyond the limit of 100

miles is too low to force an argument. Can you, American

larmer, ever dream of such concessions while the railways

of the United States are under the control and dominion of

financial harpies whose sympathy with the people and their

equitable demands finds fullest expression in Vanderbilt's

historic: "The public be damned!"

The state has not contented itself with making conces-

sions in fares and freights to the users of the colony's rail-

ways, but it has from time to time shown in a practical

manner that it recognizes that the laborer is worthy of his

hire, and has given to railway servants of all grades tangible

recognition of their services in improved classification and

pay. The practical nature of the recognition is shown by the

fact that the increases in pay granted to the railway staff

during the past nine years have amounted on the lowest

estimate to no less than 365,000. In other words, the state

railways have given to the public in the form of concessions,

and to the employes in increased salaries, over one million

pounds.
Not only is the workman well cared for during the years

ol his usefulness but a superannuation scheme is provided

for the oenefit of those who retire from time to time through
ill health or old age, and in the case of death of an employe

by accident or other cause before reaching the year of his

retirement, his widow receives an allowance during her

widowhood of 18 ($90) per annum, with a further payment
of 5s. ($1.25) per week in respect of each child under 14

years of age.

The value of government-ownership of railways is a

subject of inexhaustible merits incorporating within a full

discussion the whole economic fabric of government func-

tion; the duty of a government to the people it for the time
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represents, and as the history of all state-owned lines testi-

fies to administration clearly in the interest of every citizen

alike, without favors to the strong and powerful against the

weak and helpless and without secret and illegal rebates,

discriminations, preferentiations, and drawbacks in favor of

interested monopolists, as against the individual shipper.

It means that every citizen receives equal treatment and

pays exactly the same rates for equal or the same

service. It is the duty of the state to employ the railways

as an adjunct to the development of the colony; the settle-

ment of the people on the land; the employment of labor

for the betterment of the state; the increasing of opportuni-

ties to the producer; the creation of markets for the agri-

culturist; the convenience of a people at a minimum cost;

the rights of a people equitably maintained. It means equal-

ity of opportunity, freedom from political corruption, in-

tegrity in management. It means the employment of a

great public utility for the sole benefit of the public, entirely

removed from private interests for private gain.
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North American. 180: 235-42. February, 1905.

Railway Rates. W. Morton Grinnell.

Since 1898, the railways have been obliged to pay from

15 per cent, to 50 per cent, more for labor, fuel and all ma-
terials which they use, while their rates for passengers as

well as for freight have advanced but fractionally, and are

much lower in this country than in England, France or Ger-

many, although labor and most materials are much higher
here.

In this connection it is interesting to read what Mr.

Priestly, the expert English authority, has to say:
"The present prosperity of the United States of America is,

in no small extent, due to the low rates charged for transporta-
tion. This prosperity has reflected itself in an increase of wages
all round, which, in its turn, has increased consumption and con-
sequently production. These high wages are not due to the
necessaries of life costing the laboring classes in America more
than they cost the same class in England. It is only the style of
living which is better. At the back of it all there 'is, no doubt,
the Protective Tariff; but that would have availed little without
the cheapening of the cost of transportation. . . .

"In India, pooling and the territorial division of traffic are per-
mitted, and railways are not only allowed, but are encouraged to
protect themselves against competition. American railways en-
joy no such protection (any act which tends to restrict competition
is illegal), but have been left to work out their own salvation as
best they could. They have consequently been obliged to devote
their efforts to reducing the cost of transportation, and the great
bulk of the traffic can now be carried at rates which, a few years
ago, were held to be impracticable and spelt bankruptcy. . . .

"Previous to the lowering of the rates by competition, con-
sumption of many commodities was confined to a limited class of
people, and to that class in a limited quantity. The lowering of
raftes not only brought these commodities within the reach of a
wider class of consumers, but enabled the previous consumers to
increase their consumption.

"To restore the railways to solvency, it was not possible to put
up rates, even if this had been desirable with the experience be-
fore them, and the railway officials were forced to devise methods
which would permit their carrying the traffic at these low rates
and at the same time earn a dividend for the stockholders. The
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alert American mind was not long in devising those methods, and
to-day railway rates for goods traffic, judged as a whole, are lower
in America than in any other country in the world. . . .

"They (American railway men) have managed to do what no
other country in the world has done, and that is, carry their goods
traffic profitably at extraordinarily low rates, notwithstanding the
fact they pay mere for their labor than any other country."

North American. 164: 327-48. March, 1897.

Railway Problem: Legislative Solution. Lloyd Bryce.

In view of the fresh attacks against trusts in the State

of New York and the indication of repressive legislation

against them, a study of the railroads becomes especially

valuable just now. They offer the most complete object les-

son in connection with legislation we possess, and a calm,

unimpassioned review of their past and present condition

may serve, if not to check, at least to direct governmental
interference along such lines of reform as are least hazard-

ous to all concerned. Being in no wise an authority on the

subject, I desire to state that I have availed myself of the

cooperation and the assistance of the best experts and

statisticians in the presentation of this statement.

Liberal facilities, rapid, safe, and reasonable transporta-

tion, with equality in rates for all, are great demands of the

times. In answer to these demands the Interstate Com-
merce Law was passed about ten years ago. It is generally

conceded that we have secured cheap transportation probably
the cheapest in the world. Only a few days ago Edward
Atkinson demonstrated that the improvement in our railway

service enables the people to move food, fuel, fibres, and

fabrics at one-third the former charge; that a charge of

$31.41 per head for this purpose had been reduced to $10.47,

thereby effecting a saving to the entire nation of a fraction

under fifteen hundred million dollars in a single year. In

some quarters the charge has been made that railway rates

have not been reduced to keep pace with falling prices espe-

cially of agricultural products. This illusion is dispelled by
official figures which show that between 1873 and the present
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time the general ton-mile rate for the United States has fall-

en nearly sixty per cent.; that the lake and rail rate on wheat

from Chicago to New York has fallen at least 75 per cent.,

and the all-rail rate not far short of 65 per cent. On corn

the fall has been 62^ per cent., and on provisions fully 50

per cent.

Here we have good evidence of reduction of freight rates

for the people of the country generally, and the agricultural

interests in particular. In the following table is given the

average charge for carrying one ton of freight one mile on

thirteen of the important railways of the United States:
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speed makes the decrease less marked. The average pas-

senger rate has fallen from over three cents 'per mile in 1870

to less than two cents in 1894; in round figures, say a re-

duction of one-third. Relatively speaking, our passenger
rates are lower when compared with those of foreign coun-

tries much lower when density of population and the char-

acter of accommodation are considered. In England, for

example, the third class, or Parliamentary trains, carry pas-

sengers for a penny a mile that is, an English penny, or

two cents American money. The .cost of first-class traveling

in England, with a population of 541 to the square mile

will average double this, while ninety-nine per cent, of the

people in the United States, population to the square mile

only 21.31, travel first-class at an average cost, including the

unsettled areas of the country, where population is less than

three to the square mile, for two cents per mile.

It is important both to the commercial and investing

world and to the people of the country, that these invest-

ments should earn a reasonable income from the actual in-

vestment. I use the term actual because the companies seek

no dividends for watered stock. They are content to earn

a reasonable profit on what it cost to build the roads origin-

ally, with profit and interest on subsequent betterments and

improvements. It must be borne in mind, as to water in

railway capitalization, that while it may have been true orig-

inally in special cases, it is not true of the railways generally,

because the original cash cost of the railways does not by

any means represent the final cash cost in their present

condition. To prove this, it is only necessary to take the

construction accounts which have been paid in cash for

years past on the various railroads, and add this to the

original cost. Another standpoint from which to look at

this is that the great majority of the railroads in the United

States have been sold under foreclosure, and have had issued

upon them at each foreclosure less and less interest-bearing

securities, for no other reason than that the properties had

been unable to earn the interest on the former indebtedness.

Nearly all of the preferred stocks, and a very large pro-
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portion of the common stocks, of the railroads of the coun-

try today, have been issued in the place of securities which
theretofore were interest bearing and represented cash, and
the new stocks have been accepted by the present holders

solely on the ground that the old fixed charges could not be

earned and paid, and that the stocks merely represented

ownership which should receive returns only in case they
could be earned.

The question of state ownership, as yet, is hardly dis-

cussed in the United States. Those who oppose it take the

ground that government ownership will not reduce rates,

but that it will deaden invention and initiative. The railway

systems of this country and England are undeniably better

examples of what private enterprise can do than those who
favor state ownership can point to as illustrating govern-
ment control. In efficiency the advocates of private enter-

prises have the best of the argument. In the United States

the railways run a train thirteen miles annually for every

man, woman, and child. In England the figure is eight, in

Germany four and one-half, in Belgium three and one-half.

In Australia, where public control and ownership is absolute,

where the roads are operated by the same race as our own,

they have not yet run trains at a speed equal to eight hours*

time between New York and Boston. This affords, it seems

to me, a reliable indication of the probable efficiency of

state-owned railways.

Popular Science Monthly. 51: 811-9. October, 1897.

Decade in Federal Railway Regulation. H. T. Newcomb.

The conflict of interest between the several corporate
units of the railwray system is the primary cause of the evils

attendant upon railway transportation as now conducted.

This fact being clearly established, it is at once evident that

that portion of the Interstate Commerce law which was
intended to perpetuate competition i. e., the fifth or anti-
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pooling section is radically antagonistic to any wise and

practicable system of railway regulation. It is necessary
at the outset, as a first step toward a system under which

railway rates can be made equal to all, that this restraint

upon the carriers should be removed not in order to save

them from the bankruptcy that is almost certain to follow

the vicious methods now in vogue; not for the sake of the

thousands whose small savings have been invested in rail-

way securities in the reasonable belief that Congress would
not legislate so as to destroy an investment through which

private capital is made to perform a public function, but in

order to relieve individuals, classes of property, and localities

from the unjustly discriminating charges for railway service

from which they now suffer. At the same time Congress
should give some substantial finality to the findings of the

board of railway experts which under the name of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission it has created to adjudicate

between the railways and their patrons, and should strength-

en the visitorial functions of that body by granting whatever

amendments to the law are necessary in order to secure the

production of all the legal testimony desired and by con-

siderably widening the scope of its statistical investigations.

Reader, n: 294-305. February, 1908.

Supervision, Not Ownership. Albert J. Beveridge.

Various discriminations in rates present a startling tangle

of right and wrong. For example, the Louisville and Nash-

ville Road charged three dollars and sixty-nine cents per

ton on pig iron from Birmingham, Ala., to Cordelia, Ga.

two hundred and sixty-seven miles; while, from Birmingham
to Macon two hundred and thirty-two miles the road

charged one dollar and eighty cents a ton. Hundreds of

similar discriminations existed and still exist. For instance,

the railroads charged two dollars and twenty-four cents for

cotton goods from New England to Denver, and yet only
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one dollar per hundred from New England to San Francisco,

more than rifteen hundred miles further on. The discrimina-

tion as against Spokane and in favor of the Puget Sound
cities is generally known. Another illustration is the rate

between New York and Atlanta, Ga., where the charge is

much higher for a town on the line of the railroad a hundred
miles nearer New York than it is to Atlanta. That is to

say, a merchant in a town on the same line of railroad must

pay higher freight for a consignment delivered to his town
than the merchant at Atlanta, a hundred miles farther on

the same line, must pay for a consignment delivered in At-

lanta. On the face of it, all this looks outrageous. In many
instances such discriminations are outrageous, as in the ex-

ample first given of the Birmingham iron rates, which the

interstate commerce commission corrected and required to

be made equal between the points named a thing the states

could not possibly do.

Reasons for Some of These

But, upon examination, the reason for some of these dis-

criminations becomes clear. Take, for instance, the Atlanta

rate cited by Professor Meyer, as an example of the purpose
of the basing point system. If the railway gave to a town
one hundred miles north of Atlanta a cheaper rate than it

gave Atlanta, there could be no wholesale merchants in At-

lanta by making Atlanta a central distributing point for

merchandise, the railroad puts the merchants of Atlanta on

an equality with the merchants of New York; and towns
a hundred miles north, south, east or west of Atlanta go to

that city for their wholesale purchases. Thus, instead of

having an overwhelming commercial center from which the

merchants in every little town would have to buy directly,

we have great numbers of commercial centers from which

goods are more quickly, and, in the end, more cheaply dis-

tributed.

Even in the discrimination against Denver in the case

of cotton goods, which at first seems impossible of explana-

tion, it is found that the basic reason for charging San Fran-
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cisco one dollar on shipments' from New England and charg-

ing Denver two dollars and a half is that the railroads can

not otherwise meet the competition by water from New
England to San Francisco. Again, if a railway must charge
each village, town or city along its line exactly proportionate

rates, not only would the wholesale and distributing trade

be concentrated in already existing large centers as actually

occurs in Australia, and other countries where this system
has been tried but numerous disastrous results would plain-

ly follow.

Take an illustration: Suppose a merchant in a town a

hundred miles north of Atlanta ordered a consignment from

New York. This consignment would probably not fill half

or a third of a car; yet the car containing that consignment
would have to be halted at this little town until the con-

signment could be discharged. If the car was filled with

other consignments to other points, the delivery to the other

points would be delayed. If the car was not thus filled, it

would be empty and out of use until it could be taken to

some point where it could be filled with return freight. Plain-

ly, this would be so expensive that higher rates everywhere
could alone keep a road which indulged in such business

from bankruptcy. If, however, the car could be loaded full

of this consignment direct to Atlanta and then broken up into

smaller consignments for the merchants round-about who
would therefore buy from the Atlanta wholesaler, the service

could be rendered more economical, and, in the end, much

cheaper.

Again, if railroads are to serve every village, town and

city upon exactly proportionate rates, it is plain that railroads

could not be extended into thinly populated regions, except

very slowly and very painfully. There would not be enough

business, and, therefore, not enough revenue to build them.

We must remember that the problem of the railroad man-

ager is to keep his cars full; otherwise his road becomes

bankrupt. So he sends his full car to a distributing point

where it can be returned full, instead of shipping cars partly

filled to every station along the route; and then from this

distributing point he does his local business.
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Harper's Weekly. 49: 718-21. May 20, 1905.

Should the Government Control Private Earnings?

George F. Baer.

The magnitude of the business of railroad transportation

naturally invites attack, and it is easy for thoughtless men
to raise a hue and cry against railroad management.

The development of the railroads of the United States

is one of the most remarkable exhibitions of business ca-

pacity the world has ever known. It would be folly to say

that blunders of all kinds have not been made; but the

general result is entirely satisfactory. One of the mistakes

made by our critics is in ignoring past conditions. Many
of the things now complained of originated under circum-

stances which could not then be controlled. The capital of

the country was limited. It was difficult to induce its in-

vestment in railroad enterprises. The truth is that there

was very little American capital free to invest in these enter-

prises. Fifty years ago we were compelled to depend largely

upon foreign capital. Various devices had to be resorted to

in order to obtain the means for building our railroads-

such as issuing stock as a bonus for bonds, state aid, munic-

ipal aid, land grants, and tax concessions. In addition, in-

ducements had to be held out to manufacturers to establish

industries along the lines of railroads. Special contracts had

to be made, guaranteeing them low rates on their freight.

It was wisely supposed that the general development of the

business which the location of these industries would create

would justify the railroad companies in making these conces-

sions. Capital to acquire car equipment could not be ob-

tained. Then, too, the old theory of a railroad in Pennsyl-

vania was that of a highway on which every one was per-

mitted to transport his own cars, and pay, therefor, toll, as

was done on the turnpikes and canals. Consequently, the

great manufactures of the country owned their own cars.

This was the origin of the private-car methods, which are
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now complained of. As the business of the country devel-

oped, the inconvenience in transportation, arising from this

private ownership of cars, became exceedingly great, and

gradually the railroad companies have succeeded in doing

away with them. The transportation company now supplies

cars to the manufacturers and shippers along its lines. This

is the universal rule, except where special cars are required.

Refrigerating-cars, Pullman palace-cars, and other cars for

special purposes are still largely owned by private companies.

The public complains of this; but for the time being it is not

easy to see how this can be changed. Time will be required

to solve the problem, and it will be solved just as the use

of private cars by manufacturers has been solved. The diffi-

culty in the present solution is economic. Railroads having

short lines could not profitably supply refrigerating-cars for

through service. In proportion to the earnings which they

would receive the capital invested would be too great. The

same is true of passenger-cars. The public desires through

passenger service. A Pullman car leaving New York goes

on to San Francisco. Just how a road like the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, with a short haul to the West, or the

Reading Railroad could afford to buy cars to take place of the

Pullman cars, and permit them to travel all over the United

States, is still an unsolved problem. Eventually, it may be

that the railroads will have sufficient capital to justify an

ownership of this kind of cars; but time alone will solve these

difficulties, as it has solved all difficulties in the past.

The railroad managers of the United States have been for

years making an honest effort so to perfect their systems as

to give the public the best and the cheapest service which

economical conditions will permit. What has been accom-

plished in the past in reducing the rate of freight, in provid-

ing adequate facilities, and in perfecting a system of railroad

transportation of great efficiency and public convenience gives

assurance of what may be expected in the future. Our sys-

tem is admitted by every intelligent man to be far superior

to that existing in any other country.

The railroad companies are just as anxious to abolish
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discriminations, rebates, and all the devices which more or

less, from necessity, characterized the past, as the most

ardent reformer can be, and they have not only accomplished

much in this direction by their own efforts, but they have

likewise aided in securing legislation to prevent these things.

The average shipper always wants a concession. It is a re-

lief to railroad management to have laws prohibiting such

concessions, thereby assisting them to withstand the daily

importunities of selfish men. The chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission says that, "as a result of the Elkins

act" (which was a railroad measure) "discriminations are as

rare as burglaries."

I have just finished reading Mr. Pierre Leroy-Beaulieu's

chapter on American railways in his book, Les Etats-Unis Au
XXe Siccle. It is a remarkable study of the American rail-

way system by an intelligent foreigner. Its value to an

American lies chiefly in its comparison with European rail-

roads, and especially those of France. I quote several sen-

tences:
"We may boldly say that, without the railroads, three-quarters

of the immense territory of the United States, situated too far
from the sea and having

1 insufficient communication by rivers or

lakes, would be still almost deserts, and would not play in the
economical life of the world a more important part than Siberia
did, for instance, before being

1 lifted from her isolation by the
Trans-Siberian Railroad. . . . On the whole, the prosperity of the
American system, as well as the excellent condition of its service,
is undeniable. If we wish to seek for models of railway operations,
it is in the direction of American liberty that we must turn, and
not to sterile operation by the state."

North American. 180: 410-29. March, 1905^

Government Rate-Making Is Unnecessary and Would Be

Very Dangerous. David Willcox.

The substantive provisions of the Interstate Commerce
Act are that (i) rates shall be reasonable and (2) there shall

be no unjust discrimination or undue or unreasonable prefer-

ence between individuals, localities or classes of traffic. No
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change in these rules is now suggested. Those supporting
this agitation should, therefore, show that the present act

is inadequate to enforce them. But this is not the case in

any respect.

i. The existing rates are reasonable. This is shown by the

course of freight earnings throughout the country for the

past thirty-three years, including 1903, the last year which

has yet been officially ascertained. It should be borne in

mind that these figures include local as well as interstate

business, and that if the two were separated the interstate

rates would be considerably less.

Average Earnings per Ton per Mile.

Year Gents Year Cents Year Cents
1870 1.990
1882 1.240
1887 1.030
1888 1.001
1889 922
1890 941

1891 895 1898.
1892 898
1893 879
1894 860
1895 839
1896.. .806

1899,
1900.
1901.
1902.
1903.

1897 798

As to the facts, these remarks of the Commission are perti-

nent:

"Where changes of any importance have taken place in the
freight rates of any section, either for local or competitive traffic,
in nearly all cases lower rates are now charged than prior to the
date of the act to regulate commerce. . . . Only from an extended
inquiry would it be possible to accurately estimate the total re-
duction affected since the passage of the act to regulate com-
merce, but that it has been very considerable is well known. . . .

Comparing the amounts received by the railways for transporta-
tion with amounts which they would have received on the volume
of traffic carried from 1889 to 1893, if the average receipts per
mile for 1SSS had been maintained during the subsequent five

years, it appears that the public would in such case have paid
for freight and passenger transportation by railroad from 1889
to 1893, inclusive, $525,459,587 more than was actually paid for
such transportation during that period."*

The foregoing figures show that the downward course

of rates has continued since these remarks were made.

The slight rise in earnings per mile since 1899, upon
which so much comment has been made, was due principally,

not to an increase in rates, but to an increase in high-class

freight from 23.19 to 24.58 per cent, of the total traffic. In

any case it was not unreasonable. The average rate in 1897

was .798; in 1899, by reason of unfavorable commercial con-

*Annual Report for 1894, pp. 50, 51.
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ditions, but especially of excessively low rates on bituminous

coal, the average rate declined to .724; in 1903, it rose to .763

not as high as it had been six years previously, and an

increase of thirty-nine thousandths of a cent, or about live

per cent. This fluctuation clearly came within the expression
of the Commission that "when reductions have been made
on account of commercial depression, it is difficult to see

why corresponding advances may not properly be made with

the return of business prosperity." (Annual Report for

1903, p. 48.)

But, aside from this, there has been no such rise in rail-

way rates as has occurred regarding prices of commodities

generally. It has already been shown that in 1904, notwith-

standing this slight advance in the mileage earnings, the

percentage of operating expenses to earnings was 2.57 per
cent, greater than it \vas in 1899. The recently published
Bulletin of the Department of Labor (No. 51) with refer-

ence to the general course of prices shows, too, that, taking
100 as the average for the period from 1890 to 1899, the

price of all commodities in 1902 stood at 112.9 or 12.9 per
cent, above the average of the preceding decade. Applying
the same treatment to railway rates, they stood in 1902 at

90.2 or 9.8 per cent, below the average of the preceding
decade. This proves that railway rates had greatly declined

while prices in general had greatly advanced. The general

result of conditions in this country is that the rates are

about one-third of the average in England and France and

about one-half of the average in Germany.
Very few substantial controversies have ever arisen re-

garding the- reasonableness of rates, and the Commission
has frequently stated, in substance, that there is no ground
therefor. In its annual report for 1893, the Commission
stated:

"To-day extortionate charges are seldom the subject of com-
plaint" (p. 12). "We are not troubled with the question (under
consideration in England) that rates . . . are too high" (p. 17).
"It is significant that . . . there has been, under the operation
of the interstate commerce law, a 'steady decrease of complaints
based on charges unreasonable in themselves. The concession is

quite general among shippers that, with some exceptions, rates,
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as a whole, are low enough, and they often express surprise that
the service can be rendered at prices charged" (pp. 218, 219).
"Traffic for very many competing localities is being carried at rates
which do not yield a due proportion of the necessary net revenue
which carriers must have" (p. 221). "Rates to competing and
distributing centres are not for the most part unreasonably high;
they are frequently quite low" (Annual Report for 1897, p. 14).
"Many rates in this country are undoubtedly too low" (p. 2).
These facts are of general application, because "nearly every
city in the country of any considerable size is both a commercial
and a railroad centre; therefore a competitive point in both re-
spects" (Annual Report for 1893, p. 39). "It is true, as often
asserted, that comparatively few of our railway rates are un-
reasonable in and of themselves that is without any reference
to other charges made by the same carrier or to those of other
carriers," but they may operate to create a preference between
localities. "The cases are exceedingly rare in which unreasonable-
ness has been found merely from the amount of the rate itself
as laid upon the particular traffic and the distance it was carried"
(Annual Report for 1898, p. 27).

Accordingly, cases in which rates have been shown to be

unreasonable in themselves are practically unknown. From
1887, until the present time, the Commission has found

twenty-six cases of rates unreasonable in themselves, or

about one and one-half annually. Further than this, not

one of these decisions was sustained by the courts, and

there has riot been a single case of rates unreasonable in them-

selves established in the courts since the Interstate Commerce
Act was passed. The record, therefore, proves clearly that the

remedies provided .by the act have shown no insufficiency.

The claim is, therefore, riot- that any injustice has been

done in respect to reasonableness of rates there is no one

asserting that he has been damaged and the Commission
does not assert the existence of any such injustice. It has

full authority under the present statute to compel the car-

riers to cease charging the present rates if they are unrea-

sonable, but it has never taken effective action in the matter;
so far as it has gone the Commission has in general sus-'

tained recent advances (9 I. C. R., 382). The claim is merely
and baldly that rates generally should be fixed by the gov-
ernment (Annual Report for 1898, pp. 20, 24; Annual Report
for 1900, p. 21).

As no injustice is shown arising from the present method,
such expressions of opinion cannot be deemed to warrant

the government in wresting from its owners control of the

railway property of the country.
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2. The existing remedies are ample to enforce the prohibi-

tion of discriminations or preferences between individuals, locali-

ties or classes of traffic. As already pointed out, the matter of

discrimination or preference between individuals has been

fully covered by the original act, as supplemented by the

Elkins law. The only matter remaining is that of alleged

undue discriminations or unjust or unreasonable preferences

between localities or kinds of traffic.

In the words of the Supreme Court:

"It is not all discriminations or preferences that fall within
the inhibition of the statute; only such as are unjust and un-
reasonable (145 U. S., 284). Commerce, in its largest sense, must
be deemed to be one of the most important subjects of legisla-

tion, and an intention to promote and facilitate it, and not to

hamper or destroy it, is naturally to be attributed to Congress;
the very terms of the statute that charges must be reasonable,
that discrimination must not be unjust, and that preference or

advantage to any particular person, firm or corporation, or local-

ity must not be undue or unreasonable, necessarily imply that
strict uniformity is not to be enforced; but that all circumstances
and conditions which reasonable men would regard as affecting
the welfare of the carrying companies, and of the producers, ship-
pers and consumers, should be considered by a tribunal appointed
to carry into effect and enforce the provisions of the act (162
U. S., 218). The mere circumstance that there is, in a given
case, a preference or an advantage, does not of itself show that
such preference or advantage is undue or unreasonable within the

meaning of the act" (162 U. S., 220).

Claims that preferences exist and that they are unjust or

unreasonable arise from the natural desire to secure equal

advantages with others. "The rate is of very little conse-

quence to the merchant, provided it is the same to his com-

petitors as to himself" (Annual Report for 1897, p. 18). The

efforts of traffic officials to meet the views of shippers and

consumers in these regards have had more to do than any

other cause with the reduction of rates and their proper

adjustment as between different localities.

"In view of their opportunities, and the temptations to which
their traffic officers are exposed, it is perhaps not too much to

say that the obligations of neutrality in this regard are usually
observed, and that discriminations of this character are not often
the subject of complaint" (Annual Report for 1895, p. 17).
is worth observing that some, at least, of the most important
controversies involving the rates and methods of railway carriers,
are rather between competing communities or producing regions
than between rival lines of railway. Railway development has
extended far beyond the point at which any of the greater systems
finds its interests so identified with a single community as to

feel wholly indifferent to the demands and needs of all com-
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peting communities. Indeed, there may be entire sincerity in the
contention, on the part of the officers of a great system, that
any adjustment which satisfies the rival communities which it

serves cannot be seriously objectionable from its own point of
view. In such degree as this contention may be sincerely ad-
vanced, the carrier becomes a relatively unimportant factor in
the struggles of rival localities" (Annual Report for 1904. pp. 28.

29).

This demand for absolute equality among localities can

never be entirely satisfied. If under any conceivable form
of statute the Commission could accomplish this, it would
still be very questionable whether that result would be al-

together desirable, as it would tend to destroy the active

spirit of enterprise which is necessary to commercial prog-
ress.

"It is idle to look forward to an adjustment of rates which,
as applied to localities and differently circumstanced persons, will
bear no heavier upon one than upon another. Such mathematical
quality is manifestly unattainable through human endeavor. Not
even common control of all railways through consolidated ownership
or government purchase could accomplish such a task of equali-
zation for thousands of places and millions of people. Certainly,
the much-vaunted theory of uniform charges for all traffic would,
under the greatly diversified conditions which now prevail through-
out the country, have the opposite effect, and inflict greater
discriminations than arise under the existing general practice of

fixing charges which attract traffic to the various lines. Uniform
rate per mile on all traffic for any distance would arbitrarily limit

commerce to sections and greatly restrict production" (Annual Re-
port for 18T3, p. 218). "Trade is no longer limited to circum-
scribed areas; distance hardly ever bars the making of com-
mercial bargains between widely separated parties, and almost
every article of commerce finds the competing product of another
region in any place of sale. The consequence is that the
products of the farm, the forest, the mill and the mine are con-
tinually demanding from carriers rates adjusted to values in

particular markets. It is this competition of product with like

product, of market with market, that has induced carriers, in
their eagerness to increase the volume of their traffic, to con-
tinually reduce their rates to market points. Such competition is

the competition of commerce itself; the strife between com-
peting industries which the public interest demands should be
left free from fettering laws and uncontrolled by restraining
combinations." (Id., p. 219).

In states where railroad commissions have power . over

future rates, questions of alleged discriminations between lo-

calities and classes of traffic are as frequent and acute as

ever. Like all commercial questions, these matters are' best

settled between the parties. The foregoing expressions show
that the carriers, in general, use their best efforts in the

premises. And the record proves that the present remedies

have not been insufficient. It will shortly be shown in detail
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that since the Interstate Commerce Act was passed, con-

tested cases of all sorts have been comparatively few in

number, and that, with two exceptions, the Commission has been

reversed in all of its decisions as to discriminations or prefer-

ences of any sort which have been passed upon by the courts.

The facts, therefore, show no necessity for seizure by the

government of control over railroad property in order to pre-
vent undue discrimination or unjust or unreasonable prefer-

ence.

Moreover, governmental rate-making would establish

rigid methods of transacting business which would tend

to arrest commercial progress. The most effective cause of

reduction of rates is the effort of traffic officials to enable

their respective shippers to extend their business and con-

stantly reach further markets and consumers.

"The location of new business enterprises is frequently settled
since the passage of the act to regulate commerce, as well as
before, not so much by the wishes of those who control them
and the advantages for economical production or trade afforded
at particular places, as by the favorable transportation rates which
railway managers can be induced to put in force" (Annual Re-
port for 1894, p. 57).

This process of development can be continued only

through gradual reductions of rates, and in its continuance

shipper, carrier and consumer are alike interested. But this

process of development will be arrested if the rates are

finally subjected to the veto of a body having no substantial

interest in the success of the transportation business or of

the industries upon the several lines.

Every rate once fixed would be incapable of change with-

out a proceeding before the Commission as dilatory as a

lawsuit; and, as the Commission proceeded, the scope of this

rigid condition of rates would constantly extend. Every
practical man must realize that business is carried on suc-

cessfully by negotiation and agreement of the parties, rather

than by the judgment of any tribunal. "Business by law-

suit" would be a lamentable failure. There is no successful

branch of business in which the general future relations of

those engaged therein are regulated by third parties, whether
an administrative commission or a court of justice.
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If, indeed, a condition of absolute equality among differ-

ent localities could be established at a particular moment of

time, it would be temporary only. Industry in this country
is intensely progressive, and the perfect equality of one day
would probably be the grossest inequality of another. The
absence of elasticity in a system of government rate-making
is one of its most serious faults; thus the rate-making state

commissions have had to fall back on distance tariffs, on
account of their inability to make those delicate adjustments
which are constantly made by railway traffic officers. Such

rigidity is a bar to industrial progress, and probably ac-

counts, in large measure, for the fact that in the states which
have rate-making commissions, the rates are higher under

similar circumstances and conditions, than in other states

which have left the contract of transportation to unrestricted

negotiation between the parties.

The remedy lies in the vigorous enforcement of existing

statutes, which prohibit rebates and discriminations; and

resort by the Commission directly to the courts without

'dilatory preliminaries, so as to secure expeditious action by
the only branch of the government which is qualified to

administer justice and determine rights of property. This

will prevent unjust discriminations and undue or unreason-

able preferences. So far as concerns reasonableness of the

rates, it is obvious that the present method under which the

Commission has power to pass upon existing rates has been

effectual. But governmental future rate-making would play

havoc generally, and "business by lawsuit" would be intoler-

able.

Gunton's. 15: 125-33. August, 1898.

Railroads and the Government. B. W. Arnold, Jr.

For the purely American principle that whatever can be

done without the government should so be done, has been

substituted of late years by many of our citizens the Con-

tinental idea that whatever can be done by the government
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should be done by it; and along with the other claims occa-

sioned by this change in sentiment, the demand has been
made that our government should purchase and operate the

steam railways. The main reason given for such action is

that the evils of our present system will be remedied, though
just how is not always shown. In addition, the facts are

cited that our postal service has proved exceedingly satis-

factory and that the experiment of government ownership
has been successfully made in certain foreign countries. A
full summary of all arguments advanced in support of this

scheme would be about as follows:

(i) The costly law suits between different roads would be

avoided. (2) Investors in railroad stocks would no longer
suffer from the dishonest speculations of railroad directors.

(3) Transportation being a social function demands, espe-

cially in joint traffic, uniform methods and unified instru-

ments, like the mail service, and the power and prestige of

the state is necessary to secure them. (4) This plan of rail-

roading has been successful in Prussia and Belgium and
therefore we could safely employ it. (5) The profit in rail-

roading would go into the United States Treasury. (6) Rates

would be lowered. (7) No discrimination would be prac-
tised. (8) The waste of money occasioned by cut rate wars
between competing roads would be saved.

Let us examine these claims. In the nature of the case

the first two would be true, for lawsuits would not arise

between roads under common ownership and the government
itself would be in this instance both investor and manager.
In answer to the third it may be said that while a certain

analogy does exist between the railroading business and

delivery of mail, the problems of conducting those two busi-

nesses are not at all the same, the transportation problem
being far more complex. Where one fact could be named
in the interchange of freight and passengers from one road

to another, or from one state to another, that demands
constant uniform methods of federal control, a dozen mat-
ters of detail arising in the handling and development of

traffic can be cited that require quick, elastic, varying
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methods, which can only be properly furnished as necessity
arises through the good judgment of able, experienced men,
doing business on the spot and thoroughly acquainted with
all industrial conditions present. The number of papers
and letters carried from year to year is a more or less fixed

quantity and can be fairly approximated at a given time;
if unexpected demands arise from any quarter the new needs
are met at once by extension of old methods and by only a

small outlay of either capital or labor; the employment is

simply a distributive process in which the charge for de-

livery is not based at all on cost of service and little special
effort is made to build up and enlarge the business.

Not so with railroads; they must continually seek to de-

velop new traffic, to populate new districts and establish

new towns; they must constantly increase and extend their

work, having an eye to the increased production of goods
as well as to their distribution. The amount of transporta-
tion is therefore quite variable, being constantly affected by
the industrial conditions of every community, and of course

any enlargement or contraction of railway facilities must
involve large investment of money and employment of much
time and labor. The mail service theory of charges would

shortly bankrupt every railroad in the country. The politi-

cal evils apparent in our system of mail delivery, in spite

of civil service reform, would be multiplied a thousand times

in our transportation system in case of government owner-

ship. About one-twelfth of the adult male population of the

United States is employed in connection with our railroads,

and to have all these offices at the disposal of the political

party in power, to be changed if desired with the changes
in administration, is not a safe condition for the inde-

pendence of individual voters or the interest of the country.

The fourth claim, that the United States would do well

to take charge of the railroads because Prussia and Belgium
have succeeded, fails to recognize any differences between

their forms of government and ours, or between the railroad

problems presented there and here. Prussia has about

13,000 miles of railroad, the United States has over 180,000
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miles; their system has 80,000 employees, ours at present

would require over 800,000; the inclination of the German
mind is bureaucratic and ours is just the

> opposite; the area

of Prussia and Belgium together is 145,840 square miles, that

of the United States is 3,602,990 square miles. Their system
has been constructed under the supervision of the state and

there are practically no competing lines; our system has

been built entirely independent of the government and com-

peting lines are numerous. Their trade and country are fully

developed and no new lines are being constructed; our busi-

ness is steadily expanding in volume and roads are con-

stantly being laid to build up new sections. Germany (and

the same can be said of France) has a perfected civil service

of long standing and their governments are decidedly execu-

tive and administrative in form; the United States has a

crude, imperfect civil service and the government is parlia-

mentary and legislative in form. These important differ-

ences must be taken into account before safe conclusions

can be arrived at and when they are carefully considered,

the fact will appear that operation of our roads by political

machinery would in all probability be fraught with far more
disastrous evils than are sustained at present under private

management. Nor has state ownership in these countries

been altogether without its faults, for since Belgium has

purchased the rival lines that competed with the state lines

(now owning about three-fourths of all the mileage in the

state) some healthful and proper competition has been

stopped. In consequence, a certain diminution of activity

and some tendency toward slackness of management have

occurred, and there has been a lowering of profits without

corresponding lowering of rates; there has been a multiplica-

tion of unnecessary forms and offices with no actual busi-

ness, and a serious manipulation of accounts to make a fav-

orable showing for the government. Great complaint is

made of the lack of accommodation, cars, etc., all of which

evils arise from the connection of the railroads with the

government.

Italy has tried private management of roads, mixed own-
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ership, (i. e., government roads competing with roads of

private citizens,) and also exclusive state ownership. Not
satisfied, it afterwards appointed a Parliamentary Commis-
sion to make a most thorough investigation of the matter

and report facts to enable the government to see the best

policy for it to pursue with reference to its roads. The
Committee reported that the Italian government ought to

get rid of its roads at once and charter large private com-

panies to manage them. The}' claimed (i) that state man-

agement had proved more costly than private management;
(2) that political dangers were very great and (3) that the

state was prone to tax industry and not to foster it.

The fifth claim is that the profit of the business will

go into the United States Treasury. If the business is as

economically administered as at present and a profit is made,
of course it will, but strict economy is not generally a

marked characteristic of work conducted by the government.
If the business is run for profit will it not be on virtually

the same basis as at present, and will not the same methods
be employed unless charges are raised? If this profit be

vmoney that could have remained in the pockets of the peo-

ple, this method of collecting money would be simply a

form of taxation. It could be run for the single purpose
of collecting taxes, but this surely is not desirable, because

the change is advocated for the benefit of the people and

not to make money out of them.

The last three claims have special reference to railroad

rates, and, being closely related, can be considered together.

Since cut-rate wars between different roads will not arise

under government ownership, competition, which always
tends to lower rates, will be removed, and charges will

probably be increased. In fact, the most unfair discrimina-

tions found in railroading are made in attempting to meet

the cut-throat competition of ill-placed bankrupt roads which

are doing business at such low rates that running expenses
are barely covered, much less net profits yielded on the

fixed capital invested.

The fact that the principle of unrestricted competition
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has been employed in the conduct of our transportation busi-

ness accounts in large measure for the gravest evils of our

present system. The freedom of each road making rate

sheets at will is what renders our charges discriminating,

unreasonable, and unsteady; and if government ownership
is the only remedy for the evil, the sooner had the better.

However, (note the fact), rates would be raised instead of

lowered, for it is the profitless basis on which insolvent, ill-

conceived roads are conducting their business in order to get

traffic that is at present playing havoc in railroad affairs and

forcing all to questionable methods in developing trade.

The statement that our railroads are making exorbitant

profits is not borne out by facts, and freight rates in the

United States are lower than anywhere else in the world.

Freight charges here average but .85 of a cent per ton per

mile; in 1896 they fell to .806 cent.

Discrimination unquestionably exists at present, but it

is more than possible that under government ownership
we should have federal legislation on rates that would favor

one section of our country at the expense of another. On
the other hand, is it not true that justice both to roads and

the public demands that certain discriminations be made, both

between different localities and also in classification of

goods? Surely charges cannot be made for coal and cattle

on the same basis as for chinaware, for the former will not

bear the higher rates of the latter though it may cost more
to handle; nor can through freight be charged as local for

a reason somewhat similar. The public ought to have the

benefit of the best utilization of the natural resources of

different localities, and the present condition and future de-

velopment of manufacturing and commercial industries

should count for something in determining transportation

charges. The theory of making fair rates to all is a complex
one, and no doubt the practice meets with obstacles still

greater. That absolute equity has not governed rate sheets

in the past history of our railways goes without saying, but

this does not argue the necessity of government ownership
nor show that government appointees would do more satis-
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factory work than officers who at present own and operate
the roads. A railroad thrives as its patrons thrive, and rail-

road corporations must seek the building up of the com-
munities they serve, for it is their own interest so to do.

Short sighted policies which destroy ihe business life of a

community are recognized as hostile to the permanent in-

terest of the roads themselves, and are not in general em-

ployed except when necessitated b~y an unlimited destructive

competition. Of course there are localities of whose sup-

port the roads are independent, and their interests suffer.

Science, n. s. 24: 523-4. October 26, 1906.

Public Ownership and the Wage-Earners. H. T. Newcomb.

In its efforts to convert municipal, state and national gov-
ernments to particular portions of its socialistic program the

persistent propaganda of public ownership, whose tireless

activities so visibly pervade current American politics, usually
demands the support of wage-earners upon the ground that

the employees of public enterprises will be more favorably
treated than those of private enterprises in the same field.

It is claimed that public ownership means higher wages;
shorter hours of labor, and, generally, better conditions of

employment.
Experience proves not only that the government is not

the best employer, but that it is not even a fair employer.
Nor is this all. When government engages in industry on
a large scale the condition of its employees naturally and in-

evitably degenerates to that of slavery.

Government does not advance wages with the increased

cost of living.

Democracy is an arbitrary employer. Public employees
must not seek to better their condition, on penalty of dis-

charge, according to President Roosevelt's order of January

31, 1902.

Compulsory labor in New Zealand (Parsons, 'Story of
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New Zealand,' p. 179 seq.) gives no hope to labor for free-

dom under government employment.
The public employer has neither the knowledge of labor

conditions, nor the incentive to efficiency which springs from

the demand for pecuniary success. As truly as republics

are ungrateful, the majority is sure to prove harsh as a task-

master, and grudging in yielding compensation to its serv-

ants. Its enthusiasms are usually, not always, toward gener-

osity, but they are changing, remittent and unreliable, while

its sterner morality produces an ideal of justice that in-

spires the niggardly legislator while he crushes, in the osten-

sible interest of the taxpayer, every proposal to" deal fairly

and, therefore, wisely with the problems arising out of the

public employment of labor. More than this; democracy,
or the majority, through which it operates, is intolerant

of disagreement with its principles, relentless in beating

down opposition to its policies, merciless to the minority

which persists in impeding the execution of its will. What
could such an employer be, in dealing with labor on a large

scale, save a harsh task-master? What could it naturally

become save a driver of shackled slaves? Where is the

clear-headed and independent wage-earner who will con-

sciously invoke such tyranny?

North American. 191: 185-94. February, 1910.

Fair Regulation of Railroads. Samuel O. Dunn.

The argument most commonly made for governmental

regulation of the financial affairs of American railroads is

that they are over-capitalized and charge excessive rates to

pay dividends on their watered stocks. Over $3,000,000,000

of railroad stocks and bonds are owned by the railroads of

the United States themselves. Allowing for this duplica-

tion, their average net capitalization in 1907 was less than

$58,000 per mile. The average capitalization of the railroads

of Canada is almost $56,000 per mile and of the railroads of
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Mexico is almost $58,000 per mile. The cost of the German
railroads has been $105,000 per mile. The capitalization of

the railroads of France is $134,000 per mile; of those of the

United Kingdom, $272,000 per mile. There are some roads

in this country that are over-capitalized and others that are

under-capitalized, but a fair valuation would probably show

that as a whole the railroads of the United States are worth

more than they are capitalized for. It may be said, however,

that regulation is needed at least to keep the roads that

are over-capitalized from charging exorbitant rates. But the

over-capitalized roads cannot charge excessive rates because

they have to meet the rates of the roads that are fairly

capitalized. A water-logged road like the Chicago Great

Western has got to make the same rates as such competitors

as the Chicago and Northwestern, the Chicago, Burlington

and Quincy and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul or quit

business. "The capitalization of the railroads, I think, cuts

no figure in this rate question," Martin A. Knapp, chairman

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, once said. The

true justification of public regulation of railroad finances,

if 'there be any good reason for it, is that it is needed to

insure good transportation service and to protect investors.

Gunton's. 20: 305-22. April, 1901.

Government Ownership of Quasi-Public Corporations.

Edwin R. A. Seligman.

The main reasons why government railways would be a

failure in the United States have been mentioned in the

other two general considerations adduced above. Take, for

instance, the question of the investment of capital. In the

case of the post-office, even though we spend over a hundred

millions a year, there is no large capital account. It is chiefly

current expense. But in the case of the railway service we

have the most stupendous of all modern industries. The
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amount of capital invested is gigantic. The fiscal reason

would suffice to kill the scheme for government railways.

Government ownership would throw the whole budget out of

gear; the revenues and expenditures of our railways would

be two or three times as great as all the rest of our revenues

together, and the entire budget would depend upon the

temporary prosperity or lack of prosperity of the railway

system. We know that in bad times the revenues of the

railways in this country shrink by tens and even hundreds

of millions of dollars. This would so embarrass the whole

revenue side of our budget as to lead to a complete revolu-

tion not only of our tax system but also of our entire

budgetary methods. This point, which has commonly been

overlooked, is of considerable significance.

Still more important, however, is the problem of the com-

plexity of management. This alone would be an insuperable

bar to governmental management of railways. Of all busi-

nesses, the railway business calls for the most delicate

handling and must needs pay for the highest possible busi-

ness ability. The great salaries of today are given to the

railway presidents, salaries from $25,000 to $100,000 a year
and deservedly so, because without consummate capacity

the attempt to run a railway would be a failure. Govern-

ments could not hope to compete successfully in this respect

with private individuals.

Conditions may indeed change during the next few

decades, but under the present system we cannot expect
a democracy to pay as high salaries to its officials as private

industrial enterprises are able to do. The average man of

business or professional ability will not be attracted to the

government service. There are indeed honorable exceptions
to the rule. Yet we all know of men who would have been

glad to a-ccept government positions when offered to them,
but who have stated that they could not possibly afford to

do so. It is asking a great sacrifice of a man, in these days
of such immense opportunities for special ability, to give

up comfort and wealth for the more ideal end of serving the

public. Only the best and the noblest men do that, and
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their numbers are as yet exceedingly few. It may be

claimed that government can get the same talent at a some-

what cheaper rate than private corporations, but this is not

true to the extent that it would be necessary to equalize the

difference between public and private management. There-

fore, to turn over the greatest, the most complex and the

most fundamental industry of modern times to the hands
of the government would, under present conditions in the

United States at all events, lead to such a decrease in

efficiency as soon to become well-nigh intolerable. The

great advantage of individual initiative in industry is that

the ability of the citizen is turned toward the reduction of

the cost of production. All progress in the world consists

very largely in lowering the cost of production of commod-
ities by driving out old processes and introducing new
processes. This results not alone in lower prices for the

commodity, but, as our history has amply shown, in higher

wages for the operative as well as in more prosperity for the

employer. A prominent German who was one of the chief

advocates of the assumption of railways by Prussia, and who
has written admirable books on the American railway prob-

lem, has said that if he were an American he would be the

most outspoken opponent of government assumption of

railways in this country. The difference in political condi-

tions must everywhere be borne in mind.

Annals of the American Academy. 29: 342-51. March, 1907.

Argument Against Government Railroads in the United

States. William A. Robertson.

The people of the United States are enjoying unprecedent-
ed prosperity. The causes of the present rapid development
of the country are numerous, but probably the highly de-

veloped railway transportation system has been more influ-

ential than any other force. In 1870 the railroad mileage
of the United States was only 53,000; today it is 220,000, an
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increase of over 300 per cent in a generation. Although
no one questions the financial success of private - manage-
ment of railroads, .there are many persons who believe that

the railroads in the United States should, in the future, be

owned and operated by the government. Those who are

of this opinion argue that the railroads as now managed
are a private monopoly, the effects of which are detrimental

to the public, and that the only method of escaping the re-

sults of private monopoly is to substitute therefor the great-

est government monopoly the world has ever known.
Such a program is so revolutionary that it can be justified

only by an absolute demonstration of the failure of the

present method of private ownership and management of

railroads to meet equitably and adequately the transportation
needs of the people of the United States. Furthermore, the

advocates of the change must be able to prove that govern-
ment operation can be made a success.

If a radical change is to be made in present raihvay

operation, it must certainly be made only for good reasons.

Are there adequate reasons? If so, one of the reasons would

naturally be high rates. As far as rates are concerned, the

consensus of intelligent opinion is that rates are generally
lower in the United States than in any other country, and

that until very recently, at least, they have tended steadily

to decline. The complaint in regard to rates is not that

they are too high in general, but that they are unduly high
in certain localities and that they are not uniform to all

shippers, i. e., that they are to some extent extortionate and

to a large extent discriminatory.
How far, it may be asked, will government ownership

simplify the problem of rate-making? It may, of course,

be assumed that the government will be as much concerned

as would any private corporation in establishing freight rates

that will be reasonable and attractive to shippers generally,

and at the same time remunerative and yield fair profits

upon the capital invested. To one who has never considered

the subject, the intricacies of rate-making will prove a pain-
ful and vexatious surprise. There are so many different
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and discordant elements entering into the conditions that

an exact solution is impossible. It is not our purpose to

explain in detail what the rules of rate-making are or should

be, but rather to emphasize the inherent and accumulated
difficulties involved. As observed by the Industrial Commis-
sion, in its report to Congress, "the conditions are highly

complex, and no simple and general rules can be made to

govern in all instances. The very complexity of the prob-
lem emphasizes the necessity for intelligent direction."

The problem which a freight agent or traffic manager
has to meet is so different from that which the public sup-

poses, that it is hard to explain it in a few words. The

picture that seems vividly portrayed upon the minds of most
men is that of the general freight agent arbitrarily deciding

upon whatever rate he deems sufficient to pay for the "cost

of service" (the cost of actually moving a ton of freight a

certain distance), together with enough to cover the com-

pany's taxes and the interest on the bonded indebtedness

(which is generally assumed to be needlessly and culpably

large), and to pay dividends on an artificial and imaginary

capitalization. In reality, this 'sort of reasoning is putting

the cart before the horse. The rate is really dependent upon
conditions in the world of trade, the character of the com-

modity to be moved, the extent of competition from other

carriers, either rail or water, and the possibilities of the de-

velopment of a line of business or a section of country.

When the rate has once been made and the revenue

earned, the next problem is the prosaic one very familiar

to every housekeeper of adjusting expenses to income. The
name of these expenses is legion: The wages of labor and

the cost of fuel and innumerable supplies are elements in

the cost of conducting transportation. The maintenance of

the roadbed and stations, and of the terminal facilities in

great cities these are elements in the maintenance of the

physical property of the road. New engines and cars and

the repair of old ones make up the account called main-

tenance of equipment. The taxes due the state, and the

interest on the bonded debt of the company, make up the
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company's fixed charges; charges which must be met if the

corporation is to remain solvent. Then there is still the need

of setting aside funds against the depreciation of the prop-

erty, the maintenance of a surplus against hard times and

unlocked for expenses and emergencies; and, lastly, the

raising of a net revenue for dividends, so that those who
own the road may receive some return on their investment.

All these varied expenses enter into the financial side of rail-

road management.
Very often the salvation of a road is bound up with a

reduction of its cost of operations rather than in the raising

of its freight rates which latter performance is likely

enough to be a sheer impossibility, and unwise, even if pos-

sible. The Lehigh Valley and the Southern Pacific roads

are recent illustrations of this fact. Both of these com-

panies found it necessary some years ago practically to re-

construct their properties, if they were to remain in the busi-

ness of transportation and earn money. After periods of en-

tire cessation of dividend paying, and by means of prodigal

expenditures on improvements, they have once more taken

their places in the list of properties for investment. Very
often these periods of reconstruction press with crushing
force on the owners of the road, the stockholders, of whom
we hear so little in most of the discussions on railroad re-

form. Sometimes nothing else than a heavy loan will give

the company the ready cash to meet importunate but just

demands of shippers for increased facilities and speedier

transit of freight. Sometimes there must be the heroic rem-

edy of a receivership, a scaling down of indebtedness, and

a general reorganization.

It is idle to imagine that officials or clerks in a govern-
ment bureau will be able to handle such questions as we
have mentioned better than the trained, experienced and

well-paid officers of a railroad. Nay, it is difficult to think of

their being intelligently, speedily and satisfactorily disposed

of at all by any government department. Whoever has had

dealings with a great government office knows the truth

of these words. For reasons that are pretty well under-
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stood by the American people, the government possesses
an unrivaled facility for drawing to itself a vast proportion
of the mediocre, the lazy and the unambitious. While every

government office contains a certain modicum of faithful

and efficient public servants, it is usually the irony of fate

that they are in a permanent minority, are persistently under-

paid, and, if they have not lost heart, are seeking an early

opportunity to retire from public service altogether. In

short, there is a steady tendency for the competent to re-

sign and the incompetent to remain, coupled with an ap-

palling official inertia that tends to stifle the slightest exhi-

bition of individual enterprise or initiative. This fatal tend-

ency toward petrified conservatism is one of the worst

features about the conduct of public business. Nor is there

much hope of any marked improvement through civil service

reform. Excellent as that is, it is at best a cumbersome

piece of machinery, ineffective outside of certain limits. A
vast improvement on the spoils system, it has completely
failed to raise the average government office to anything
like the level of effectiveness easily secured in any good
private business establishment. Enthusiastic reformers

cheat themselves into the belief that the weight of an en-

lightened public sentiment the traveling and shipping public

being brought in daily contact with the railroad would com-

pel an improvement in the conditions we have pictured. Has
the weight of public sentiment ever permanently cured the

lesser diseases of the body politic? Has it brought effective-

ness, economy and high character into the police, street and

water departments of our great cities? How often is a state

capitol built within the appropriation? Have the taxpayers
of New York ever checked extravagance and corruption on

the Erie Canal, or taken that formerly useful artery of travel

out of "politics"?

Even assuming that the tone of the public service can be

made equal to that of an ordinary business house, the ques-

tion still remains why government officials will be able to

solve transportation problems better than private individuals.

There is no magic in wearing the livery of government, and
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no private fund of knowledge is at the disposal of its of-

ficials. They have no peculiar facilities for reaching correct

conclusions. The problems will not be a whit simplified by

placing the carriers in the hands of a government bureau.

The difficulties that now hang about the subject of freight

rates are inherent and rest in the very nature of the service

to be performed. Unless freight rates are to be prescribed

on a blind, arbitrary and unreasonable basis, without re-

gard to the real and ever-changing conditions of the busi-

ness world, the same difficulties that no\v puzzle traffic man-

agers, vex merchants, and assail railroad commissions and

courts, will be present as surely and as potently under pub-
lic service as under private ownership.

But to the mercantile community the transfer of own-

ership would be a change fraught with unending and incal-

culable mischief. If there is one desideratum for the ship-

ping community and the wrorld of trade, it is a system of

freight rates that shall be flexible and adaptable to the

thousand and one varying conditions of business. We have

lately heard so much about "stability of rates" and "main-

tenance of the published tariffs"- necessary and proper as

these are that we have almost forgotten that flexibility is

as essential as uniformity. It is the glory as well as the

weakness of our transportation system that it is peculiarly

American, truly a plant of native growth, and that it has,

on the whole, adapted itself marvelously well to the develop-
ment and unprecedented expansion of our country. This has

resulted from a remarkable power of adjustment to local

needs in a land where growth and change have been ab-

normally rapid. New communities have received transporta-
tion facilities at times when there has not been enough busi-

ness to pay the bare cost of the salaries of engineers and
conductors. Industrial plants, not only those of overgrown
corporations, but new ones in sparsely settled regions, have

enjoyed freight rates which have enabled them to land their

goods in the first markets of the world. Witness the action

of the Great Northern road, ever since its inception, towards
the farmers and lumbermen of the northwest. Note the
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policy of the Southern Railway toward the iron works of

Alabama and the cotton mills of the Carolinas and Georgia.

If in place of a management of this kind, at once both

sympathetic and self-interested, the merchants had been

obliged to meet the stolidity of a government bureau, its

circuity of operation, the desire to postpone action till "after

election," how different must have been their experience.

Or, if they had been forced to deal with Congress, they might

have seen the measure succeed in one house or before one

committee, only to be indefinitely delayed in the other house

or in committee of the whole, or played off against other in-

terests in far-away sections of the country whose represen-

tatives demanded some quid pro quo for their support.

They would then have realized the profound truth contained

in the observation of a great modern historian, that the peo-

ple's representatives and lawmakers have rarely accorded

any great public privilege except under strong pressure.

Under present conaitions, the aggrieved merchant may
always appeal from the railroad company itself to govern-

ment aid in some form. State and federal commissions

stand ready to adjust rates sometimes, indeed, with "a

strong hand and a multitude of people"- and behind the

commissioners are the courts. Everybody is ready and will-

ing to move against a railroad corporation. But let the gov-

ernment once become the supreme monopolistic owner of

the mightiest railroad in the world, and how feeble and

helpless will be the shipper who pleads before some govern-

ment department for relief in freight rates, having nothing

but the merits of his case to invoke in his behalf.

Thus far I have been insistent only upon the main conten-

tion that, in the very nature of the case, there is nothing about

government control or government officials that can promise

any easy or satisfactory solution of the problems of trans-

portation, and much to suggest the very reverse. But there

are many other weighty considerations against government

ownership and in favor of government supervision. One
of these is the facility for offering secret rebates which must

occur under any plan of government-managed railroads.
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From the earliest times, government officers have been pe-

culiarly open to fraud and malfeasance, and especially so in

large and highly centralized governments. Witness Russia

and China across the water. Glance at our own history.

During the years after the civil war the government at

Washington seemed fairly honeycombed with corruption.

The Credit Mobilier and the whisky frauds flourished, and

Congress actually found it necessary to impeach a cabinet

officer for misconduct. The scandals in our municipal gov-

ernments are too well known to need specific mention; and

in very recent years we have seen the discovery of gross

frauds in our postoffices, and a shameful waste of millions

of dollars voted by the people of New York for improving
the Erie Canal. There is nothing about government man-

agement that gives the smallest hope that the secret rebate

would not be freely used. Indeed, the ease with which fav-

ors of this kind could be granted or denied would place in

the hands of the dominant party such a power as is fearful

to contemplate. And what reformation is so difficult of

accomplishment as the cleansing of a great bureau or de-

partment?
There is another excellence which we Americans have

thus far enjoyed with which we must part forever if the

government is to run our railroads. This is the possibility

of reorganizing a bankrupt and unprofitable line by scaling
down its debts and charges. This process, drastic and severe

as it may be upon a few individuals, has, nevertheless,

proved of inestimable benefit to the country at large, and
the very salvation of many of our now flourishing companies.
It has enabled all parties to wipe off old scores, turn over

a new leaf and start afresh; and this reduction of charges
has made possible important improvements. But in Ger-

many, where government ownership has long prevailed,

much embarrassment has been felt from the inability of gov-
ernment to carry out such a process of reconstruction. The
debts of the road once assumed by government remained
as a permanent incumbrance, and have never been dis-

charged if the earnings have been insufficient to pay the in-
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terest. This is but another illustration of the necessary

rigidity and want of elasticity of any system of management
proceeding by constitution and statute, it is bound to observe

legal rather than commercial requirements, and is dependent
on the action of hundreds of lawmakers gathered from the

four corners of the land.

If the government is to run the railroads, the thinking

part of the community will demand that they be run at a

profit, and not at a loss, and that the freight shall be lower

than not merely as low as at present. If this mighty
change is to be made, some great, striking and substantial

gain must be the result, or the plan is not worth the carry-

ing out.

While the American people have great faith in represen-
tative government within lines that have been tried, never-

theless they have seen the legislative branches of their gov-

ernment, state and federal, severely strained of late to trans-

act only such necessary and usual business as has fallen

to their lot. In the space of seventeen years, they have

lived through the enactment of three tariff acts imposing
duties on imports. The passage of these measures has

afforded them an opportunity of observing how Congress
deals writh a complicated measure affecting many rival sec-

tions of country and hundreds of hostile interests.

The framing of a tariff bill, vast and vexatious as it is,

is child's play beside the task of arranging a schedule of

freight charges for the multitudinous cities and towns of a

country extending over 3,600,000 square miles, and having
commercial relations with every nation on the face of the

globe. In the presence of such a duty, the most learned

legislature that ever convened might well shudder in abject

helplessness. From time to time, as certain individual states

of our union have created state railroad commissions, they
have often provided that the first duty of the new commis-
sion should be the preparation of a complete schedule of

freight rates for all purely intra-state commerce (i. e., com-

merce originating and terminating within the limits of the

state). Insignificant as this labor is by the side of the mak-
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ing of a schedule of rates for the nation, it is nevertheless

a herculean task, and one that has proved beyond the pow-
ers of any set of commissioners that was ever got together

to perform intelligently.

But the limits of this article forbid a consideration of the

subject in all its details. I have tried to indicate some of

the enormous difficulties involved in any system of govern-

ment control and ownership of the machinery of transporta-

tion. But I have only touched upon them, and some I have

not even mentioned, as, for example, the immense national

debt that must be created in the attempt to purchase billions

of dollars worth of railroad property, the vast issue of bonds

thereby made necessary, the bitter opposition to even mod-
erate bond issues that has been manifested by a great portion

of our people, the jealousy of organized labor toward so

vast and irresponsible an empioj^er as the government, the

entrance of the railroad workingman's vote into politics

as the vote of a distinct faction of officeholders, the vice

of a quadrennial change of management and administration

at the national capital, and last, but by no means least, the

probable change in the temper and tone of the federal gov-
ernment toward both the states and the people when made
the repository of such great authority and power.

The true line of progress is that which has grown up
naturally in the past generation, since 1870, and along which

we have thus far traveled safely, if not brilliantly. It is the

policy to which President Roosevelt has pledged himself,

which Congress has embodied in a statute, and which more
than thirty states of our union have actually tried by means
of railroad commissions. It is a policy of regulation and

supervision to be sharply distinguished from that of owner-

ship, just as we have long had a government supervision,

both state and federal, over banks, without participation on

the part of the government in the actual business of banking.
It has not, of course, secured perfect results, nor given uni-

versal satisfaction. Very few institutions in this world have,

not even trial b}^ jury, which is probably enshrined as

strongly as any purely political institution can be in the
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hearts of the Anglo-Saxon race. In our new rate law, we
have gone to the very verge of safety in the experiment of

government regulation; and common prudence demands that

we give the new machinery a chance to show the kind of

work it can do before we attempt further alterations.

Harper's Weekly. 50: 554. April 21, 1906.

State Ownership of Railways.

The objections to the ownership and operation of rail-

ways by the government are serious. In the first place, an

enormous army of civilian employees is placed at the dis-

posal of the political party in power. That is obvious: the

second, and still graver, objection is often overlooked. State

railways are not accused, indeed, of rebates, or of discrimina-

tions in favor of individuals. They are charged, however,

and justly, with gross discrimination in favor of localities.

Professor Hugo Richard Meyer, of the University of Chi-

cago, has lately pointed out in his book on Government Reg-
ulation of Railway Rates, that in Prussia, though that coun-

try has the most enlightened and the most independent
bureaucratic government which the world has known, the

State "Railway Department is not allowed to make railway
rates that will permit the surplus grain, timber, and beet-

sugar of Eastern Germany to move by rail to the market of

the mining and manufacturing regions along the Rhine, there

to compete with the grain, timber, and beet-sugar produced
in western, southwestern and central Germany. The failure,

too, of the State Railway Department's efforts to get the

iron and steel producers of the Saar districts to agree with

the iron and steel producers of the Ruhr districts on what
shall constitute relatively reasonable rates on iron ores mov-

ing from the Saar to the Ruhr, and on coke moving from the

Ruhr to the Saar, has for upwards of two decades prevented
the German iron and steel industry from exploiting freely

the largest iron-ore deposits on the Continent of Europe,
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those, namely, of the Saar region. Under the free play of

competition, the Ruhr iron and steel industries would out-

strip the Saar industries, but the State Railway Department
cannot permit that free play of competition, lest it expose

the government to the charge of favoring the Ruhr section.

Such has been the paralysis of the Prussian railways under

government-made railway rates, that the grain, timber, and

beet-sugar producers of eastern Germany, as well as the

iron and steel manufacturers of the Ruhr district, have had

to resuscitate river and canal transportation. The truth is,

according to Professor Meyer, that the present-day Ger-

many, with its agriculture, its manufactures and trade, rests

upon the waterways, not upon railways, which the regime
of government-made railway rates has reduced to the sub-

ordinate position of feeders to the river and canal boats,

The same trade jealousy that prevents the Prussian State

Railway Department from making rates that would permit
the agricultural products and the timber of Eastern Ger-

many to move by rail into Western Germany prevents also

the cooperation of the State Railway Department of Ger-

many, Austria-Hungary, and the Danubian principalities for

the purpose of securing the free movement by rail into

Western Europe of the agricultural products and the timber

of Austria-Hungary and the latter's Danubian neighbors,
or a correspondingly free movement to the East of the man-
ufactures of Western Europe. In Russia may be observed

the same paralysis of state railways through trade jealousies,

and the same resultant recourse to transportation by river.

Professor Meyer recalls that, on the opening of the Trans-

Siberian railway, the landed interests of western Russia pro-

tested that they must not be exposed to competition from

the wheat raised upon the cheap lands of Siberia. They suc-

ceeded in compelling the government to place prohibitive

charges upon the carriage of Siberian wheat, so that it has

proved impossible adequately to develop Siberia's enormous
wheat resources. In Australia, under government ownership,
trade jealousy has forced each colony to refuse to cooperate
with its neighbors in the promotion of trade and industry.
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The Colonial governments raise materially the rates on

freight sent from one colony to the other. Victoria and New
South Wales still maintain separate gauges, and the latter

colony has refused to connect its railway lines in the south-

western part of its territory with the Victorian lines, lest

trade should be diverted from Sydney to Melbourne. The
result of the system followed is that the export and import

trade of each Australian colony, as well as a large part of

the jobbing business and manufacturing, is confined to one

seaport city. The failure to adopt the American practice

of port differentials and the American contrivance of "basing

points" has produced this concentration of trade and in-

dustry. In a word, the experience of Germany has been

repeated in Australia, as well as in Austria-Hungary and

Russia. It justifies the words quoted by Professor Meyer,
from the late Herr von Miquel, who was Prussian Minister

of Finance from 1890 to 1900. He declared that "the system
of government ownership of the railways will break down
unless it shall prove possible to find refuge from the jeal-

ousies and conflicts of local and sectional interests behind

the stone wall of a system of hard-and-fast railway rates

which admit of no exercise of discretion." It justifies also

Professor Meyer's conclusion, that no government which has

undertaken to make railway rates by assuming government

ownership, has been able to prescribe railway rates in such

a way as to conserve and promote the public welfare, if

the test of welfare be the making of two blades of grass to

grow where only one blade grew before. Restraint of com-

petition and of trade, with failure to develop the resources

of soil and climate, has been everywhere the outcome of

government ownership of railways. To that system, how-

ever, we seem likely to be driven, unless the Constitution

and the laws shall enable us through our federal government,
to exercise such regulation of railway rates as shall- not

be open to the serious objection here stated.
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American Economic Association. Bulletin. 4th Ser. No. 2.

pp. 175-87- April, ign.

Attitude of the State toward Railways. Ernest R. Dewsnup.

As a matter of practical politics, the problem of the de-

sirable relationship of the state toward the railway has been
settled in most countries of the world by the adoption of a

policy of nationalization. In but three or four of the more

prominent countries does the state take no part in railway

management, and, in the case of England, one of the two

great strongholds of independent railway enterprise, it is

interesting to note that, in nearly all of her colonies, pos-
sessions and protectorates, the imperial or colonial govern-
ments have freel}r undertaken the responsibility of railway

management. The record of the last few years shows very

clearly that the tide of railway nationalization is strong and

steady. The acquisition, by the state, of the Western Rail-

way of France, of the West of Flanders Railway of Belgium,
of the rail-lines by Austria, and the resumption of state

operation by Italy, are examples in very recent years of the

vigor and vitality of the movement. The forces underlying
this development have been very complex. Political unity,

social amelioration, industrial progress, and financial gain
have all been influential motives, varying in relative inten-

sity, of course, in different countries. If, however, one ex-

amines the history of that period from which the substan-

tial growth of nationalization really dates, namely, the third

quarter of the nineteenth century, the importance of political

motives in promoting this movement is very conspicuous.

Thus, in Belgium, as in Switzerland a quarter of a century

later, the fear of foreign financial control of the railway

system was a powerful factor in inducing the resumption of

state activity in the railway industry. In Austria and Italy

the relation of the state railway system to political harmony
and to military strength was regarded as a very important
one. Because of this fact, the rehabilitation of state railway

systems inaugurated in the decade 1868 to 1878 must not be
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viewed as a vindication, justified by the, history of the pre-

vious generation, of the economic benefits of state as against

private management of railways. The record of state rail-

way management up to that time had been a very discour-

aging one. In Belgium, for instance, for five years after the

opening of her first mileage, the state constructed and oper-

ated all railways, but the financial results were so unsatis-

factory that the extension of the system was entrusted to

private enterprise. In Austria and Prussia the inability of

the state to secure adequate financial returns from its rail-

ways led to the temporary abandonment of the policy of

state expansion. Similar experiences, it will be remembered,
were the lot of certain states of this Union. There were

no facts in 1870 which could be adduced to establish the

economic advantage of state railway systems. On the other

hand, there were conspicuous examples of the successful

working of private roads in America, in England, and even

in continental Europe. At the very time when the Prussian

Diet expressed itself in favor of continuing further with

the project of a national system, private enterprise was

clamoring for railway concessions, in spite of all restrictions

that the government had imposed upon construction and

working. One of the considerations that induced the Belgian

government in 1871, to resume its railway activities was the

too successful competition of the private companies with the

state lines. Some companies, it is true, had not met with

success, but the financial failures of such roads seem to have

been mainly due either to the excessive restriction of govern-

ment constitutionally inclined to paternalism or to the fact

that they had been located, under the influence of the state,

in regions of scanty population and poor economic possibili-

ties.

The desire of relatively undeveloped communities to has-

ten the natural growth of their estates is not a surprising

one, nor is it strange that they should select the state man-

agement of railways as their means to that end. Whether

their object is best attained in this way is another matter. The.

construction of a larger amount of railway mileage may be
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thus secured, with attaching increments of traffic, but this

does not in itself justify the policy. The direct financial loss-

es usually involved, the indirect losses arising from an arbi-

trary diversion of national resources of labor and capit/al

from other interests, the effect of the distraction of the

attention of the government from those very important
elements of national welfare which are not economic, the

possibility of the stimulation of private enterprise, under

judicious supervision and with suitable aid, into the accom-

plishment of its aims, all need to be taken into full account;

but unfortunately, such communities rarely stop to cast a

trial balance of gains and losses.

Such are some of the leading influences that have led

toward nationalization, each one of which would form a

most interesting study. Obviously, only the bare outlines

of the general movement could be sketched in this paper,

sufficiently distinctly, may the wish be expressed, to indicate

that from the point of view of permanent welfare, there is

still justification for further discussion of a problem which

practical politics has declared settled.

The leading aspects of such a discussion are twofold, (i),

the effect of the state upon the railway, (2) the effect of the

railway upon the state. Under the former head falls the

question of the financial remunerativeness of state railways,

an important, though not conclusive, test of efficiency.

Generally speaking, the results have been poor. For in-

stance, in 1907, quite a favorable year for railway traffic, the

state systems of Europe, excluding Prussia and Saxony,
earned possibly 3 per cent upon their reputed capitals. Thus
France (1'ancien reseau de 1'Etat) made 1.87 per cent, Italy

2.18, Norway 2.64; Sweden 2.75, Denmark 2.92, Wurtemburg
2.47, Austria 3.01, Belgium 3.29, Bavaria 3-45, Hungary 3.50,

Imperial Railways of Alsace-Lorraine 3.58, Switzerland 3.62,

Baden 3.90 per cent. In 1908, when the effects of the eco-

nomic depression which commenced in the United States in

the fall of 1907 really began to be felt, the average return

fell considerably below 3 per cent. Such results indicate

that most of these railways, on a proper representation of
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capital probably all of them, were actual burdens upon the

finances of their respective states, for the latter have usually

'had to pay from 3^ to 4 per cent, or even more, for th,e

necessary capital. It has been urged that most of the state

railway systems of Europe show little or no financial success

because the governments have used their railways, not for

purposes of gain, but for the promotion of trade and indus-

try by low transportation charges. The argument is a very

sophistical one. If this were a characteristic of state man-

agement, then the most important state railway administra-

tion, that of Prussia, would not have been paying dividends

of 5, 6 and 7 per cent'i for the last thirty years. Bismarck,

it is true, promised the Prussian Diet that if the purchases

of the* private railways were authorized, railway surpluses

should be used for improvement of the system, not for the

financial benefit of the treasury. But fat railway surpluses

have proved too much even for Prussian self-restraint, and

the state has hugely enjoyed them. There is not a railway-

owning government of Europe but would be glad to secure

help to its national finances from the profits of railway

working. The low railway charges of such countries, in so

far as they are low, are to be largely credited to the irresis-

tible pressure of very limited individual purchasing power.

But while passenger rates are low, there is reason to doubt

whether this can be said of freight rates, an adjustment

which savors more of political expediency than of economic

advantage. Attempts to make state railways more profit-

able have not been unknown. But recently, Austria and

Hungary have appreciably raised their charges. Russia,

Denmark and other states, at different times, have made

general increases, in some instances realizing to their

discomfiture that such increases may destroy sufficient traf-

fic to leave unaltered, or even reduce, gross revenue. In

countries where the average income of the great mass of

the population is low, charges that appear low from the

standpoint of, say, an American, may actually be as high as

the traffic can be made to bear. It is not denied that, in a

number of instances, the taking over of private lines has
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been signalized by some reduction of rates and fares, a pre-

liminary taste as it were of the future good things that the

government had in reserve, but the process has hardly been
a continuing one. Take, for instance, the state railway sys-

tem of France, as against the private companies, and one

finds that, whereas, from 1888 to 1908, the state receipts per
ton kilometre increased from 5.15 to 5.23 centimes, those of

the private companies fell from 5.66 to 4.20 centimes. Even
in passenger kilometre receipts, the favorite altar for the

propitiatory sacrifices of government, the decrease in the

state system was but 9^4 per cent as against 28 per cent in

the case of the private companies. The passenger receipts of

the state are still slightly the lower, though part of the

difference can be put down to its appreciably higher pro-

portion of third class traffic.

Saxony has had somewhat better fortune than the states

just dealt with, for though the percentage earned on reputed

capital was but 3.78 in 1908, for some few years preceding 4

and 5 per cent surpluses were the rule. Prussia, however, is

the one example of marked financial success over a period
of considerable length. This unusual achievement was fav-

ored by the fact that active state control was undertaken

just about the time when the great economic advance of

Germany was commencing. Financial prosperity was as-

sured ahead. It is fair to inquire whether, under such con-

ditions, the Prussian state railways have accomplished for

the economic development of their country all that might
reasonably have been expected from them.

Despite statistics showing the growth of the commerce
and industry of Prussia, which prove nothing, as no one

can tell what would have been the result with a different

system of management, I am inclined to think that they have

not done so. So far as my reasons for this opinion can be

expressed in brief, they are as follows: Prussia is operat-

ing her railway system under peculiarly advantageous con-

ditions, namely, compact territory, dense population, favor-

able physiographic conditions, unity of railway management
arising from the fact of state operation, low labor cost, low
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taxation, a people temperamentally and by military train-

ing inclined to take severe restrictive control as a matter of

course. For instance, Prussia has five times as many people

per mile of line and twice as many miles of line per unit of

area as the United States. The enormous physical obstacles

to economical operation offered by the Rocky Mountains

are absent. The practical monopoly enjoyed obviates many
expenses of organization and of competition for traffic.

Taxes per mile of line are little more than half those of the

United States. Railway labor cost per individual averages

about half that of this country. Add to these the high aver-

age intelligence of its people and the rapidity of economic

progress, and all the elements of efficient and economic' op-

eration, making easy the combination of very low charges

with high rates of profits, are present. Yet what has been

accomplished? For one thing comes the reply, extraordi-

narily low passenger rates, rather less than one cent per pas-

senger mile, in 1908 as against 1.9 cents in the United States.

But there are several points to be noted in connection with

this. In the first place, Prussia, with its denser popula-

tion, affords to the railways a passenger density of four

and a half times that of the United States, and such enor-

mously greater density, in the case of traffic that handles

itself, lowers the cost per mile very considerably. In the

second place, the third, and especially the fourth class in

Prussia, represent facilities which the average American

traveler would not put up with for the small annual amount

he would thereby "save. In the third place, the cheapest ac-

commodation that can be properly compared with that of

American passenger trains, the second class, averages 1.6

cents per passenger mile, a charge that represents quite as

much to the average German as 1.9 cents does to the average

American. In the fourth place, though operating costs are

low, there is ground for suspicion that Prussian fourth class

rates are more helpful politically to the government than

profitable to the railway. Passengers, however, bring in but

28 per cent or so of total operating income, while freight

traffic produces about 65 per cent, a similar ratio to that of
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the United States. Moreover, of the two branches of the

service, freight traffic is the one which calls for the exercise

of most skill; it is also readily susceptible to reductions of

cost. The Prussian Railway Department seems to have
failed to realize its opportunities. From 1880-1908 freight

transportation charges in Prussia decreased about 15 per
cent. In the United States, during the same period, they
decreased nearly 40 per cent. The average ton mile receipt
of Prussian railways, in 1908, was 1.24 cents; in the United
States .754 cents, nearly 40 per cent less, really about 60 to

65 per cent less if equivalent purchasing power be taken into

account. The Ausnahme tariffs, covering wagon loads of

22,000 pounds and over, and accounting for 21.144 million

ton kilometres out of a total of 32,810 million, very largely

coal, ores, lumber, stone, earth, raw materials and grain,

worked out at an average receipt per ton mile of 90 cents,

in spite of the depressing influence of political export rates,

a figure very appreciably higher than the average for all

classes of goods here. The normal tariffs for wagon loads,

accounting for 9600 million ton kilometres, gave an average

receipt of 1.5 cents per ton mile. These figures are only av-

erages and easily liable to misinterpretation, but the differ-

ences indicated are so great as hardly to leave room for any
doubt as to the superior economy of American freight trans-

portation to its users. There is a much closer similarity in

the general makeup of the tonnage than some writers have

supposed. Nor can the difference in average haul have any

greatly disturbing effect on the comparison, for the great
bulk of the tonnage in both countries is low class carload

traffic, loaded and unloaded by shippers and consignees.

Terminal ^charges for handling this class of traffic are com-

paratively light, and therefore cannot be responsible for the

difference of costs such as occurs in short and long dis-

tance hauls of freight that has to be loaded and unloaded by
the railway. Then it has to be borne in mind, in connec-

tion with this carload freight, that increase in length of

haul means increase in the number of division yards that

have to be passed through, involving rehandling in the case
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of most trains; also that wages of engincmen and trainmen,
cost of fuel and supplies, and cost of maintenance of rolling
stock tend to keep pace, more or less exactly, with increase

of haul. The density of freight traffic, it should be observed,
is nearly the same in both countries.

Further, throughout the whole comparison, the different

wage costs need to be borne in mind. In the United States,

60 per cent of total operating expenses is consumed by
wages and salaries, and the average rate of pay of the

American railway employee runs at least 100 per cent

greater than that of Prussian employees, including all al-

lowances and so forth. This means that, if American em-

ployees were paid on the same basis as Prussian, freight

rates could be reduced to just half Prussian rates and pas-

senger rates to the same level, while net income would

actually be greater than it is now.

The contrast between the freight and passenger rates of

Prussia is such as inevitably to create the impression that

the former constitute more or less of a tax upon facilities,

and this feeling is emphasized when one bears in mind the

the severe restrictions, such as those of the demurrage and

loading regulations, to which the freight traffic is subjected.

It may be good political policy to maintain passenger fares

at a low level, but, if this means that profits have to be

bolstered up at the expense of freight charges, it is unfor-

tunate. Since an infinitely smaller proportion of the income

of the average individual is spent on railway passenger traf-

fic than on freight transportation, low passenger fares are,

in general, of much less economic importance to the com-

munity than low freight charges.

Yet, in some ways, the railway administration of Prussia

has been inclined to push economy to the extreme. In 1906

an expenditure of $50,000,000 on equipment was authorized,

and much has been made of this action as an illustration 'of

the advanced policy of enlightened state management. But,

as a matter of fact, the conditions of car service had become

absolutely lamentable, and the government did not under-

take this expenditure until it was actually unavoidable. The
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1907 report of the Chamber of Commerce of Essen says
* the increase of our roadway accomodations,

and the provision of rolling stock, etc., has not taken place

in a manner corresponding to the development and the nec-

essities of traffic, and further,
* * no progress of gen-

eral importance has been made in the matter of our goods
traffic." Charges of this kind are common in the history of

the Prussian state railways. Ten years ago, Professor Dr.

Arthur Bohltingk, in his pamphlet "Unsere Deutchen Eisen-

bahnen," wrote "Although his Excellency Von Thielen has

not once been able to provide sufficiently for the demands for

rail transport, and although he has repeatedly declared that

the railways had reached the limits of their capacity, he

seems to have thought less than ever of making them equal

to such demands by means of additions and improvements."
Short of an exhaustive analysis impracticable within the

limits of this paper, sufficient evidence has been brought for-

ward, perhaps, to indicate how little reliance can be placed

upon the argument for nationalization which is based on the

results of Prussian railway management. In spite of all its

apparent success, I am convinced that the state government
has failed to live up to its opportunities. With all the dis-

advantages and defects of the privately managed American

railway system, and notwithstanding the restrictions placed

upon its working by federal and state governments, it has

contributed far more to national economic development than

has the state system of railways in Prussia.

There are certain other features of state railway man-

agement, a brief statement of which must suffice, though

their importance is considerable. There can be no question

but that, where economic conditions render it at all practic-

able, state railways will endeavor to make profits. The his-

tory of Prussia indicates very clearly that, under such cir-

cumstances, there is a great probability of too intimate a

relationship being established between the financial and rail-

way departments of the state. This is likely to lead, as it

has led in Prussia, to a subordination of the economic in-

terests 'of the industry to the fiscal necessities of the treasury.
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Again, with the nationalization of the railway system, the

experts of that branch of industry become government serv-

ants, and as such, liable to less searching criticisms than,

when, as the representatives of private enterprise, the sword
of government investigation and regulation was constantly

suspended above their heads. Like individuals, government
is not apt to criticise itself. The depressing effect of gov-
ernment management upon the initiative and self reliance of

employees is an old charge, and I will do no more thajn

quote from the report of the recent Board of Trade investi-

gation of Italian railways. "There is one element in con-

nection with the transfer from private working, and that is

the change which has taken place in the management of the

personnel. Numerous removals have been effected conse-

quent on promotions being made in order of seniority, which

is not in all cases compatible with merit. One hears traders

who have had close associations with the officials, in the

days of private ownership, deploring the disadvantages caused

by the removal of local officials possessing intimate knowl-

edge of the working and their replacement by officials from

probably quite a different part of the country owing to some
claim of seniority. Again, in the staff themselves, there has

been noticed, it is said, a change occasioned by the transfer

from private to state ownership. As state officials, there

does not seem to be quite the same amount of willingness to

take responsibility; the strict letter of the rules and regula-

tions is the boundary line over which there is no disposition

to step."

So much for the influence of state management upon the

railway. We may now ask what is the effect of the state

railway upon general state administration. This question is

worthy of a much more elaborate answer than I can possi-

bly give at the present time, and I shall not attempt to do

more than outline some of the leading considerations. First,

then, the entry of the state into general or specific indus-

trial competition, with its own citizens is neither wise nor

proper. Its natural position as the disinterested and un-

biased dispenser of justice, revealer of frauds, and adjuster
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of inequities is prejudiced thereby. Confidence in its im-

partiality becomes weakened, capital hesitant, private initia-

tive less keen, with corresponding retardation of the material

growth of the community. Secondly, the duties necessarily

imposed upon the executive of the modern state in connec-

tion with the fundamental functions of administration of

justice, protection of the community from physical and
moral violence, whether in social or strictly economic rela-

tions, and guardianship of its physical and mental health,

constitute a heavy burden in themselves; and an efficient

discharge thereof is far from being attained in the most ad-

vanced countries. To superimpose upon these duties the

responsibilities of industrial entrepreneur is to diffuse the

energies of the state through a still wider field, over which
it is likely to exercise a still less satisfactory control. The

capacity of government is not unlimited. Thirdly, in so far

as the railways are productive of surpluses, to that extent

the executive of the state is relieved from drawing upon the

pockets of the taxpayers. It is admittedly difficult even in

the most democratic states to keep the executive in respon-
sive relationship to the legislature and to the public. The
more dependent the executive is upon funds raised by taxa-

tion, particularly direct taxation, the less arbitrary can it

become. The ultimate political well-being of the democracy
rests upon the practical recognition of this canon of govern-
ment. Fourthly, fiscal reliance upon railway earnings is apt
to prove embarrassing in state finances, at recurring periods,

from shrinking of receipts a difficulty that is accentuated by
the apparent inability of government railways to adjust them-
selves readily to economic vicissitudes.

From the point of view either of the influence of the state

upon the efficient management of the railway system, or of

the influence of the responsibility of railway management,
upon the efficiency of state administration, there is reason to

dispute the advantage so loudly claimed for nationalization.

The real meaning of railway nationalization is the substitu-

tion of uncontrolled state management for controlled private

management, and the change is unfavorable to economic

progress and efficient government.
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McClure's. 38: 352-60. January, 1912.

Industrial Democracy or Monopoly? William W. Cook.

To preserve competition in the face of the underlying
forces of trade is impossible. To remain permanently in the

present control of private monopoly is equally so. The al-

ternative most prominently in the public mind is government
ownership of the railroads. The American people do not

w.ant this, but they believe it may be necessary.
The railroads of continental Europe are quite generally

under government ownership. That this ownership has de-

veloped and is now developing grievous faults, cannot be

denied. Perhaps the most authoritative recent study of this

situation is given by Logan G. McPherson, lecturer on trans-

portation in Johns Hopkins University, in a volume published
in 1910. His conclusions are decidedly adverse to the policy

of government ownership. "In France, Belgium and Italy,"

he says, "where socialistic influences are strong in the gov-

ernment, the number of employees of the governmental rail-

ways has been increased beyond all reason to make places

for political henchmen, with the result that expenses are

going up, revenue is going down, and the quality of service,

from all accounts, is badly deteriorating." "In Switzerland,"

he says, "where the government has sought to please all the

people by lowering rates, increasing facilities and raising

wages, the railways which were doing well under corporate

management show a deficit after ten years of governmental
administration. . .

..)
In Switzerland, if anywhere, it might

be supposed the operation of railways ought to be attended

with profit. Under a state administration they show a loss."

This is the result of the experiment under the most cen-

tralized governments of Europe. In the United States, a

loosely constructed democracy extending over an enormous

territory, the problem would be much more difficult. Expe-

rience in this county has shown that popular sovereignty is

not fitted to own and administer great properties. Popular

sovereignty, with ignorance and poverty in control, early
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bankrupted a number of the Southern States, and almost

bankrupted many in the north. Popular sovereignty bank-

rupted American cities like Elizabeth, New Jersey, and Mem-
phis, Tennessee; and in the great development of municipal

enterprises in recent years it has piled up in American cities

a portentous burden of debt, $1,718,000,000 in 1908, according
to the United States Bureau of the Census that is, over one

half of the national debt at the close of the Civil War, when

intelligent men despaired of the nation's solvency. Were it

not for constitutional limitations and prohibitions, these city

debts would be greater still.

Public ownership of railroads and other means of trans-

portation are not untried experiments in the United States;

indeed, at the beginning the transportation enterprises of

the country were quite largely undertaken or aided by states

or cities. With scarcely an exception, these experiments
were failures. Judge Thomas M). Cooley, in his history of

Michigan, gives a graphic account of that state's disastrous

experience with railroads and canals, drawn from his own ob-

servation. "At the end," he says, "nothing but the debris of

our air-castles remained, and that only to plague our recol-

lections."

The result of all this is that government ownership of

railroads in the United States is now generally feared by its

citizens. The effects are dreaded. It would mean an enor-

mous increase of power and patronage to the national gov-
ernment. It would mean that the government would be

swindled in acquiring the railroads. It would mean bad

service, stagnation of enterprise, and financial loss. It would

mean inefficient and at times corrupt administration of the

railroads. These enterprises require the highest class of ad-

ministrative ability and economy in their operation. Politi-

cians do not and can not furnish that ability. Railroad men
are trained for their vocation by a lifetime of constant prac-

tical work. The government would not get such men, be-

cause they are not politicians and because the government
would not pay the price to retain them.

But worse than all, the change would mean a national
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debt of some fourteen billions of dollars, the present value of

the railroads themselves. Nor is this all. Over a half bil-

lion dollars a year is being added annually to the value pf
the railroads from the sale of stocks and bonds. In a few

years the national debt would be twenty-five billions of dol-

lars. Such a debt would be appalling. The solvency of the

republic would be imperiled. The words of Maine, the au-

thor of 'The Ancient Law," and "Popular Government,"
should be recalled by all of us at this time. Popular sov-

ereignty, he says, "is characterized by great fragility," and

democracy "of all forms of government is by far the most
difficult"- -so difficult that it "will tax to the utmost all the

political sagacity and statesmanship of the world to keep it

from misfortune." When one contemplates the colossal debt,

the inevitable political corruption, and the oligarchic tenden-

cies of governmental power, doubt arises as to whether the

great republic could stand the strain of government owner-

ship of railroads.

Nation. 94: 255-6. March 14, 1912.

Switzerland's Railway Success.

We subscribe to no such dogma as the "impossibility" or

"absurdity" of government ownership or management of

public utilities. It is all a question of expediency a question,

to be sure, turning often on extremely broad and deep con-

siderations, and not merely on the immediate facts of a given

case, but still a question of expediency. It is fair to ac-

knowledge, and to take for what it is worth, such an expe-

rience as that of Switzerland, especially as Switzerland is a

democratic republic. But before we jump to conclusions re-

garding our own country, we must look certain large and

vital facts in the face. Of these, the most obvious relates to

the mere geography and history of the country. The
United States is a vast new country, whose area we speak
of the contiguous territory, not counting Alaska, or the in-
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sular possessions is 3,000,000 square miles; Switzerland is an
ancient and fully settled country, with an area of 16,000

square miles. Texas alone could swallow up sixteen Switzer-

lands, and the population of Texas is barely more than th'at

of Switzerland. It would take nine Switzerlands to make a

Montana, but the people of Montana are only one-tenth as

many as those of Switzerland. Evidently, the problem of

reconciling the demands of the present, and of weighing the

needs of the future, for this vast Continental area, filled with
a restless, energetic and rapidly growing population and big
with mighty changes almost from year to year, is not to be

compared with that presented by the transportation problems
of the compact and ancient little mountain republic of Eu-

rope.

Hardly less important than this, if less important at all,

is the consideration of the nature, the temper, and the tradi-

tions of the people. Now
>
anything more unlike the Ameri-

can temperament than that of the Swiss people it would be
difficult to find. And it is hard to say whether this difference

is more pronounced if we consider as American that which
was the recognized American type of the earlier generations
of our republic, or that wonderful cosmopolitan mixture

which now plays so large a part in the development of our

social and economic problems. Take it as you will, and you
have here a tense, nervous, high-strung people, keenly ambi-

tious and eager for quick "results," as against a nation which,
whether in the country or the city, is essentially a nation of

sturdy yeomen. It is needless to expatiate on this idea; any-

body can supply a score of particulars to reinforce the con-

trast. Rather let us take, as a slight illustration, the plain

tale told by the writer of the Quarterly Journal article, nar-

rating the history of the addition made to the standard wage
scale on account of the rise in the cost of living:

The highest rates of wages in effect upon the private rail-

ways (which were the basis of the governmental rates) had been
established in 1896 and the rise in the cost of living since then
amounted to over 27 per cent. The men began to complain re-

spectfully, but during 1906 with increasing vigor. The govern-
ment, when confronted by the men with family budgets and
other pertinent evidence of the fall in real wages, recognized
the justice of their claims, but wished to postpone the revision
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of their wages until a general act could be prepared that would
apply to all federal employees. . . . The federal council ulti-
mately recommended that each married employee and each un-
married employee with persons dependent upon him for support,
earning less than 4000 francs a year, should receive a supplement
to his annual earnings of 100 francs ($20); and that all other
employees earning less than 4000 francs should receive 50 francs
($10). The federal council took pains in its message to the as-
sembly to remark on the courteous tone of the employees' peti-
tions and the reasonableness of their request.

Can any one imagine such a story told of a like situation

in the United States? And is it not equally impossible go-

ing back to the other phase of the matter to imagine any
mechanism of official management which would eliminate

here, as seems to have been done in Switzerland, the pres-
sure of personal and local interests, in the face of the over-

whelming importance of transportation questions in this

country?

Journal of Political Economy. 3: 1-23. December, 1894.

State Railways in Australia. William Hill.

In every particular, unless it be that of holding railway

building and the development of the colony in check, state

management has proved less efficient in Victoria than private

management has been here. Railways are built more slowly

and at greater expense. Their charges are higher; yet their

management is less efficient so that the net returns are

poorer. But it is not from the direct effects of state owner-

ship alone that the policy deserves condemnation. The in-

direct effects appear to be even more pernicious. These

may be classed under two heads: (i) Borrowing un-

til the state debt is increased beyond any reasonable limit;

(2) leading the people to depend upon the government for

employment with little regard to the product of their labor.

This compels the government to continue building after all

lines that could be profitably constructed are completed.

Labor is not alone in its dependence upon the government.

The whole community learns to rely upon the government

policy of borrowing for a continuance of its apparent pros-

perity.
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Quarterly Journal of Economics. 23: 652-96. August, 1909.

Railways in New Zealand. James E. Rossignol and William
D. Stewart.

Because of the general prosperity of the country, to

which the railways have, of course, contributed, the gross
revenue of the system has increased from 1,150,851 in 1895

to 2,761,938 in 1908. The revenue per mile of line has in-

creased from 577 to 1,114, while the revenue per train-

mile has increased from 85_75d to 93-75d. But the expendi-
ture has increased in still greater' proportion: the expediture

per mile of line from 367 to 796, the expenditure per
train-mile from 63.62d to 70.59d. The gross earnings per
train-mile exceed those of all the Australian railways ex-

cept Victoria, and the expenditure per train-mile is greater
than that of all of them, without exception. Had it not been

for a fall in the rate of interest on government loans since

1895, from 4.1 per cent to 3.7 per cent, the deficit for 1907-

1908, figured on the basis of the "capital cost" of the open

lines, would have been 184,352 instead of 89,349, as it

now is.

The Railways Statement, presented annually to Parlia-

ment by the minister for railways, does not recognize the

existence of a deficit, but shows a ''net profit on working,"
so called, without noting that it is always insufficient to pay
interest on the cost of construction at the average rate of

interest paid by the government on the public debt. In

the year ending March 31, 1908, the railways earned a "net

profit" of 3.33 per cent on 24,365,647, the cost of construc-

tion of the open lines, but, since the average rate of interest

paid on the public debt was about 3.7 per cent, the "net

profit" is absorbed in interest payments, and a deficit

emerges, amounting to 89,349, if interest is reckoned on

the cost of the open lines only. But the real cost of con-

struction of the railway system, on which interest should

be reckoned, includes the cost of the unopened lines, making
a total of 26,735,140, reducing the "net profit" to 3.04 per
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cent and increasing the deficit to 177,021. This is con-

siderably less than the deficits during the administration

of the commissioners, which, in their turn, were less than

those of their predecessors, but, as shown above, the re-

duction has been chiefly due to a fall in the rate of interest,

with which the railway administration as such has had

nothing to do. Reckoning interest on the cost of the open
lines only, the total deficit from 1895 to 1908 amounts to

1,134,447; from 1882 to 1908 it is 4,256,025 ($20,000,000).

Taking interest on the cost of the unopened lines as well,

the deficit is increased by at least 50 per cent.

Undoubtedly, wages and salaries have been slightly in-

creased from time to time, to keep pace in a measure with

the general increase in wages and cost of living in New
Zealand and throughout the world, and this has caused an

increase in expenditure, offset, however, by increased rev-

enue, due to the general prosperity of the country. But

such increases can hardly be regarded as voluntary ''con-

cessions," or gifts, since even now the railway employees,

if one may believe the Amalgamated Society of Railway

Servants, and their organ, the Railway Review, are receiv-

ing wages rather less than those paid in private employ,

while their hours of labor are frequently much higher than

would be tolerated in any private business subject to the

jurisdiction of the arbitration Court. There are only thirty-

one officials who receive salaries of 400 ($2,000) or more.

The general manager receives a salary of 1,250 ($6,200)

the chief engineer 900, the chief traffic manager 800,

the traffic superintendent 650, the chief clerk 500. The

most highly paid station master, a man who has been in

the service for forty years, receives only 355 ($ I >72 )-

Station masters receive from 170 ($73) to 355, ordi-

nary clerks from 1/0 to 300, cadets from 40 to 100,

guards from 8s. ($2.00) to io>s. ($2.50) a day, enginemen

from los. 6d. ($2.60) to I2s. ($3) a day, firemen from 7s. 6d.

($1.85) to 95. ($2.25), carpenters from gs. to los. 6d., black-

smiths from IDS. to I2s., common laborers generally 75.

($1.75) a day. Salaries and wages are now slightly higher
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than they were in 1907, but there is no evidence to show
that any material concessions have been made to railway

employees. However they have the advantage of regularity
of employment and of retiring allowances' under the super-
annuation system.

One of the most serious causes of inefficiency and dissatis-

faction is the system of promotion. Men are usually promot-
ed merely because their names come first on the list of senior-

ity, unless it can be proved that they are actually incapable,
which is difficult. The theoretical right to advance capable
men over their seniors is practically never exercised, be-

cause of the unpleasantness and difficulty of proving al-

leged unfitness. Until a system of promotion by merit is

introduced, there will never be an efficient service. Yet

promotion by merit lends itself readily to favoritism and
other abuses. Again, members of the service, even cadets,

frequently have political influence back of them and this

interferes seriously with discipline. Also workers in the

government shops have frequently been accused of practic-

ing the "government stroke." The general manager him-

self, Mr. T. Ronayne, recently wrote a strong letter to the

chief mechanical engineer at the Addington workshops,

making serious charges of inefficiency. However, when the

commission appointed to investigate the charges met at

Christchurch on March n, 1909, the general manager said

that he had been misinformed and that he was perfectly

satisfied with the condition of the workshops. Yet in the

course of the investigation certain significant facts were

brought out, such as the difficulty of getting rid of ineffi-

cient men, the difficulty of getting good men when needed,

the lack of encouragement to inventors and other good men
by promotion and advances in salary, and the lack of up to

date appliances in certain lines of work.

The financial failure of the railways has been one of the

chief causes of the slow growth of railways during the past

thirty years. From 1873 to 1878 nearly 1,000 miles of line

were built, an average of about 200 miles a year; but in the

thirty years from 1878 to 1908 only 1,385 miles were
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built, an average of only 45 miles a year. This average
would be fairly high if the railway system were prac-

tically complete and only a few minor extensions had to be
made from time to time. But such is not the case. A
section of the main trunk line between Auckland and Well-

ington, about 200 miles in length, has taken twenty-three

years to build, altho it was the most important link in the

whole system, and promised to develop a large and profit-,,

able traffic. "Apart from the fact that this dilatory method
of construction has added enormously to the cost, it is appal-

ling to think of the huge sum which the Dominion has paid
in interest during construction, to say nothing of the re-

turns which might have been gathered in and the settlement

which would have been promoted, had the work been com-

pleted with reasonable dispatch.

The causes of this delay and loss have been chiefly two.

In the first place, the funds available for railway construc-

tion have been distributed, not to say frittered away, in

various parts of the country, in the building of small bits of

line, instead of being concentrated on one or two important

works. This was largely due to political considerations.

Secondly, the funds at the disposal of the government were

limited, because the government could not advantageously

borrow more than a certain amount every year, altho much

larger sums were urgently required. If the railways already

built had been paying investments, earning the full interest

on the capital cost, and perhaps, a surplus to apply to bet-

terments, a considerable sum now borrowed for "additions

to open lines" would have been available for new construc-

tion, and it would have been easy to borrow all the money
needed for projected lines if only they promised, in their

turn, to become paying investments. Thus the districts al-

ready supplied with railways, by their narrow and selfish

policy, have not only compelled the people who had no

railways to contribute to the deficit, but have for years

prevented the people from getting railways in districts that

could be developed and could supply a profitable traffic.
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The government is in a difficult situation: Here an un-

developed district is crying for a railway, there a rich and

prosperous population is clamoring for concessions of every
kind. On the one hand, the railway servants demand higher

wages and shorter hours; on the other, the Department of

Labor asks that railway construction be made subordinate

to the provision of work for the unemployed. And yet the

financial critics expect the railways to pay interest on the

capital cost and earn a surplus for "additions to open lines."
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